The normal distribution of experimental data was assessed using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov normality test. According to the distribution of the data, we performed either parametric or non-parametric tests and p-values < 0.05 were considered significant.

3 Results

Depending on the distance between modules, the module networks are able or not to establish spontaneous neuronal connections among them. Fig. 1 reports optical images of a representative culture before (left) and after the optical lesion (right).

We analysed both spontaneous and evoked activity of modular networks before and after lesion. Regarding spontaneous dynamics, the strong synchronization of activity observed among the clusters before the lesion (Fig. 2A), disappears almost completely after it (Fig. 2B). Moreover, a global decrease in the network mean firing rate is observed after the lesion, both inside the isolated cluster, and in all the other clusters that were previously connected to the isolated one. Before performing the lesion, electrical stimulation was able to evoke activity both within the cluster hosting the stimulating channel and in the connected modules (Fig. 2C, black profiles). After laser dissection, the evoked activity remains confined within the isolated cluster without spreading towards the other ones (Fig. 2C, red profiles). Figure 2D shows that a global decrease in the evoked activity after the laser cut is present in both local and distal responses. Since lesion is aimed at reducing the amount of connections among clusters, inter-cluster responses are more affected than intra-cluster ones.

4 Summary

We showed that selective laser dissection of interconnections among neural assemblies affects both spontaneous and evoked activity of modular networks, by inducing de-synchronization between the different modules during spontaneous activity, and preventing propagation of evoked responses among modules. Those preliminary results present a reproducible experimental model, which can be used as a test-bed for the design and development of innovative neuro-prostheses aimed at restoring lost neuronal functionality between distinct brain areas, at the level of the central nervous system.

Fig. 1. Optical micrograph of a patterned culture (hippocampal neurons, 20 DIV), composed of 3 cell clusters (or modules) over a 4Q MEA. The same culture was monitored before (left) and after (right) the optical lesion. It is visible that neural connections between the upper left cluster and all the others were cut by the laser. Screen bar 200 μm.

Fig. 2. Comparison of spontaneous and evoked activity of healthy and damaged modular cultures. A, B. 5-minute raster plot of spontaneous activity of a representative patterned network before (A) and after (B) lesion. The activity of different clusters (i.e. C1, C2 and C3) has been highlighted in different colors. The blue one (C1) is the isolated cluster. C. Post-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) obtained when stimulating a channel belonging to the isolated cluster. The electrodes labelled in blue belong to the isolated cluster, while the black cross indicates the stimulated channel. Black curves report the evoked activity before the lesion, while the red ones refer to the evoked activity after it. D. Comparison between the statistical distributions of normalized PSTH areas (i.e. ratio between post-lesion PSTH areas over pre-lesion ones), either within the stimulated cluster (Intra Cluster) or in all the other ones (Inter Cluster). Statistical analysis has been performed by using the Mann-Whitney test (*p<0.05)).
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Abstract
In the past, we developed a simple model which simulate neuronal activity as observed in a neuronal network cultivated on a multielectrode array (MEA). The model is based on an inhomogeneous Poisson process to simulate neurons which are active without external input or stimulus as observed in MEA experiments. In the previous version of the model, the time slice for the occurrence of one spike was 5 milliseconds. In the present work, we added topology by defining the connection from one neuron to another neuron with short or long reaching axons. For each of the two emerging subpopulations we added a different time delay for communication. We compared the simulated spike trains with different delays to experimental data of neuronal cell network derived from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC-NN). These hPSC-NNs exhibit highly variable network structure and time-varying dynamics. To explore and validate the developing burst and spike activities of such network simulations we applied spike train statistics. The results indicate that by introducing delays we could enhance the biological plausibility of the INEX model.

1 Introduction
Neuronal networks can be simulated on different abstract levels representing different specificity of the underlying biological systems. In the past, we have built a phenomenological model called INEX (INhibitory-EXcitatory) that was used to simulate neuronal activity recorded from frontal cortex tissue of embryonic mice using in vitro 2D microelectrode arrays (MEAs) [1] and maturing neuronal cell networks derived from human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC-NN; unpublished data). So far, a spike was only generated within a 5 millisecond time slice including also the refractory period. Further, each action potential needed the same time from one neuron to another. The aim of this presented work is to explore the effect changing the topologically invariant INEX into a network with network topology by adding a distance dependent delay after the occurrence of a spike to simulate short and long reaching axons. Here the network is tuned to properties of those derived by hPSC-NN measured by MEAs and we study the effect of this simple topology on the network parameters.

2 Methods
2.1 MEA recordings and Spike sorting
Six-well MEA recordings from human embryonic stem cells derived neuronal cultures [2,3] were done for approximately 300 seconds on 30-50 days of culturing. Each MEA has 1-3 bursting wells, so that we analyzed in total 15 wells. Signals were sampled at 20 kHz or 50 kHz, and stored to a standard PC using the MC Rack software (MCS). The culture temperature was maintained at +37°C using a TC02 temperature controller (MCS) during the measurements. Recordings were visually inspected for artifacts and the measurements or channels likely to contain artifacts were excluded from the further analysis.

Channels were considered as inactive when less than 20 spikes per minute [4] were recorded. Additionally, if less than two channels per well were active, the well data was excluded from further analysis. We performed spike sorting with wave_clus [5].

To get a reference for the simulation, we calculated the medians and lower and upper quartiles of spike rate and burst rate separately for all electrodes. Briefly, the burst analysis algorithm, which was used to examine the intrinsic bursting, relies on the cumulative moving average (CMA) and the skewness (α) of the interspike interval (ISI) histogram. For bursting, the ISI threshold was found at the ISI closest to the value of α·CMAm where CMAm is the average of CMA. Additionally, three or more spikes had to be in a row. Kapucu et al. [4] has demonstrated the functionality of the tool for highly variable network structures and time-varying dynamics as in hPSC-NNs.

2.2 INEX model
The INEX model is based on an inhomogeneous Poisson process [6] to simulate neurons which are active without external input or stimulus as observed in MEA experiments. The momentary firing rate \( \lambda_i \) of neuron \( i \) in time slice \( t_k \) is calculated by

\[
\lambda_i(t_k) = c_i + \sum_j y_{ji} s_j(t_{k-1}) \quad \text{if} \quad c_i + \sum_j y_{ji} s_j(t_{k-1}) > 0,
\]

where \( c_i \) is the constant rate and \( y_{ji} \) are the connection weights from neuron \( j \) to neuron \( i \) with connection probability \( p_{ji} \). The refractory period is included by setting \( \lambda_i(t_k) = 0 \) if \( \lambda_i(t_{k-1}) > 0 \).

Kapucu et al. [4] has demonstrated the functionality of the tool for highly variable network structures and time-varying dynamics as in hPSC-NNs.
otherwise $\lambda_i(t_k) = 0$. The parameter $c_i$ denotes the basic activity, $y_j$ the synaptic strength of all neurons $j$ connected to neuron $i$ and $s_j$ the particular spike of the previous time slice of all neurons $j$ (1 for a spike and 0 for no spike).

We divided the population in neurons with short- or long reaching axons. For each of the two emerging subpopulations we added a different time delay to the neurons. The time delay $\sigma$ is randomly set between 0.5 and 1 for long reaching axons and it is randomly set between 0 and 0.5 for short reaching axons. If $s=1$, $\sigma$ is reduced by 0.1 in every following time slice. If $\sigma=0$, an action potential occurs and $\sigma$ is set to its original value.

The parameters of the INEX model are chosen in such a way that the resulting spike trains resemble spike trains of 2D MEA experiments with hPSC-NNs with respect to spike and burst rate [1]. A network with 1,000 neurons with ten percent of all possible connections was simulated. We ran the simulations without delays [1] and with a network where 20 per cent of all neurons, which were randomly chosen, had short or long reaching axons. For both simulation types the other parameters were the same. The resulting spike trains had a length of 300 seconds. The simulation tool was run with these constrains twenty times to get statistically significant data.

For validation, we calculated four features [spike rate (spikes/minute), burst rate (bursts/minute), burst duration (in milliseconds) and the spike number per burst] for each of the simulated spike trains using the above mentioned burst analysis tool by Kapucu et al. [4] and compared them with the same features obtained from the above mentioned MEA experiments with hPSC-NNs.

3 Results and Discussion

The simulated activity with and without delay exhibits typical spike and burst patterns as known from MEA experiments with maturated hPSC-NNs [3]. The spike rate, burst rate and number spikes per burst are slightly lower in the networks with delays than without delays. The burst duration was for both simulation types the same. The variation of inhibitory and excitatory parameters as well as the addition of time delays was able to produce similar spiking characteristics as measured.

4 Conclusions

Introducing the delays we could enhance the biological plausibility of the INEX model. To conclude, the calculated features adapted from spikes and bursts as well as the spike train statistics show that the activity of hPSC-NNs as observed in MEA experiments can be modeled by the INEX model including time delays.
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Abstract
Simplicial complex and Betti numbers provide new methods to investigate and analyse complex/high dimensional networks. In this study, such an approach has been applied to cortical networks coupled to Micro-Electrode Arrays (MEAs) in order to extract sub-networks characterized by a repetitive synchronous activity. Moreover, the proposed algorithm allows also to compare the spontaneous and stimulus-evoked activity of the neural cultures and to describe some topological features of the detected sub-networks.

1 Background / Aims
Recently, statistics and topology have offered their tools to biologists and engineers to develop novel techniques for exploratory data analysis and modelling [1-5]. In this work, we propose a specific technique based on simplicial complexes and Betti numbers to investigate different resolution levels of co-activity (defined as a period of synchronous firing of a group of neurons) of neuronal networks coupled to Micro-Electrode Arrays (MEAs), during spontaneous and stimulus-evoked activity conditions.

2 Methods / Statistics
We analysed electrophysiological activity of cortical cultures coupled to MEAs composed by 60 TiN/SiN planar round electrodes organized in a 8 × 8 square grid (excluding corners). After 1200× amplification, signals were sampled at 10 kHz and acquired through the data acquisition card and MC_Rack software (Multi Channel Systems, MCS, Reutlingen, Germany). Electrical stimuli were delivered by using a commercial general-purpose stimulus generator (STG 1008, MCS), which allowed to apply current and voltage pulses to selected electrodes of the MEA. Stimuli were sent sequentially to the selected electrode at a frequency of 0.2 Hz for five minutes. Probe pulse amplitude was fixed at 1.5V peak-to-peak. The stimulus pulse was biphasic (positive phase first) and lasted for 500μs with a 50% duty cycle.

The results presented in this work came from eight cortical cultures recorded during the fourth week in vitro. Each experiment consists of six spontaneous phases and eight stimulus-evoked phases lasting five minutes each.

Data were aggregated by grouping the electrodes in clusters, named meta-neurons, of different sizes. In this way, we analysed the networks activity on different resolution levels: from a macro to a micro point of view. Specifically, a meta-neuron is a representative of a collection of electrodes: it carries on the information of that group in a sort of mean behavior.

To reduce the data space without losing fundamental system characteristics, each clustered recording has been binned and then a binary matrix was obtained by applying a threshold evaluated on the basis of the mean firing rate of each meta-neuron. The columns of the binary matrix contain the co-activity patterns of the network. The most recursive ones were plotted into a weighted simplicial complex (the weights are representative of their occurrences). Finally, the sequence of Betti numbers associated to each simplicial complex has been computed to derive information on the clusters connectivity.

3 Results
The presence of sub-networks of repetitive co-activation patterns is evident in all the choice of meta-neuron size (i.e. resolution level). Fig.1 shows a representative recording of spontaneous (Fig. 1A) and stimulus-evoked activity (Fig. 1B) of one representative experiment. The raster plots correspondent to the two recordings (Fig 1C and D respectively) emphasize that the involved meta-neurons in the clusters (red bars) have a less homogeneous firing activity than the not-involved ones.

By comparing the results of spontaneous and stimulus-evoked activity, it emerges that the evoked activity resembles the spontaneous one. Specifically, the delivery of electrical stimulation excited the network by increasing its own activity. Moreover, this result is evident by comparing the occurrences of each meta-neuron appearing in the two depicted sub-networks (Fig.1 A and B). The bar plot in Fig.1E
compares the occurrences of each meta-neurons involved in the sub-networks.
By varying the size of meta-neurons, the percentage of the detected sites in both conditions results on average 78%.

Finally, the sequence of Betti numbers gives information on the cluster connectivity of the sub-network represented by the simplicial complex. In our study, only the two first Betti numbers take values different from zero. Specifically, the first Betti number (i.e., $\beta_0$) gives the number of connected components and the second one (i.e., $\beta_1$) gives the number of one-dimensional holes. In our experiments, we found that $\beta_0$ varies from 1 to 6 and on average is equal to 1.49; while $\beta_1$ is 1 or 2 and on average is equal to 0.05. This means that the sub-networks are mainly composed by one or two clusters, and each of them is almost always fully connected. By comparing the sequence of Betti numbers relative to the spontaneous and the stimulus-evoked recordings, no difference emerges, suggesting that the network behaviour is quite similar.

A further analysis was done by focusing on the variation of the meta-neurons size from 14 to 30 to 60 sites. In Fig.2, the filtration along the three different resolution levels of a specific recording is shown. The sub-network depicted in panel C is almost completely contained in the sub-network of panel B that is completely contained in the one of panel A.

![Fig. 2. Filtration of a representative recording along three different resolution levels: from 14 (A) to 30 (B) up to 60 meta-neurons (C).](image)

4 Conclusion/Summary

Simplicial complexes and Betti numbers give a topological and algebraic characterization of the repetitive co-activation patterns. The analysis of the network firing activity highlights that our algorithm selects a sub-population of neurons that fires differently from the rest of the network. Moreover, there are few differences in the components and in the topology of the detected sub-networks both in spontaneous and in stimulus-evoked activity.

The strength of this method is its capacity to reduce the network size maintaining its intrinsic characteristics. As shown in Fig.2, the reduction of the network size does not affect the result. The filtration gives a good analysis of the main features of the network from a macro to a micro point of view without losing important information.

Furthermore, the algorithm allows to investigate the network connectivity in a different way from the classical algorithms based on cross-correlation and information theory [6]. These methods are pairwise and mainly focused on the time factor of spikes series. On the contrary, the presented method works on the entire network and puts the emphasis on the firing behaviour of each meta-neuron.
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Abstract
Analyzing neuronal activity recorded with Microelectrode Arrays (MEAs) can be a tricky task especially with a high amount of electrodes coupled with a high sampling rate. There are several methods to identify single neurites in the recorded data, each dependent on the scientific question. To investigate the influence of neurotrophins on the growth and activity of neurites we developed a specific MEA with an upper compartment where the electrical activity of neurites in microchannels is recorded. The unknown number of these neurites in the microchannels provides a huge challenge in data analysis. We developed an analyzing software using principal component analysis to detect the neuronal activity in each microchannel, to quantify the number of neurites per channel and to correlate the identified neurites. The developed software can be easily adapted to different MEA designs and several parameters can be adjusted to fit the requirements of the experiment. Using optical microscopy we further correlated the number of neurites in the channels with the analyzed data.

1 Introduction
In the last years MEAs emerged to a standardized method to record neuronal activity from in-vitro cultures. Nevertheless, many scientific questions require an individual design of the MEA. To investigate the influence of neurotrophins on the growth and activity of neurites individual MEAs were developed at the Institute of Solid State Electronics to separate neurites from their somata using artificial microchannels (Figure 1). Neuronal activity was recorded using microelectrodes below these microchannels. The identification of single neurites out of the recorded data in a single channel is a tricky task. There are several methods to identify neuronal activity in the recorded data e.g. threshold-, matched-filter-, or wavelet detection [1-3].

In order to identify single neurites we used principal component analysis (PCA) with clustering. Using MATLAB we developed a new analysis software called SpikeControl to detect the neuronal activity in each microchannel, quantify the number of neurites per channel and correlate the identified neurites with each other. We also correlated the analyzed data with optical investigations of the microchannels resulting in similar numbers of neurites.

2 Materials and Methods
Figure 2 shows the data flow of the recorded neuronal activity. Using the individual designed MEA electrical signals were recorded using the MEA1060 Amplifier and MC_Rack v4.5.3 software. The recorded data was then processed using our software SpikeControl (SC) with graphical user interface, developed in MATLAB. Because of the long analyzing time due to a high sampling rate and a high number of electrodes we divided SpikeControl in two parts (Figure 2).

Fig.1. Neurite Isolation-Multi Electrode Array microchannel/microelectrode setup

Fig.2. Data flow diagram of the developed SpikeControl software
The SC Analyzer performs the main analysis independent from user interaction, using the SC Viewer the processed data can be viewed and post analyzed.

**SC Analyzer**

The SC Analyzer applies a filter followed by threshold detection to a set of data. The filter can be modified in several ways e.g. filter type, cut-off frequencies and order of the filter or a custom filter can be chosen. The optimal parameters for the threshold analysis can also be determined [4]. Afterwards a threshold analysis with user adaptable threshold values is performed and the analyzed data can be saved.

**SC Viewer**

The analyzed data can be reopened and viewed with the SC Viewer. Using PCA and clustering the number of neurites per channel can be determined. Neighboring spike activity can be correlated and a spike-timeline of all microelectrodes can be displayed.

3 Results

SpikeControl dramatically reduced the analysis time to identify neuronal activity of isolated neurites. We tested the software with different designs of MEAs and neurite isolation chambers. With the SC Analyzer the best parameters for further analysis can be evaluated using different filter settings. Depending on the file size (related to sampling time, number of channels et cetera) and the overall number of files the filtering and threshold detection took minutes to hours. We compared the results manually with several tests to ensure the correct function. Using the SC Viewer it was possible to identify different neurites inside a microchannel using principal component analysis. Figure 3 shows the different shapes of the action potentials and their associated clusters. In Figure 4 an overview of the clusters of all 60 channels is presented. Each channel shows individual numbers of clusters which are dedicated to specific individual neurites. The number of neurites per microchannel can be verified by optical microscopy. Using cross- and autocorrelation of the spikes also gives more information about the type of neuron and their environment.

4 Conclusion and discussion

A software tool for the analysis of signals recorded with MEAs was developed. A suitable approach using a combination of threshold detection and principal component analysis was chosen and implemented with a graphical user interface. The analysis of data recorded with MEAs showed that the implemented methods can be used to detect neuronal activity, another result was the correspondence of clusters, created from the data of the principal component analysis, with single neurites. The results indicate that SpikeControl is a versatile tool for spatiotemporal mapping of growing neurites on NI-MEA's.
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Abstract
A simple spiking neuronal network model describing signaling in dissociated hippocampal cultures is proposed. The model reproduces essential patterns of population activity experimentally observed. Using mathematical modeling and computer simulations the network level dynamical principles of bursting to superbursting mode switch driven by modification of key model parameters were revealed. Our results indicate that the time decay of excitatory postsynaptic currents, the balance between excitation and inhibition and short-term plasticity kinetics are the most crucial factors underlying superbursting phenomenon in cultured neuronal networks.

1 Introduction
Dissociated cultures of neuronal networks grown on multielectrode arrays (MEA) are known to generate wide range of population activity patterns. During development after asynchronous spikes population bursts appear and become more complex with the culture maturation. Among them several types of so-called superbursts have been observed and classified [1]. It has been recently proposed that enzymatic digestion of the brain extracellular matrix molecules evokes such superburst activity which can be used as an experimental model of epileptic seizure-like discharges [2]. Epileptiform superbursts contain several subbursts either with relatively short intervals between them filled with low level of asynchronous activity, or coupled to each other with smooth transition between them. To reveal network level dynamical mechanisms of such superburst discharge generation we propose a spiking neuronal network model reproducing seizure-like superburst activity of dissociated neuronal cultures.

2 Model
The model was composed of single spiking units modelled by Izhikevich neurons [3] interconnected via Tsodyks-Uziel-Markram model [4] phenomenologically implementing short-term plasticity mechanisms. Depending on time constants of synaptic resource depletion and recovery the model exhibits either depression or facilitation Postsynaptic currents were simulated to mimic kinetics of four different receptor types, i.e. AMPA, NMDA, GABA\textsubscript{A} and GABA\textsubscript{B} receptors. The neuronal network contained three neuronal populations: two types of excitatory pyramidal neurons found in CA1 and CA3 areas and fast-spiking inhibitory interneurons, fine-tuned to reproduce spiking patterns of hippocampal neurons. We used the following sizes of the populations: 350 CA1 pyramidal neurons, 290 CA3 pyramidal neurons and 70 fast-spiking interneurons providing the ratio between excitatory and inhibitory populations approximately 9:1.

To mimic a network of neurons cultured on MEA all the units were distributed on a probe of 1100*1100\,\mu m. Velocity of action potential propagating was taken 50\,mm/s, axonal conduction delays were proportional to the distances between pairs of connected neurons. Most of the connections were local with small fraction of distant connections. We took gaussian probability of connection between 2 cells depending on the distance with $p_{\text{center}} = 0.5, \sigma = 200\,\mu m$. In average there were about 55 connections per neuron or \textasciitilde13\% from all the possible connections. The simulations were performed using NEST simulator [5].

![Fig. 1. An example of seizure-like superburst activity in the model.](image)
3 Results

The model is capable to generate population bursts found in dissociated cultures in normal conditions. According to experimental observations digestion of the extracellular matrix leads to breaking the balance between excitation and inhibition engaging the network to the regime of hyperexcitability. In phenomenological modelling of spiking neuronal networks this balance shift was achieved by altering synaptic efficacies. We found that increasing weights of excitatory synapses evoked seizure-like superbursts generation. An example of superbursting activity is shown in fig.1.

Fig. 2. Average burst duration depending on time constant of postsynaptic currents ($\tau_{psc}$) in the model.

Another parameter playing a key role in generating superburst discharges is time of excitatory postsynaptic current decay $\tau_{psc}$. Increasing this time significantly expanded the parameter range of the stable suberbursting mode. When the weight values were taken for obtaining normal bursting activity, increasing $\tau_{psc}$ slightly affects to average burst duration, as it is showt in fig.2. Here different colors correspond to different ratios between $\tau_{psc}$ for excitatory and inhibitory currents. The blue curve represents the same values of time decay, the green one shows the dependence for inhibitory time being two times greater than the excitatory one, and the red curve is for inhibitory time constant being two times smaller than the excitatory one. The thin curves show standard deviations. Insets depict examples of population activity rasters.

Finally we proposed simple characteristics reflecting the level of whole network depolarization and average synaptic excitatory conductancies to show the role of the found network parameters in the epileptiform activity formation. Fig.3 shows the characteristics for a single superburst. Here the averaged membrane potential of the excitatory neurons is shown in blue. The green and red colours represent traces of the average AMPA and NMDA synaptic conductancies respectively.

4 Conclusion

The mathematical modelling study allowed finding the mechanisms of seizure-like superburst epileptiform activity generation in dissociated cultures of neuronal networks. The main findings indicate that such activity occurs due to an interplay between different time scales of the local elements dynamics, i.e. refractory period, short-term depression, postsynaptic potentials decay and spike-frequency adaptation, and requires activation of NMDA receptors.
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Abstract

Network spiking activity patterns formed in neuronal cultures can be monitored using multielectrode arrays (MEA). It has been demonstrated in many studies that spontaneous and stimulus evoked spike sequences in population bursts recorded from different electrodes display significant cross-correlation which can be interpreted as a connectivity or spike transfer through neural network. We have shown that high cross-correlation in the network can be explained by specific features of the bursting pattern.

1 Introduction

Spontaneous and evoked spiking activity in dissociated cultures has the form of population bursts (100-400 ms) generated by significant number of neurons in the network. Recent studies have shown that during burst initiation the spiking times occur with high repeatability (Pimashkin et al., 2011). It has been also reported on local signal propagation between nearby electrodes in the burst initiation stage (Gandolfo et al., 2010). However, many other works use cross-correlation analysis applied to the whole burst as a measure to estimate spike propagation delay and connectivity strength. In this study we show that the cross-correlation can strongly depend on the time profile of spiking rate in the bursts.

2 Methods

Dissociated hippocampal cells were grown on microelectrode arrays (MEA, Multichannel Systems, Germany). 60 microelectrodes with 30 µm in diameter and 200 µm interelectrode spacing were used for recording electrophysiological signals. Cell plating procedure and activity analysis methods can be found in Pimashkin et al. (2013). For the analysis we recorded 1 hour of the spontaneous activity. All experiments were performed with cultures on 21-45 DIV. For the spiking activity from each electrode we defined a spike rate profile as average number of spikes found from a burst onset in every millisecond (Fig. 1 A, C). Next, for each pair of electrode activity we defined the following characteristics. A time delay of a maximum cross-correlation of the spike-rate profiles was defined as a pair profile correlation. A time difference of the first spikes in the burst was defined as activation time delta. A time difference of maxima in the spike-rate profiles in each electrode was defined as a peak spike-rate delta. Spike transfer measure for each electrode pair (i,j) was defined as percentage of spikes from i-th electrode found on j-th electrode with various time delay (Fig. 1 B). Time delay value corresponding to the peak of this measure was considered as a spike transfer delay.

Fig. 1. Spike-rate profile of spontaneous bursts and channel pair activity relations. (A) Average spike number on each electrode every millisecond with various time offsets of burst initiation (spike-rate profile). (B) Top – schematic representation of spike transfer estimation. Bottom - Example of cross-correlation (spike transfer measure) between activity in a pair of electrodes 42 and 3. (C) Examples of spike-rate profiles (spikes per 1 ms time bin) for electrodes 42 and 3.
3 Results

To explore spike transfer characteristics we calculated spike rate profile (see Methods) for each electrode (Fig. 1 A). Then we calculated pair profile correlation, which represented maximal likelihood between burst profiles recorded from different electrodes (Fig. 1 C). Figure 2 A shows the dependence of pair profile correlation on spike transfer delay for each electrode pairs in one culture. Figure 2 B shows the dependence of the activation time delta on the spike transfer delay for the same data. A linear relation of the characteristic can be clearly seen in (A) in contrast to (B).

Next we investigated the relations between these characteristics. The set of points was approximated by line function, and then the coefficient of determination $R^2$ was calculated to estimate the quality of the approximation, and hence their linear dependence. We found that $R^2$ for the dependence of the pair profile correlation on the spike transfer delay (Fig. 3 A) was equal to $R^2=0.4703$ (n=8 cultures, 12 recordings). Also we estimated $R^2$ for the other characteristics of bursting activity. Figure 3 B shows the dependence of the activation time delta on the pair profile correlation ($R^2=0.0816$). Figure 3 B shows the dependence of the peak spike rate delta on the pair profile correlation, $R^2=0.0996$. The results indicate the presence of high linear dependence of the two pairwise correlation characteristics of the bursts. Oppositely, pairwise electrode-to-electrode comparison of the activation time and the maximum spiking rate time displayed to be uncorrelated.

4 Conclusions

We found that the spike transfer characteristics taken here as cross-correlation measure which should represent functional connectivity indicator revealed only the dependence between spiking rate profiles of non-stationarity spiking sequence in the bursts. The results showed that the spike transfer is linearly dependent on the spike rate cross-correlation measure. It suggests that both methods effectively reflects correlations in the spiking rate dynamics. The result also suggests that the connectivity measure in the cultured network should be independent to instantaneous frequency of the spikes within the bursts.

Fig. 3. (A) The spike transfer measure versus the spike rate profile, coefficient of determination $R^2=0.4703$. (B) Electrode pairwise difference of activation time (activation time delta) and peaks of spike-rate profile (peak spike rate delta), $R^2=0.0816$. (C) The peak spike rate delta and the pair profile correlation, $R^2=0.0996$.
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Abstract

Cultured neural networks grown on multielectrode arrays are convenient model to investigate learning and memory at cellular and network level. Spontaneous bioelectrical activity in such networks demonstrated quite high variability in mature culture (more than 30 DIV). It can be also associated with changes associated with synaptic plasticity in network functioning. In particular, we have shown that changes in connectivity can be induced by electrical stimulation and can be preserved up to 10-20 minutes. We also noted that the induced changes in connectivity can effectively interfere with changes due to spontaneous activity appeared at time scale of hours.

1 Methods

1.1 Network Stimulation

Hippocampal neural cells from mice embryos at 18-th prenatal day were plated on 60-electrode arrays (Multichannel systems, Germany). Cell plating procedure and activity analysis methods were explained in Pimashkin et al., 2013. Low frequency stimulation (30 pulses per each of 12 selected electrodes with 5 s interval) was imposed to induce changes of network connectivity, e.g. network plasticity. Experimental protocol included 3 hours of spontaneous activity recorded before and after stimulation. These 3 hour recordings were divided on 60 and 20 minute intervals for analysis.

1.2 Cross-correlation analysis

Cross-correlation of activity observed from each electrode pair (i,j) was calculated as percentage of spikes from i-th electrode found on j-th electrode with various time delay. A strength of connection was estimated as the percent of spikes found on the recording electrode. A time delay with corresponding to maximum of the spike-transfer function was treated as connectivity delay. If the connectivity delay was greater than 3 ms (Fig.1), then the pair was considered as synaptically connected (Le Feber et al., 2007). Connectivity change was estimated for sequential segments of the recordings relative to initial segment. Coefficient of connectivity change was defined as the percent of appeared and disappeared connections comparing to the initial segment. We also introduced coefficient of stable connection strength changes defined as the average strength change only for connections found in the both segments.

2 Results

We found that the electrical stimulation induced changes in functional network connectivity (e.g. the network plasticity) which can be reliably detected at the that on time scale of 10-20 minutes. After this interval the spontaneous activity of the network may affect these changes leading to spontaneous changes in the connectivity. It appeared at time scale of 12-18 hours. Note, that at minutes time scale the strength connectivity changes by spontaneous dynamics is much less than stimulus induced effect. Total number of connections in 20 and 60 min time scales was preserved after stimulation. It indicated that connectivity was reorganized only, but not expanded or decreased.
Signal analysis and statistics

3 Conclusion

We have shown that electrical stimulation of cultured neural network can be effective tool to induced changes in synaptic connectivity at network level at minutes time scale. Long term effect of the plasticity was hardly detect because of significant impact of spontaneous dynamics.
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**Fig. 2.** Network connectivity changes on 20 min and 60 min time scales after low-frequency stimulation. Pre-ctrl – comparison of the network connectivity between initial recording (first 20 or 60 minutes) and recording before stimulation. Post-ctrl – comparison of the networks state between initial recording and first recording after stimulation. Box: central mark is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles. P-value was estimated using Mann-Whitney test.
Short ISI stimulation modifies firing property of a cultured neuronal network
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Abstract
Memory in our brain was generated by complex network activity. To elucidate relationship between activity of neuronal network and spatiotemporal pattern of evoked spikes, using multi-electrode array (MEA) dish, measuring extracellular potentials. Temporal activity pattern is changed according to inter-spike-interval (ISI) of electrical conditioning stimulus. In other words, dissociated neuronal network memorizes timing of stimulation in temporal pattern of spontaneous activity. In this report, we show that relationship between spontaneous neuronal activity and patterns of sequential electrical stimuli.

1 Introduction
Cultured neurons reorganized complex networks on a multi-electrodes array dish, and spontaneous electrical activity was observed [1, 2]. Spontaneous activity pattern changes depending on the culture days, and the synchronized electrical activity comes to be confirmed in cortical dissociated culture [3, 4]. When sequential electrical stimuli were applied to neuronal network, firing property of neuronal network was changed [5]. We focused on the relationship between the spontaneous activity and conditioning sequential stimuli in cultured neuronal network, and found that the temporal pattern of spontaneous activity was modified according to ISI of electrical conditioning stimulus.

2 Materials and methods
Dissociated rat hippocampal neurons were placed in an arranged cloning ring with a diameter of 7 mm at the center of a MED probe. The density of seeded cells was 7800 cells/mm². Culture medium consisted of 45% Ham's F12, 45% Dulbecco's modified minimum essential medium, 5% horse serum, and 5% fetal calf serum, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin, and 5 μg/ml insulin. To elucidate response against an electrical input, we applied single stimulus and paired stimuli to the neuronal network. Recordings electrical spike activity were performed before and after electrical stimulus. We estimated intervals between the major peaks of spontaneous activity. The intervals were compared among 4 different conditions, (1) before single stimulus, (2) after single stimulus, (3) after paired stimuli and (4) after single stimulus.

3 Result and Discussions
The mean spike intervals in an example single neuronal network are 405.5±67.6 ms (mean±SE) before single stimulus, 713.7±92.5 ms after single stimulus, 864.8±94.8 ms after paired stimuli, 745.7±75.7 ms after single stimulus, respectively. The mean intervals between the major peaks of the activity tended to increase after both of single stimulus and paired stimuli. The mean intervals after paired stimuli were increased to approximately 800 - 900 ms. This value was close to the ISI of paired stimuli. The modified intervals between the peaks in spontaneous activity depended on the ISI of applied paired stimuli. In addition, the mean intervals after single stimulus in Fig.2 (2) and (4) were resembled each other. The spike interval in spontaneous activity is able to be controlled by stimulation procedure. These results indicated that dissociated neuronal network memorizes timing of stimulation in temporal pattern of spontaneous activity.

4 Conclusion
The spike intervals in spontaneous activity is able to be controlled by ISI of sequential conditioning stimuli. A living neuronal network memorizes timing of stimulation in temporal pattern of spontaneous activity, even in their semi-artificial environments.

5 References
Fig. 1 Experimental procedure. Single stimulus and Paired stimuli are applied to neuronal network. Recordings of electrical activities were performed before and after the conditioning.

Fig. 2 Different firing properties of spontaneous activity are induced by each stimulus procedure.
In Vivo Recordings and Stimulation
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Abstract
We previously reported the design of an all-elastomeric stretchable multi-electrode array (sMEA) to electrically interface soft and moving tissue of the body such as the spinal cord. Here, we will show some results of chronic in vivo studies in rodents that demonstrate the superiority of skin-like sMEAs based on poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) over standard polyimide MEAs when interfaced to the spinal cord and especially in the subdural space.

1 Background / Aims
There is growing evidence that electrical spinal cord stimulation may contribute to improving motor execution and recovery after spinal cord injury (SCI), Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis and possibly other neurological disorders affecting descending control systems. Epidural electrical stimulation (EES) applied on the dorsal aspect of the spinal cord facilitates motor execution through the recruitment of afferent fibers that activates segmental reflex circuits and propriospinal neuronal networks [1]. Accordingly, EES applied at specific locations over the lumbosacral spinal cord engages specific subsets of neuronal circuits, thus leading to distinct patterns of limb movements [2]. These results open the intriguing possibility to design multi-site EES strategies to enable a finer control of locomotion than currently possible with existing stimulation paradigms. However, no systematic studies on the potential benefit of multi-site EES have been conducted so far, largely because of the lack of interfaces for simultaneously delivering stimulation at multiple spinal cord locations in freely behaving subjects. Here, we present a novel neuroprosthetic multi-electrode array (MEA) for multi-site EES in vivo.

2 Methods / Statistics
Our MEAs have been designed in soft material, which enables chronic implantation of the interface not only epidurally (see Fig. 1) but also subdurally without damage of the surrounding neural structures. The MEA acts as a second biocompatible skin that bends and moves with the spinal cord. For chronic applications involving rehabilitation, MEAs have to survive large, chronic mechanical stresses caused by the relative movements between the spine and the vertebrae, as well as the contraction of powerful trunk muscles (see Fig. 2). We developed and optimized stretchable conductive leads that can survive such high mechanical stress for extended durations. PDMS was chosen as substrate material because of its mechanical properties similar to that of the dura mater. Thus it is possible to produce a second-skin that does not harm the underlying cord and roots on which stretchable leads can be integrated. Stretchable tracks of silver-filled PDMS (Ag-PDMS) were screen-printed on this PDMS substrate and insulated by a second layer of PDMS. Electrodes of 350 µm were made by exposing the Ag-PDMS and coating it with Pt-Ir. CT scans of implanted rats (see Fig. 1) were also done to control the integrity and better visualize the sMEA in vivo and possibly find unwanted extreme stress regions. All these mechanical deformations should be reduced by designing the MEAs and implanting them adequately.

Fig. 1. Pictures of our MEA taken during implantation (left) and by a CT scanner few months after implantation (right).
3 Results

The elastic properties of our elastomeric composites conferred stretchability to the implant. Samples loaded with 23% vol. of Ag remained conductive at strains > 100%. Stimulation sites remained fully functional during stretching as large as 60% of the total length. Testing in rats with MEA chronically implanted over epidural lumbosacral segments showed no sign of inflammation and preserved implant integrity several months after surgery. As early as 1 week after a complete SCI, each electrode of the MEA was able to elicit locomotion on a treadmill with site-specific features in paralyzed rats.

4 Conclusion/Summary

Our novel MEA and implantation technique provide the technological framework to develop advanced multisite EES algorithms that increase the facilitation of specific locomotor patterns and enhance gait improvement with rehabilitation.
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Fig. 2. Pictures of a freely moving rat implanted with our sMEA in a turning position with the spine making a closed circle. Local strains as high as 70% were measured where the implant enters the spinal canal.
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Abstract
In an attempt to improve the auditory brainstem implant (ABI), an alternative hearing strategy for patients that cannot benefit from a cochlear implant, a flexible 5-channel polyimide implant was designed and fabricated with standard microfabrication processes. Devices were implanted on the dorsal cochlear nucleus surface of Sprague-Dawley rats and the effect of electrode diameter and inter-electrode distance during bipolar stimulation was studied. Results show a successful stimulation of the auditory system with the 5-channel electrode array. An effect of the electrode diameter and inter-electrode distance was also identified from the auditory brainstem responses (ABR) and multiunit recordings from the inferior colliculus (IC). These results show the possibility of improving the spatial specificity by optimizing the design and flexibility of the electrode array.

1 Background/Aims
Auditory brainstem implants (ABI) are an alternative hearing strategy for patients that cannot benefit from a cochlear implant (CI) because of a disconnection between the peripheral and central auditory systems. ABI users speech recognition scores are however very variable and on average poorer than CI users. Only a limited range of distinct frequencies can be accessed and current spreads to neighbouring non-auditory structures, causing extra-auditory sensations[1]. This might be due to the rigid electrode design of the current ABI that requires high current levels. In this study, a new design of ABI based on flexible polyimide substrate is proposed and tested. The flexible substrate associated to an optimization of the electrodes geometry and location might increase the spatial selectivity of stimulation by better conforming to the curvilinear structure of the cochlear nucleus.

2 Methods
Fabrication
Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) consist of a layer of 350 nm thick platinum film located between two 22 µm thick polyimide layers and are fabricated using standard microfabrication processes[2]. 5 electrode sites are located on a single line with inter-electrode distances of 400 µm and designed to match the tonotopically organised mediolateral axis of the dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) during in vivo experiments. Implants with 3 different electrode diameters are designed (100 µm, 150 µm and 200 µm). A PEDOT:PSS conducting polymer coating is electropolymerized on the electrode sites and results in a decrease of impedance and increase of charge injection capacity of more than one order of magnitude.

In vivo tests
In vivo experiments are performed on Sprague-Dawley rats (350-500 g) anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine. The dorsal cochlear nucleus (DCN) surface is exposed by suctioning part of the cerebellum to allow placement of the MEA and bipolar stimulation is induced (symmetric biphasic, 0.2 ms per phase, 23Hz). Auditory brainstem responses (ABR) are recorded with subcutaneous wire electrodes placed on the vertex, behind the ipsilateral ear and on the back of the animal. Multi-unit recordings are obtained from the inferior colliculus (IC) with a 16-channel electrode array (Neuronexus Technologies, Inc.) placed along the tonotopic axis of the IC central nucleus.

Fig. 1. Picture of the 5-electrode array and packaging
In vivo recordings and stimulation

3 Results

Activation of the auditory system was successfully recorded with electrodes of different diameters: large-amplitude ABRs and robust neural firing rates in the IC were evoked. Auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) were found to be on average smaller at identical current level for small electrode sites (<150 µm) and inter-electrode distances (<800 µm), indicating an increase in spatial selectivity of stimulation in these conditions. Recordings from the inferior colliculus showed a high variability in frequency specificity. A high frequency specificity was observed in some cases, whereas other experiments showed broad frequency activation in all conditions. This suggests the possibility to access different frequency channels with an optimized design.

Thresholds of activation were on average higher after bipolar stimulation with channels AB (as defined in Figure 2), which reflects a poor contact of the lateral part of the implant on the DCN surface. Further flexibility of the polyimide substrate might then be needed in order to optimise the contact over the whole surface of the DCN and minimize stimulation thresholds.

4 Conclusion

Our results show that the auditory system can be successfully stimulated with a flexible microfabricated electrode array placed at the surface of the DCN. Far-field as well as direct multi-unit recording data can provide some guidelines for the optimization of the pad geometry, density and conformability to the DCN surface in order to further enhance the spatial selectivity of stimulation. By using small electrode sites (<150 µm) and further decreasing inter-electrode distances (<800 µm) on a thinner thus more compliant polyimide substrate, a higher spatial specificity of stimulation might be achieved, allowing for both access to more independent frequency channels and decrease of the non-auditory side-effects (due to spread of current to neighbouring non-auditory structures).

Further work involves optimization of the selectivity of stimulation as well as scaling up this design for use in larger animal models.
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Abstract
Micron scale ECoGs, termed µ-ECoGs, are miniaturized array prepared with microfabrication techniques and implemented on thin polymer films. We introduce an innovative design where the electrode array is made of ultra-thin and elastic metal film embedded in a soft, elastic silicone. The soft µ-ECoG array hosts 3x3 electrodes distributed over 2.25mm². The transparency of the substrate allows us to combine recordings of cortex signals in mouse expressing Channelrhodopsin-2 with localised light stimulation, making this technology especially promising for the future developments of optoelectronic implants.

1 Background
Electrocorticography (ECoG) is clinically used for brain mapping and pre-surgical localization of epileptic seizure. It has also gained some interest for brain machine interface (BMI) as it offers an interesting trade-off between highly invasive intracortical electrode array and low-resolution electroencephalography (EEG). With the rapid development of optogenetics as an alternative neuromodulation tool, ECoG recordings are now combined with optical stimulation of neurons for bidirectional optogenetics BMI [1] [2]. We propose a soft micro-ECoG technology compatible with light stimulation using transparent, stretchable silicone elastomer as a substrate.

2 Methods
2.1 Electrode fabrication
The micro-ECoG array is prepared using standard microfabrication adapted to the use of an elastomeric carrier substrate. A thin gold film (5 nm Cr, 35 nm Au) deposited on a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) substrate is patterned in interconnects and electrode contacts, and encapsulated with another membrane of PDMS. The electrode sites are further coated with a soft conducting composite. The electrode (ø150 µm) matrix has a 3x3 layout designed to cover about 1.5mm x 1.5mm of the mouse cortex.

2.2 Electrode characterization
Electrochemical characterization of the electrodes was conducted using a potentiostat (Gamry inc.) with the electrodes immersed in a phosphate buffered saline (PBS) solution, at room temperature. A platinum wire and Ag/AgCl electrode are selected for as counter and reference electrodes, respectively.

2.3 Acute recordings
Acute epidural recordings of evoked brain potentials were obtained with the soft micro-ECoG in mouse expressing Channelrhodopsin-2, and under ketamine anaesthesia. Series of photostimuli (4Hz) were applied by shining a laser (150mW.mm⁻², 472 nm, 9 ms pulse) coupled to an optical fiber through the transparent PDMS substrate; using a micromanipulator holder, the optical fiber was scanned at different locations across the mouse cortex. Resulting potentials and trigger signals were acquired using a TDT neurophysiology workstation (Tucker Davies Technologies Inc.) and sampled at 24,414 Hz. One of the nine electrodes was used as the reference.
3 Results
The micro-ECoG array features 9 electrodes (ø150 µm) spaced by 750 µm on a 2.25 mm² recording area. Electrochemical characterization of the array revealed low impedance moduli of 4.1 kΩ ± 2.3 kΩ and phase of -15° ± 3° at 1kHz. The built-in microstructure of gold thin film on PDMS allows for the implant to flex, twist and stretch without causing electrical failure of the device [3]. Signals recorded during an acute in vivo experiment displayed low background noise of 60µV peak-to-peak, and negative potentials of up to 2mV were evoked. Spatially defined potentials could be observed with multiple negative and positive potential peaks (fig.2) in accordance with the literature [1]. Figure 2 displays an overlay of evoked potentials recorded by one electrode in response to light stimulation (150mW:mm⁻², 472 nm, 9 ms pulse). Figure 2 displays an overlay of evoked potentials recorded by one electrode in response to light stimulation (150mW:mm⁻², 472 nm, 9 ms pulse).

4 Conclusion
We have developed a soft microelectrode array for electrocorticography, fabricated on a 140µm thick transparent PDMS membrane. As a proof-of-concept acute experiment, this shows that soft electrode arrays integrated in elastomeric substrate can be successfully implemented in epidural micro-ECoG arrays. PDMS transparency and compatibility with micro/nanofabrication make PDMS particularly suitable for the design and development of a range of optoelectronic implants. The microfabrication approach also allows the implant design to be customized and scaled up to larger surface areas.
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Abstract
A visible trend over the past few years involves the application of conducting polymer devices to the interface with biology, with applications both in sensing and actuation. Examples include biosensors, artificial muscles and neural interface devices. The latter are of particular interest, as conducting polymers offer several distinct advantages compared to incumbent technologies and lead to better quality recordings. As such, they promise to yield new tools for neuroscience and enhance our understanding on how the brain works. We review a few examples of electrodes and transistors for applications ranging from recording neural activity on the surface of the brain to cutaneous recordings of electroencephalograms.

1 Introduction
In this extended abstract we review our work on conducting polymer electrodes for in vivo electrophysiology. Our interest in these materials stems mostly from the 3D nature of the interaction between a conducting polymer such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), and biological media [1]. As shown in Fig. 1, ions can be exchanged between a PEDOT:PSS film and an electrolyte, and this can be used to alter the conductivity of the polymer (for biosensing), or to deliver ions in an electrolyte (for bioactuation).

2 Electrodes
Conducting polymer films coated on top of traditional electrodes such as Au or Pt are known to decrease electrochemical impedance. We have exploited this phenomenon both in vitro [2] and in vivo [3] in order to demonstrate microelectrode arrays that record signals from tissue slices and rat brains, respectively, with high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR). Of particular interest is the finding that electrocorticography (ECoG) arrays using PEDOT:PSS electrodes can record brain activity in rats with a spatial resolution of the order of 60 microns.

Fig. 2. Electrode/skin impedance at 1 kHz for IL gel-assisted Au and PEDOT:PSS electrodes and commercial Ag/AgCl electrode with an aqueous gel. Insert shows electrode structure.

The same impedance lowering phenomenon can be exploited in macro-scale electrodes such as the ones used for cutaneous recordings. One of the main issues with conventional electroencephalography (EEG) electrodes is that they utilize an aqueous gel that dries after a few hours and prohibits long term recordings. Our first attempt to overcome this problem was by using dry conducting polymer electrodes,
which were shown to record EEG spectra as well as gel-assisted commercial electrodes [4]. Even better performance was achieved using conducting polymer electrodes coated with an ionic liquid (IL) gel [5]. The latter shows negligible vapour pressure (does not dry out) and enables long term recordings (Fig. 2).

3 Transistors
A step up in terms of sophistication and performance can be achieved when using a transistor as the recording device. We develop organic electrochemical transistors (OECTs), in which the polymer channel, made of PEDOT:PSS, is in direct contact with the electrolyte (cerebrospinal fluid in the case of ECoG). The local field potential at the conducting polymer/electrolyte interface changes the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS film by driving the exchange of ions between the film and the electrolyte. This leads to transistors that show exceptionally high transconductance (Fig. 3) [6].

![Fig. 3. Electrical characteristics of a microfabricated organic electrochemical transistor. The red output curve is at zero gate voltage, while the green curve shows the transconductance.](image)

OECTs act as amplifying transducers and are ideal for biomedical applications [7] due to a combination of properties such as low voltage operation, compatibility with many substrates, including mechanically flexible ones, and high gain and stability.

![Fig. 4. Flexible array of electrodes and transistors placed on the cortex of a rat. Power spectra plot showing SNR of recordings obtained with electrodes and transistors.](image)

We integrated OECTs and conducting polymer electrodes on mechanically flexible parylene films and used them to record electrocorticograms in rats (Fig. 4). We found that the OECTs record with a higher signal-to-noise ratio than electrodes as a result of their inherent (power) amplification [8].

4 Conclusions
Conducting polymers have the potential to lead to the development of new tools for neuroscience. This stems from a combination of properties, with the most important one being their 3D interaction with ions in electrolytes. We leveraged this property to develop electrodes and transistors that record brain activity with high signal-to-noise ratio.
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Abstract
A novel, reference-less platform for the electrophysiological monitoring of excitable cells is here presented. The system is based on the use of an Organic Thin Film Transistor (OTFT) specifically tailored in order to host a sensing area where living electrogenic cells are cultured. Their electrical activity is monitored by means of the variations of the device threshold voltage induced by the small charge quantities displaced across the cell membrane during the occurrence of an action potential. The designed organic transistors were able to monitor reliably and with a good level of sensitivity the culture’s electrical activity. Moreover, the mechanically flexible and transparent substrate, the low cost of the employed technology, and the fact that the proposed system does not need a reference electrode for the measurements, make this novel platform extremely promising for cellular electrophysiology and, particularly, as basic structure for the development of a next generation of in-vivo bio-electronic interface.

1 Background / Aims
Devices based on organic semiconductors offer the possibility of implementing innovative applications using low-cost processing techniques. In particular, organic chemo and bio-sensors have been recently developed with good performances in terms of sensitivity [1, 2]. Because of these results and because of the many interesting materials’ properties (such as flexibility, transparency and biocompatibility), these devices seem very promising for monitoring electrical phenomena occurring at the bio-electronic interface. Though organic electro-chemical transistors (OECTs) have been successfully employed for electrophysiological applications both in-vivo and in-vitro [3, 4], Organic Thin Film Transistors (OTFTs) have not yet been employed so far to this aim mainly because of the high operating voltages and the low charge carriers mobility that puts a serious limit on the frequency range of the signals that might be applied as input. The aim of this work is to merge electrophysiology and organic electronics by exploiting the very interesting properties of a particular OTFT called Organic Charge Modulated Field Effect Transistor (OCMFET).

2 Methods
The OCMFET [5, 6] is a low-voltage floating gate OTFT with a control gate to set its working point and a sensing area (represented by the final part of the elongated floating gate) upon which the cells are cultured (fig. 1A). The cells’ activity determines a modulation of the threshold voltage of the transistor causing a variation of the output current (fig. 1B).

The peculiar structure of the OCMFET allows keeping the sensing and the active area separated, thus preventing the organic semiconductor from getting in contact with the culture’s liquid environment. Moreover, thanks to the presence of the control gate, the system does not require any external reference electrode. To broaden the bandwidth of the transistor we introduced a self-alignment process in order to reduce the parasitic capacitances and compensate for the low carriers mobility (7). The proposed system consists of an organic sensor (an array of up to 16 OCMFET with common control gate and source) and a front-end electronics for the signal conditioning.

![Fig. 1. Cross section of the OCMFET. (A) The device is a floating gate OTFT with a sensing area and a control gate through which the working point is set. (B) The charge displacement across the cell membrane induces a fluctuation of charges inside the floating gate; the subsequent modulation of the field effect leads to a variation of the $I_{DS}$ current of the organic transistor.](image-url)
3 Results

The system has been successfully tested with cardiac rat myocyte cultures. In fig. 2 one minute of spontaneous electrical activity of an embryonic rat cardiomyocytes culture (8 days in vitro - DIV) maintained at a constant temperature of 37 °C in a controlled atmosphere (5 % of CO2, 95 % of humidity) is shown. The cultures showed a typical periodic activity of about 0.8 Hz. During the experimental session, the devices were operated with a control gate voltage and a source-drain voltage of -1 V (a typical value for the threshold voltage of such a device is 0 V).

![Fig. 2. OFET recording of the spontaneous activity of an embryonic rat cardiomyocytes culture (8 Days In Vitro - DIV).](image)

4 Conclusion/Summary

We have presented an innovative, reference-less device, based on a particular organic field effect transistor called OCMFET, which is able to record and amplify the signals produced by the spontaneous electrical activity of living cells. The proposed system (consisting of 16 identical OCMFETs and a dedicated readout electronics) has been successfully tested with cardiac rat myocytes cultures, and it showed interesting performances in terms of signal to noise ratio and reliability. The OCMFET is reference-less, flexible, transparent and it is make with low cost techniques and these features make this device a novel powerful tool for realizing active substrates for cell cultures at low cost, thus opening a perspective for the fabrication of disposable, active substrates for cell monitoring both in-vitro and in-vivo.
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Abstract
We present a high-density CMOS-based microelectrode array featuring 26,400 bidirectional Pt microelectrodes and 1024 parallel readout channels. Enabled through a flexible scheme of selecting the most appropriate recording and stimulation sites, activity of neuronal networks with hundreds of cells can be recorded for hours. By using only the electrodes for recordings that pick up neuronal activity, best use of available resources can be made. We demonstrate how the high density of recording electrodes (17.5 µm pitch) together with the low-noise readout amplifiers increases spike-sorting yield and thus allows for more accurate inferences of network topologies.

1 Introduction
Neurons connect to each other through thousands of synapses to form large networks. In order to better understand how signals propagate through such networks and how information processing is performed, it is desirable to know the functional connectivity of such networks and to track its evolution over time. As opposed to many imaging techniques, extracellular action potential recordings are a non-lethal means to infer such connectivity. Previous attempts to record from neuronal networks either failed to reliably resolve individual cells, or they recorded from individual cells but only very few at the same time [1]. Here, we try to overcome these limitations by employing a high-density microelectrode array (HD-MEA) [2,3,4,5] with a large number of parallel readout channels. Our aim is to record from a medium-size population (>1000) of individually resolved neurons and to infer their functional relation. By being able to record from potentially every neuron in a culture, more accurate connectivity estimates will be possible as opposed to recording from an under-sampled population [6].

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the CMOS-MEA system. The 1024 readout channels and the 32 stimulation units are connected through a set of switches to a subset of the 26,400 Pt microelectrodes. An FPGA is used to communicate with the CMOS HD-MEA and to pre-process the data before streaming it through Ethernet to a host PC for data visualization and storage.
2 Methods

We developed a complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS)-based high-density microelectrode array (HD-MEA) featuring 26,400 bidirectional Pt microelectrodes with a center-to-center pitch of 17.5 µm [7]. Enabled through a versatile matrix of switches and wires, residing below the electrodes, 1024 low-noise voltage recording units (2.4 µVrms in the action-potential signal band, 300 Hz – 10 kHz), as well as 32 current and voltage stimulation units can be connected to an almost arbitrary subset of these electrodes (Figure 1 and 2) [8]. Cortical neurons have been cultured on the chip according to protocols described in [9], and recordings were performed after 30 DIV. By first scanning through all electrodes, individual neurons could be localized. Multiple electrodes usually record the extracellular action potential of one neuron, and groups of cells aggregate into clusters. Therefore, locally dense and globally sparse patches of electrodes providing good cell separability can be identified and used for further recordings. Employing a dense electrode selection only where many cells reside, allows for economic usage of scarce recording units. After spike sorting the recorded data, spike trains are obtained for all recorded neurons, and the cross-correlation between pairs of cells can be computed to reveal parts of the network structure.

3 Results

First, different electrode-to-readout configurations were scanned through the array, and recordings from all electrodes were analyzed for neuronal activity. Once spots with high activity were identified, electrodes in these areas were selected for further experiments. Recordings from these electrode clusters were performed for 2.5 hours. Figure 3 shows such a cluster of electrodes, which allows for separating four distinct waveforms. Figure 4 shows the localization of the electrode cluster (red arrow) with respect to the full array.

Fig. 2. Micrograph of the fabricated CMOS device. The array with the 26,400 Pt microelectrodes is surrounded by 1024 readout channels residing at the top and bottom, as well as 32 stimulation units located to the left and right of the chip.

Fig. 3. Spike-triggered-average waveforms of action potentials. a) Example of five electrodes (1-5) providing a locally dense cluster of recording sites. By using only the electrodes that convey the most information, redundant recordings are avoided. b) The five electrodes from a) reveal four distinct clusters of events. The clusters are color-coded, and it is shown how the amplitude for each cluster varies across the five electrodes.
Through these clusters, 1105 individual cells could be identified. Computing the cross-correlation between pairs of cells revealed elevated probability of correlated firing within milliseconds for a few pairs [10]. Figure 5 shows the cross-correlation curves for four neurons. Their approximate location is indicated with a green arrow.

![Fig. 4. Location of the selected electrode clusters on the 3.85 × 2.10 mm² array. By recording from these spots, a total of 1105 neurons could be identified and their network-wide interaction was analyzed.](image)

![Fig. 5. Auto-correlation (black) and cross-correlation curves for four neurons originating from the same electrode cluster. These neurons seem to have elevated spiking activity immediately after each other indicating a causal link.](image)

4 Conclusion

Owing to the large amount of high-spatial-resolution recording sites and the excellent signal-to-noise ratio of the recording units, our presented setup allows for identifying and tracking large networks of neuronal cells (>1000) over long timescales (hours to days). The cross correlation between cell pairs provides a first-order approximation of the network structure. Tracing how connections change due to electrical stimulation protocols and over time provides a powerful tool to study synaptic plasticity in such networks.
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Abstract
A CMOS-based MEA with 4225 recording sites and 1024 stimulation sites is used to achieve high spatiotemporal resolution in in-vitro neural tissue interfacing experiments. Active area is 1 mm × 1 mm or 2 mm × 2 mm, respectively. A thin high-k dielectric serves as sensor interface between solid-state chip and biology.

1 Introduction
During the last decade, CMOS-based MEAs [1-6] have attracted huge attention, since they promise increased spatiotemporal resolution in extracellular interfacing with neural tissue and cultivated neural networks compared to their classical passive counterparts.

Different approaches have been published concerning the interfacing technique as such, namely to use noble metal electrodes [2-4, 6] or purely capacitive recording / stimulation sites utilizing a high-k dielectric covering the respective interfacing electrodes [1, 5]. Moreover, also different readout techniques are in use, focusing on entire area imaging [1, 2, 5] or high spatial selectability concerning the positions in space to be monitored [3, 6].

In this paper, we present a CMOS chip using a purely capacitive recording/stimulation approach aiming for full chip or selected (entire) area neural tissue activity imaging.

2 Methods and System Setup
A schematic cross section of the extended CMOS process used, a photo of the chip surface, and an assembled chip are shown in Fig. 1.

We use a 6 metal standard 1.8 V 180 nm CMOS process with 3.3 V devices for analog and I/O purposes. A thin TiN electrode covered by a 30 nm Ti-Zr high-k oxide [7] is then fabricated on top of the CMOS wafer. The recording electrodes are connected to the gates of related sensor transistors.

The layout of the various metal layers used for the electrical interconnects on the chip is configured such that these layers also provide an efficient light shield for the active CMOS devices in the silicon substrate.

Figure 1: a) Schematic technology cross section. b) Photo of the chip surface (chip with 16 μm recording site pitch and 32 μm stimulation site pitch). c) Assembled chip.
Fig. 3 shows a simplified block diagram of the chip. The array of sensor transistors is organized in 65 columns and 65 rows. Only one column per time is read out through the row connections. By means of the programmable column select circuit readout can be directed to the entire array or to a subset of columns in a time multiplexed-manner. A 3-bit parallel digital interface is used to program the respective block.

The monitor amplifiers depicted in the upper right corner of the figure can optionally be used to monitor the stimulation signals applied to the array. Moreover, a simple temperature sensor is implemented to provide information about on-die temperature thus allowing optimization of the measurement setup concerning biological boundary conditions.

3 Design Issues

In Figs. 4 and 5 the concepts of stimulation and recording circuitry are depicted.

Each stimulation site can be connected to three different stimulation signals (whereas in practice frequently one of the related signal lines is held at GND potential), that can be defined by software and are generated by the chip operating unit, or left floating. For that purpose a 2048 bit signal (2 bit for each stimulation site, cf. Fig. 4) is serially transmitted to the chip and stored in a related shift register which meanders through the entire array. For each stimulation site a simple decoder circuit controls switches operated as 1-to-4 multiplexer. In the transistor level realization, the decoding functionality is directly realized by the transmission gate arrangement used as switches. The stimulation circuitry can handle signals with 3.3 V peak-to-peak amplitude.

The basic recording technique is schematically sketched in Fig. 5. The recording electrodes are directly capacitively coupled to one recording transistor per site and sense the local variation of the electric potential in the electrolyte near the electrode. The induced voltage variation on the gate of sensor transistors causes a variation in their drain-to-source current similar as in [1, 5].

Every 200 ns a column of 65 transistors, which share a common source connected to the column line, is activated by lowering the column voltage by the column select circuit. Every transistor of the array has its drain terminal connected to a corresponding row line, so that the 65 drain currents of the active column are fed out separately to the off-chip acquisition unit. Transistors of non-active columns do not conduct any current so that they do not contribute to the current of the row lines. The acquisition unit converts the current signals into voltage signals, removes transistor operating-point related offsets, digitizes and eventually transmits the data to the PC.

The gates of the recording transistors are biased (not shown in the figure for simplicity) with the biasing branch being in a high-ohmic state during regular recording operation. For this reason a second device operated as switch is implemented within each sensing site. After having assigned a voltage to all gates of the recording devices by closing these switches, they are opened and the recording gate nodes become sensitive to potential changes in the electrolyte. The opened switches formally modify the transfer function of the recording sites into a high-pass filter function. However, the time constant is far below the minimum frequency of all signals of interest.
The maximum acquisition full frame rate of 77 kHz allows consideration of frequency components above 30 kHz. Of course, the operating frequency can also be scaled down resulting in a reduced noise floor. Imaging of only a portion of the entire array allows for further SNR improvement. Last but not least it should be mentioned that the system also provides the possibility to calibrate each one of the 4225 sensor sites.

4 Measured Results

Fig. 6 shows exemplary measurements of spontaneous activity of a guinea pig retina measured by a chip with and without digital post processing (low-pass filtering): a signal-to-noise ratio of approximately 10 V/V is obtained.

Further exemplary results from guinea pig retina are shown in Fig. 7. There, a chip with 16 μm recording site pitch and 32 μm stimulation site pitch is used. The position of the recording sites depicted in rectangles in the different plots is counted from the left side and from the top of the array. Extracellular voltage traces are plotted for nine neighbouring recording sites. After an electrical stimulus, which is also captured by the sensors and is responsible for the first negative peak visible in every trace, a passive tissue response is recorded on all electrodes. For stimulation three columns of stimulation sites are used at the right border of the chip. Stimulus induced neural activity is detected by the subset of four electrodes underneath a retinal neuron (top-right plots). A blanking circuit, typical solution for commercial available MEAs based on metal electrodes [8], is not needed.

Further details with emphasis on biological aspects are provided elsewhere [9].

5 Summary

In conclusion, a CMOS-based MEA with 4225 capacitively coupled recording sites and 1024 capacitively coupled stimulation sites has been demonstrated. Measurements with biological contents reveal proper functionality.
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Figure 7: Neural activity measured from a guinea pig retina at nine adjacent positions. Chip with 16 μm recording site pitch and 32 μm stimulation site pitch. The position of the recording sites depicted in rectangles in the different plots is counted from the left side and from the top. The activity is triggered by electrical stimulation using 3 columns of stimulation sites at the right border of the chip. A sawtooth pulse with 1 V amplitude, 500 ms rising edge, and 100 μs falling edge is used. Stimulus induced neural activity is visible in the top-right pixels.
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Abstract
Motion tracking of migrating cell is usually performed with the help of high-end microscopy. In the present study, we propose an alternative, label-free, electronic platform to detect the migration of individual cells. Field-effect transistor arrays with flat topography and the transistor size compared to a single cell were fabricated. By monitoring the impedimetric changes of the transistor input, we can identify the migration of the cells electronically.

1 Introduction
Cytotoxic T cells play an important role in the immune system by migrating throughout the whole body, recognising, and then eliminating specific pathogens [1]. In order to monitor the migration process, real-time motion tracking with microscopic imaging has been used to analyse the cell movement over time. Traditionally, cells need to be labelled for automatic cell tracking. However, the staining can be invasive and causing cell death. Label-free cell tracking is possible but involves tedious single cell identification under conventional phase contrast microscope [2]. We aim to provide an innovative and non-invasive way to study T cell migration by means of electronic signals.

In the present study, the migration of single T cells on field-effect transistor (FET) arrays was measured using impedance spectroscopy. Non-invasive and real-time motion tracking of a single migrating T cell can be reflected by the changes of transistor-transfer function (TTF).

2 Methods
2.1 Cell culture protocol
Peripheral blood mononuclear lymphocytes (PBML) were isolated and purified from human donor blood samples. In the present study, CD8+ T cells were negatively isolated with CD3/CD28 bead activators. PBML were cultured in a mixture of CD3/CD8 bead activators for 3 days. CD3+ and CD28+ T cells with the beads were removed by a magnet on day 3. The remaining CD8+ T cells were then re-suspended in complete medium (AIMV medium supplemented with 10 % FCS and 100U/ml IL-2).

2.2 Sensor devices
P-type open-gate FETs were fabricated in the cleanroom at the University of Applied Sciences Kaiserslautern. 12 transistor gates (width 12 µm and length 5 µm) were fabricated at the centre of a 5×5 mm² silicon substrate. FET sensors were fabricated having almost flat topography except for transistor gate openings according to the fabrication protocol shown in figure 1 [3].

Fig. 2. The fabrication process flow of the quasi-planar FETs for cell migration measurements [3].
The FETs were encapsulated with a biocompatible polymer and a glass ring forming a cell culture chamber for impedance experiments.

2.3 Experiments

Impedimetric changes of the fibronectin-coated (0.1 mg/ml) transistors caused by the T cells were measured by a portable 16 channel amplifier system. Two measurement modes were used: (a) range of frequencies (1 kHz to 1 MHz) and (b) a fixed frequency (300 kHz) were applied to the FETs and the transfer functions were measured. Static adhesion of T cells on the transistor gates was measured primarily for identifying the optimum frequency, which will later be used for the real-time measurement (Fig. 2). Transfer functions of the transistors were measured as a value indicating the impedance changes in response to the appearance of the cells. Out of these spectra, we can extract cell-related parameters like seal resistance \( R_{\text{seal}} \) of the cell membrane with the transistor and the cell membrane capacitance \( C_m \) [4].

![Fig. 2. Schematic of a cell covered field-effect transistor to explain the configuration for transistor transfer-function measurements [6].](image)

In order to restrict the movement of the migrating T cells, the adhesion area on the FET surface was controlled by aligned micro-contact printing [5]. In the present study, we used this micro-contact printing (µCP) technique in small dimensions. We designed a silicon mask with a pattern of 15 µm wide lines with 50 µm gaps in between and used it as a mold to produce PDMS stamps of this pattern. The PDMS stamp was firstly pre-incubated with 0.1 mg/ml fibronectin. Afterwards, the stamp was aligned on top of the FET device using reflection microscopy. The 15 µm wide lines were aligned on top of the transistors. Then the PDMS stamp was pressed against the FET device and allowed the fibronectin molecules to be transferred from the stamp to the FET surface. Afterwards, the uncovered areas of the FET surface were blocked by poly-L-lysine-g-poly(ethylene glycol) (PLL-g-PEG). The polycationic backbone absorbs electrostatically on the uncovered area, rendering repulsive surfaces which are resistant to protein and cell adsorption.

3 Results

In order to study the locomotion of a single migrating T cell, \( 4 \times 4 \) arrays of transistors (width: 12 µm; length 5 µm) with flat topography were fabricated. The size of a transistor gate area of our devices is in comparison to the size of an attached single T cell (Fig. 3). The new design minimise the height of the edges between the contact lines and the surfaces, which allows the T cells to migrate almost unaffected by topographical obstacles. With the fibronectin lines, however, we restricted the migration by chemical guiding cues.

![Fig. 3. A cytotoxic T cell adheres on top of a field-effect transistor gate with a dimension of 12×5 µm².](image)

At first we performed static adhesion measurements recording full TTF spectra in order to study the sensitivity of the FET devices and the cell-related parameters of the T cells. A comparison was made in between cell-free transistors and cell-attached transistors. Significant differences in TTF spectra were observed between 100 kHz and 500 kHz (Fig. 4). The result is in line with our previously published data, where we used similar FET devices having a slightly different topography [3].

![Fig. 4. Significant TTF differences between free transistors and cell-attached transistors can be detected at the frequencies ranging from 100 kHz to 500 kHz (***p < 0.001).](image)

In order to capture individual dynamic motion of the T cells, time-dependent measurements of a transistor gate with freely-migrating T cell on top were...
measured as previously described [3, 6, 7]. A fixed frequency of 300 kHz was chosen since the TTF values between cell-covered and cell-free transistor had the most significance differences there (Fig. 4).

Fig. 5. Transistor-transfer function changes when a migrating T cell adheres on top of a transistor gate. When the transistor is free, the transfer function remains constant. However, when the cell starts migrating towards the transistor, changes in TTF can be observed. The interferences observed during the process are mainly due to the micro-motion of cell membrane on top of the transistor during the migration.

In first experiments we used a high density culture of T cells and allowed the cells to migrate freely over the surface of the sensor chip. Since the current chip design only hold 16 transistors with spacing of 200 µm, just a few events can be recorded out of one culture. When a T cell was migrating on top of a transistor gate partially or completely covering it, the amplitude of the signal was changing accordingly (Fig. 5).

Since T cells preferably migrate on fibronectin-coated surface only, we limited in the next experiments the movement of the T cells by aligned µCP. We aligned the fibronectin lines on the FET device surface along the transistors. Migration of the T cells was clearly observed along these fibronectin lines (Fig. 6) instead of the random migration in the previous experiments. However, the distance in between the transistors is still too far in the current design. The T cells were not able to migrate from one transistor to another within our measurement time.

Fig. 6. Two time points of the migration assay on fibronectin lines: 0 min (beginning) and 30 min (end) are shown. Arrows correlate with the printed fibronectin lines and indicate the direction of cell movement during the migration assay.

4 Conclusions and Outlook

In the present study, we were able to detect single cell movements using our field-effect transistor arrays. Due to the flat topography of the devices, cells can move freely on the sensor surface without topographic obstacles. In addition, aligned micro-contact printing can be easily applied on our devices using a homemade alignment setup. Our measurement technique can be used down to single cell resolution, which is important for studies of individual cell responses rather than a collective response from a population of cells. Compared to the common migration assays using optical microscopy, this label-free platform offers a simple and low-cost alternative for tracking single cell migration. However, in its current design the sensor devices contain not enough sensor spots to follow the cells electronically. In future we aim to a higher integration of sensors in order to realize a novel electronic platform for motion tracking in parallel to adhesion strength sensing using our method.
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Abstract
The endeavour to understand the neural articulation in a network has given rise to a vast paradigm of micro- and nano-engineered electrode arrays. Due to the intrinsic impedance associated with such miniaturized electrodes, which decreases the SNR, researchers have started to explore the possibility of using impedance – independent Field Effect Transistors (FETs) for cellular recording. In this study, we report the fabrication of nano-needle gated FETs (NGFETs), which can be used for intracellular neuronal recording using a top-down approach. Dissociated hippocampal culture was grown on the NGFET devices to verify the biocompatibility and mechanical stability of the nano-needles.

1 Introduction
A major part of neuro-electronics based research today, focuses on micro/nano semiconductor- and polymer- devices for stimulating/recording neuronal networks. Other than the patch clamping technique, which was invented almost 40 years ago, by Sakmann & Neher1,2, very few alternative techniques have been reported for recording intracellular potentials, of such electrically active cells. On the other hand, planar micro-electrode arrays (MEAs) are widely used for recording extracellular field potential of neural networks. Electrophysiologists prefer that the interface between such electrodes/pipettes and the cell is small, in order to improve the spatio-temporal resolution, and, minimize cell invasiveness. However, this tends to increase the impedance during signal recording. Modifications in the MEA technology, including, gold- mushroom shaped micro- electrodes3,4, localized electroporation4,5, vertical nano-wire6 and nano-pillar7 electrode arrays which have been used to obtain transient / continuous, long –term intracellular recording do not provide a significant improvement in the SNR, owing to their intrinsically high impedance. Alternatively, impedance independent Field-Effect-Transistors (FETs) have been reported to give good SNR, despite their reduced size4,8,9.

Recently, Duan et.al10 have reported the fabrication of a bottom-up technique to grow branched, nano-wire FETs for intracellular recording in cardiomyocytes, wherein, a phospho-lipid coated nano-tube was selectively integrated atop the channel of a Si-Nanowire-FET. The nano-tube lures the cytoplasmic contents into it, which gates the FET channel. Therefore, any change in the trans-membrane voltage of the cell varies the conductance of the FET. The same device structure could be used to study the cross-talk of neurons in a network. However, for multi-site recordings (from hundreds of neurons), with a single neuron resolution, it is inapt to use randomly oriented nano-wire devices grown using bottom up – technique. Here, we report the fabrication of NGFET array using standard lithography-top down approach, by decorating nano-needles on top of FET channel, to have a better control over spatial resolution and study neuronal network properties.

2 Methods
2.1 Device fabrication:
Si - FET array was patterned in the device layer (200 nm) of a p- type SOI wafer, having buried oxide thickness of 1 µm. The FET area was defined by E-beam lithography (EBL), followed by Si – reactive ion etching (RIE) in a plasma of SF6 (20 sccm) and C4F8 (30 sccm) at 6 mTorr, with RF and ICP power of 30 W and 1200 W respectively. The source/drain-contacts were formed by the lift – off technique, after EBL and metal deposition by sputtering Ti/Au (10/70 nm). The metal tracks were passivated with SiO2 (500 nm) deposited by Plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) using SiH4 (8.5 sccm), N2O (710 sccm), N2 (161 sccm) at 350 °C, 10 W and 1000mT pressure. The oxide at the FET gate region, (Fig 1, e) (i.e. the site of nano-tube integration), was selectively etched in BHF after EBL patterning.

The nano-needle was patterned atop the FET-channel according to the process described in Fig 1 and Fig 2. A resist stack of PMMA -950-C6 and HSQ was spin coated on the FET patterned wafer. Nano-
circles were patterned on the HSQ layer by EBL and developed in 0.26 N TMAH solution.

The needles were formed by ashing the PMMA resist using HSQ as a mask, in oxygen plasma (O$_2$ flow-rate -10 sccm, RF power – 50W, ICP power – 300W at 10 mTorr), followed by the conformal deposition of a thin film (100nm) of SiO$_2$ by PECVD as described above, at 140 °C. The needle tips, containing the HSQ mask and SiO$_2$ film, was then selectively etched by directional RIE, similar to the spacer etch technique, in a plasma of O$_2$ (4 sccm) and C$_4$F$_8$ (50 sccm) with RF power - 50W, ICP power - 1500W at 10 mTorr. Finally, the PMMA sacrificial layer was removed by dipping the chip in acetone for 15 mins.

**Fig 1:** Fabrication of NGFETs: (a) SOI wafer with device layer 200 nm. (b) Si etching to form the FET base. (c) Patterning of metal S/D and contacts by lift off after sputtering Ti/Au. (d) Passivating metal lines by deposition of PECVD SiO$_2$(500 nm). (e) Removal of SiO$_2$ in the gate region using EBL patterning, followed by SiO$_2$ etching in BHF. (f) Spin-coating the sacrificial layer stack of PMMA-950-C6 and HSQ. (g) Formation of nano-pillar by ashing PMMA in oxygen plasma. (h) Forming the nano-tube walls by depositing PECVD SiO$_2$(100 nm) at 140 °C. (i) Removal of sacrificial mask, now containing SiO$_2$ and HSQ, by RIE. (j) Removal of sacrificial PMMA layer by acetone dip.

**Fig 2:** Fabrication of Nano-needles: (a) Patterning of HSQ on PMMA. (b) Ashing of PMMA using O$_2$. (c) PECVD deposition of SiO$_2$. (d) Removal of SiO$_2$ + HSQ by RIE. (e) Removal of PMMA by acetone.

### 2.2 Sample preparation before culturing:

The NGFET chips were exposed to oxygen plasma for one minute followed by incubation in 70% ethanol for 20 mins and washing with sterile Milli-Q water for 3-4 times. The samples were then air dried UV treated for 20 mins. Then, 10µg/ml PEI in borate buffer was added on the chip and incubated for one hour, followed by washing, drying and UV treatment as above. Prior to culturing, the chips were incubated with 1 mg/ml laminin diluted in 1 ml of culture medium, for 20 mins, and washed with media, 3-4 times. The culture medium used was Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium F12 HAM supplemented with N1, FBS (10%) and antibiotic antimycotic (1%).

### 2.3 Neuronal Culture:

Primary rat hippocampal neuronal culture was prepared as described previously.$^{11,12}$ Hippocampal dissected from male/female Wistar rats (P$_0$-P$_2$) were dissociated in papain (20 U/ml at 37 °C), followed by gentle trituration. The dissociated cells were plated onto the PEI + laminin coated NGFET chip for 45 mins. The cells were further replenished by flooding 1
ml media and incubated. The neurons were fed twice a week. To prevent glial cell overgrowth, 20 µM cytosine-b-D- arabinofuranoside was included in the medium after 3-4 days. Experiments were performed with the approval of the Indian Institute of Science Ethical Committee, according to CPSCEA guidelines, India. Animals (Wistar rats) were bred and maintained in the Central Animal Facility of IISc.

3 Results and Discussion

To have a better control over simultaneous, multiplexed recordings in a neuronal network, we have adopted a top-down approach to create the NGFET array as shown in Fig 1. The crucial step in the process is the alignment of the nano-needles atop the FET channel. Use of a thick sacrificial film in a top-down process reduces the alignment accuracy during the EBL overlay. Therefore, the success of the process depends on the crafty selection of the sacrificial layer for nano-needle formation. Here, in our process, we used a sacrificial resist stack of PMMA- 950-C6 and HSQ, from which we fabricated hollow nano-needles with tip – ID ~ 400 nm and length ~ 1.5 µm. Fig 3 shows SEM micrograph of a single NGFET. The top – view of the image clearly indicates that the nano-needles are hollow. The ID of the nano-needles can be decreased by reducing the size of the nano-dots patterned on the HSQ layer during EBL.

Fig. 3: SEM micrograph showing the top- view and cross-sectional view of a single NGFET.

To obtain simultaneous recording from multiple neurons, the inter-connects were patterned to suit the footprint of the Multi-channel systems® - MEA recording setup. The final device layout, integrating over 100 NGFET devices is shown in Fig.- 4.

Fig. 4: NGFET array - device layout designed to suit the footprint of MEA recording system.

Dissociated hippocampal neurons were cultured on the NGFETs to check for the bio-compatibility of the devices. On comparison of DIC microscopic images of the hippocampal neuronal culture grown on a control SOI wafer (Fig. 5a, without any nano-needles, processed under similar conditions as the NGFETs) and a NGFET chip (Fig. 5b), it was seen that that the presence of nano-needles did not dramatically vary the cell density.

Fig. 5: DIC images of dissociated, 10 day- old, hippocampal cultures grown on (a) SOI wafer (control) and (b) NGFET chip.

To further check for the effect of their presence, cultures were grown on nano-needles with different diameters (<1 µm). Fig. 6 shows neurons on top of nano-needles with two different dimensions. It was seen that the nano-needles are not deleterious to the network formation, and also makes contact with the cells.

Fig. 6: DIC images of dissociated hippocampal culture (8 day old) grown on nano-needles with tip inner diameters (a) 700 nm and (b) 300 nm. Arrows indicate contacts between neurons and nano-needles.

To further check for the effect of their presence, cultures were grown on nano-needles with different diameters (<1 µm). Fig. 6 shows neurons on top of nano-needles with two different dimensions. It was seen that the nano-needles are not deleterious to the network formation, and also makes contact with the cells.

Fig. 7: SEM micrograph of NGFET after (a) first and (b) second culture on same device, indicating the mechanical stability of the devices.
To check if the NGFETs can withstand the harsh culture conditions and the cleaning steps before re-use, SEM imaging was done after each culture. Fig. 7 shows that the NGFET devices are robust, based on the fact that the devices were intact after multiple neuronal cultures on the same chip.

4 Conclusion
Till now, we have been successful in device fabrication, and, establishing the bio-compatibility and robustness of the NGFET devices. Further experiments will focus on the electrical characterization of the NGFETs and recording from dissociated neuronal cultures.
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**Abstract**

We designed a two chamber MEA aiming to create a unidirectional connection between the networks in both chambers (source and target). To achieve this unidirectionality, all interconnecting channels contained barbs that hindered axon growth in the opposite direction (from target to source). Visual inspection showed that axons predominantly grew through the channels from source to target. This observation was confirmed by spontaneous activity recordings. Cross-correlation between the signals from two electrodes inside the channels suggested signal propagation at ~2 m/s from source to target. Cross-correlation between the firing patterns in both chambers indicated that most correlated activity was initiated in the source chamber, which was also reflected in a significantly lower fraction of partial bursts in the source chamber. Finally, electrical stimulation in the source chamber induced a fast response in the source chamber, and a slower response in the target chamber. Stimulation in the target chamber evoked a fast response in the target chamber, but no response in the source. These results confirm the achievement of a predominantly unidirectional connection from source to target.

**1 Introduction**

Although many aspects of network functioning of neuronal tissue can be investigated using commercially available MEAs, some applications may require additional structure. Typically, such additional structure involves unidirectional connectivity between two networks, to avoid that the cells in both chambers eventually form one large, oddly shaped network. Pan et al. \([1]\) achieved unidirectional growth by sequential plating; the second culture was plated 10 days later, after axons of the first culture had completely occupied the channels. A possible disadvantage of this method is the limited time window for experiments due to this additional delay. Several studies require mature connectivity (> 3 weeks old \([2]\)), and cultures often start to deteriorate or detach from the glass surface after ~4 weeks. We designed and validated a custom made MEA with two culture chambers (source and target) for simultaneous plating and interconnecting channels designed to support axon growth in one direction only.

**2 Methods**

**2.1 Construction**

We designed a glass ground plate to have electrodes in both chambers and in the connecting channels (black dots and vertical lines in Fig 1B). Gold electrodes (thickness 400 nm) were deposited on a four inch Pyrex glass wafer, by sputtering on an intermediate titanium layer (sputtered first) that constituted the electrode leads. A 0.5 µm layer of Silicon Nitride was deposited using low-pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD) over the Pyrex wafer for electrical insulation. Electrode contact areas were opened by etching through the nitride layer in a reactive ion etch (RIE) step, using CHF\(_3\).

A second layer that contained the structures of the chambers and channels was mounted on the glass. This second layer was constructed in silicon or polymethylsiloxaan (PDMS). All channels had a 20 (width) x 5 µm (height) cross sectional area, and contained barbs that narrowed the channel width down to ~7 µm, as shown in Fig 1C.

The silicon top layer was constructed using a 500 µm SOI wafer, which contained a buried insulating layer (0.5 µm SiO\(_2\)), 50 µm below the surface. This enabled us to etch the entrances of the channels on both sides (5 µm deep), the central part of the channels (50 µm deep), and the bottom of the chambers (50 µm deep) from the shallow side, and to completely open the chambers and the area above the central part of the channels from the other side without destroying the fragile channel structures.

To construct the PDMS layers, we used a silicon mould with the same layout as the silicon top layers. PDMS easily adhered to the glass, for the silicon devices, we used anodic bonding. Therefore, the two contacted wafers were heated to 250–400 °C to mobilize the ions while a voltage of 1000-1500 V was applied.
2.2 Validation

Visually

We stained axons with cell tracker green (5-Chloromethylfluorescein Diacetate; Invitrogen) and counted the number of barbs (on one side of the channels) that the axons in the channels passed in either direction, at different ages.

Spontaneous activity

Several channels contained two electrodes (see Fig 1). We cross-correlated the signals (expressed as point processes) in those channels where both electrodes picked up activity, to determine the latency with maximum correlation. Because the amplitude of action potentials vastly exceeded the RMS noise level, this latency was largely determined by the timing of action potentials at both electrodes.

Secondly, we cross-correlated the summed activity (predominantly burst envelopes) recorded in both chambers to determine the latency with maximum correlation.

Finally, we calculated the fraction of partial bursts (bursts that occurred only in one of the two chambers) in both chambers. Assuming that bursts may be intrinsic or ignited by a burst in the other chamber, this fraction is inversely related to the probability that a burst is propagated to the other chamber.

Stimulus responses

We electrically stimulated all electrodes, and calculated the mean post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) in both chambers. To avoid a strong bias by spontaneously occurring bursts, only those responses were taken into account, where the summed PSTH of multiple stimuli at that electrode was larger than all individual PSTHs. This approach ignored outlying PSTHs that possibly resulted from a spontaneous network burst shortly after a stimulus. Average PSTHs were considered to show a significant response if the mean ± SEM did not overlap zero.

3 Results

We plated 20 times on glass-silicon devices (two cultures each), and 20 times on glass-PDMS devices. Remarkably, most cultures on glass-PDMS became active, but none on the glass-silicon devices. Consequently, all results were obtained with the glass-PDMS devices, from cultures being at least 19 days old.

In total we labeled seventeen different cultures with cell tracker green. Until the axons reached the other side of the channel, it was possible to determine the direction of growth. We observed axon growth from source to target chamber passing multiple barbs (see Figure 2), whereas axons growing in the other direction never passed more than two barbs.

In fourteen channels (six different experiments) we measured action potentials at both electrodes. We found peaks in the cross correlation curves at a positive latency in seven channels and at a negative latency in one channel. In the other channels the cross correlation curve did not show a significant peak. Overall mean latency was 0.12 ms, suggesting a propagation speed of 2±1.7m/s from source to target.

In fourteen experiments we recorded spontaneous activity in both chambers. In ten experiments we found a clear peak in the cross-correlation curve between the activity patterns in both chambers. Maximum cross-correlation was found at a mean latency of 7±19ms,
indicating a tendency that activity in the target was preceded by activity in the source.

In all 14 experiments we calculated the fraction of partial bursts (see methods) in both chambers. In the source chamber the fraction of partial bursts (47±30%) was significantly lower than that in the target chamber (70±16%), t-test: p=0.02. Finally, we determined the mean PSTH in both chambers after stimulation in either chamber. Stimulation in the source chamber yielded a significant response in that chamber at 0-40ms, and in that target chamber at 40-80ms. Target chamber stimulation induced a significant response in the target chamber at 0-70 ms, and no response in the source chamber (see Fig 4).

Fig. 4. Average response in source chamber (left column) and target chamber (right column) to electrical stimulation in source chamber (top row), or target chamber (bottom row). Grey zones indicate SEM.

4 Discussion

The activity patterns of cultured dissociated cortical neurons are usually dominated by network bursts. These bursts often hamper plasticity studies, and have been hypothesized to result from the lack of input to the cultures [3]. Electrical [4] or pharmacological stimulation [3,5] have been shown to reduce burstiness, and may facilitate plasticity studies. Here we developed a system where the main culture continuously receives spontaneous or stimulated activity from an auxiliary culture.

We used a newly designed MEA to achieve dual cultures that were coupled in one direction, that is, the culture in the source chamber provided input to the culture in the target chamber, but not vice versa. We validated the unidirectionality of the connections in several ways.

Visual inspection had the possible disadvantage that the direction of growth could no longer be determined after the axon had reached the other side of the channels. However, observations during growth show that axons initially grew through the channels from source to target. It is possible that, once the first axons found their way through the channels, others followed their path, possibly also in the opposite direction. Pan et al used slightly lower tunnels, and claim that growth in the opposite direction was largely impeded because the tunnels were already full [1].

Nine of the twenty channels contained two electrodes (see Fig 1), but it appeared quite difficult to record activity from both electrodes inside a channel. Possibly the design of the electrodes, some of which covered multiple (up to four) channels, introduced too much shunt to ground, if the electrodes were not sufficiently covered by axons in one or more of the channels. Nevertheless, we recorded activity from both electrodes in 14 channels. In 50% of those channels cross-correlation indicated signal propagation from source to target, 43% was indecisive. One experiment (7%) suggested signal propagation in the opposite direction. This experiment was also deviant in the other analyses. Possibly, we erroneously rotated the PDMS top layer 180 degrees in this experiment.

Cross correlation of the summed activity in both chambers included predominantly burst envelopes, and indicated that bursts in the source chamber tended to precede bursts in the target chamber. In theory, it is possible that a burst started in one chamber, and then very rapidly propagated to the other one, even before a clear network burst became visible in the first chamber. Such a scenario might be the major cause of the relatively high standard deviation of the mean latency, and might mask the actual direction of signal propagation. However, it seems very improbable that this happened in the majority of network bursts, and therefore the latency with maximum cross-correlation is presumed to be a good indicator of the direction of signal propagation and therefore of the direction of axon growth.

In general, all results supported the conclusion that the achieved connectivity between the two chambers is predominantly unidirectional.

The advantage of our approach is that we could already start recording from mature cultures after 19 days. However, Fig 2 shows that it took considerably longer than in [1] for the axons to grow completely through the channels, which largely reduced the gained time window for experimenting. Our channels were twice as long as those in [1] and contained 10 barbs per side, which appeared to be far more than necessary to impede axon growth in the opposite direction. Thus, we may further improve the design by shortening the channels to 300-400 µm, containing 3-4 barbs per side. Further improvement may come from the silicon devices, which offer superior visibility inside the channels and additional options for perfusion. Their failure to record activity so far, may be related to problems during the bonding process. In particular we found carbon and oxygen contamination on the electrodes of the glass silicon devices, which may be due to the high temperature during the anodic bonding process.
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Abstract
In this contribution, we show that non-saturating behaviour of extracellular recordings with graphene transistors of voltage-clamp stimulated modified HEK-293 cells can be explained using an electrodiffusive point-contact model that includes the ion sensitivity of graphene.

1 Introduction
Graphene solution gated field effect transistors (G-SGFETs) have been shown to exhibit high transconductance and low noise characteristics enabling the measurement of cellular electrical activity [1, 2]. However, the details of electrical coupling between cells and graphene transistors have not been fully understood. For instance, the influence of ion sensitivity of graphene transistors [3] on extracellular recordings has not yet been explored. Previously, the dynamics of ion concentrations in the cell-transistor cleft were discussed for Si transistors using an electrodiffusive point-contact model [4]. In this work we extend this study to the case of G-SGFETs.

2 Materials & Methods
Chips: We used arrays of 64, 10μm x 20μm, G-SGFETs, produced as previously described [1].
Cell measurements: HEK-293 cells, expressing the Shaker B potassium ion channel were cultured as previously described [5] and plated onto coated (Fibronectin, Sigma) transistor chips at 1000cells/mm², two hours before experiments were performed. Transistor currents were recorded using an in-house built amplification system. A commercial patch clamp amplifier (EPC10, HEKA, Germany) was used.

3 Results & Discussion
Figure 1a shows cell-transistor cleft potential recordings of a voltage-clamped HEK-293 cell on top of a G-SGFET. The cell was depolarized using rectangular voltage pulses with a duration of 10ms and different amplitudes (indicated in the figure). After the characteristic capacitive currents, a gradual increase of the membrane current, due to opening dynamics of the Shaker K⁺ channels, can be observed (Fig.1a). Interestingly, while the pipette current saturates after a few milliseconds, the cleft potential does not (Fig.1b), contrary to the expected transistor response considering a standard point-contact model. We have used an extended point-contact model to consider electrodiffusion and the ion sensitivity of our graphene transistors. As shown, such a model is in good agreement with the experimental results (Fig.1c).

![Figure 1](image-url)
4 Conclusion

Consideration of the varying ion concentration in the cell-transistor cleft and the ion sensitivity of graphene transistors can satisfactorily explain the non-saturating behaviour of extracellular recordings of HEK-293 cells with graphene transistors.
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Background/Aims
The number of available materials for electrodes is quite limited for in-vitro and in-vivo recordings. Several problems must be tackled: (a) the biocompatibility of the material itself, (b) the response of the living cells or tissue – glial scar must be avoided, (c) the charge injection and charge density limit. For point (a) there are numerous normalized controls to assess the biocompatibility the ISO10993. The main drawback of these tests would be the similitude with a real living tissue with the mechanical constraints of a real implant. For point (b), either for recording where the signal to noise ratio is very important to discriminate signal of single or multiunit activity or for stimulation where selectivity is crucial to optimize the stimulation field and thus avoid side effects. Schwartzi described to glial scar process for intracortical brain machine interface. Eventually for point (c), the charge injections are recalled by Stieglitz\textsuperscript{4}, these limits are ruled by the potential of the electrode during stimulation for metals. Platinum is much better than gold (75µC/cm\textsuperscript{2} versus 20µC/cm\textsuperscript{2}) but still too weak for high stimulation with small electrodes which is the harshest condition for the charge density parameter. Thus to address these three conditions, we investigated the properties of boron doped diamond for recording or stimulation multi-electrode array or active implantable medical devices.

1 Methods/Statistics
Nanocrystalline diamond is grown at high temperature after nanoseeding. The coated substrates are placed in hot plasma conditions. So as to obtain a conductive layer boron simultaneously injected. These atoms have the ability to penetrate the carbon lattice in substitution. Eventually the boron doping is in the range of $10^{23}$ atoms/cm\textsuperscript{2}. The substrates are disks or cylinders made of platinum iridium (90/10) which is classically used for cochlear or deep brain stimulation electrodes. Thus we should be able to compare our new electrodes to the gold standard of implantable devices.

2 Results
The electrodes were cut from a thick platinum iridium foil using a specific process which gives to the electrodes a roughness in the range of 1.6µm RMS. In former experiments (on platinum foils) we had to use a tungsten adhesion layer but thanks to the roughness given by the machining process the adhesion of nanocrystalline diamond is promoted, see Fig. 1.
Meanwhile another batch of electrodes dedicated to cochlear implants were then electrically welded and integrated in an insulation silicone rubber, which proves the compatibility of diamond coating with processes of implantable medical devices, see Fig. 2a.

![full integration of the diamond coating in an industrial process](image1)

(a) full integration of the diamond coating in an industrial process

![impedance spectroscopy](image2)

(b) impedance spectroscopy

![cyclic voltammetry](image3)

(c) cyclic voltammetry

Fig. 2: Integration and characterization of the diamond coated cochlear electrode

In the set-up the diamond coating was too thick and this deposition tends to smooth the platinum iridium hence the effective surface is reduced by the deposition, which is consistent with the EIS of Fig. 2b. Consequently even if the potential water window is higher than platinum, the CSC (cathodic storage capacity) is weaker than rough platinum (338 vs 4810 µC/cm² see Fig. 2c). The effective surface of the diamond electrodes must be drastically increased. This was recently achieved by our group using carbon nanotubes as scaffold for boron doped diamondiii. Such process was applied on cortical disks. We demonstrated the feasibility of the carbon nanotubes growth on platinum iridium disks and the coverage of nanocristalline diamond, see Fig. 3. With this final adaptation we will take advantage of a large water window of the diamond and an incredibly high effective surface.

![carbon nanotubes grown on nanocristalline diamond and coated by nanocristalline diamond](image4)

Fig. 3: carbon nanotubes grown on nanocristalline diamond and coated by nanocristalline diamond

3 Conclusion/Summary

The first comparison of boron doped diamond with platinum iridium based on the impedance spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry is not favorable to diamond. Nevertheless, we already demonstrated the feasibility of the integration of diamond electrodes with an industrial process. Moreover, technical developments on electrodes are under progress to drastically increase to effective surface.
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Abstract
We have evaluated how different electrode materials and coatings used to improve cell attachment affect on impedance and noise levels of microelectrodes on MEAs. Titanium nitride (TiN), titanium, and atomic layer deposited iridium oxide (IrOx) were experimentally studied as electrode materials and, in addition, several other materials were reviewed from the literature. From MEA coatings polyethylenimine (PEI) and laminin, gelatin, and Matrigel™ were studied. The results support titanium nitride’s and platinum black’s position as the most commonly used low impedance electrode materials on MEAs, whereas IrOx and carbon nano tube based materials are promising alternatives as the microelectrode materials. PEI and laminin, and gelatin coatings did not cause any significant change in the overall performance of the MEAs, but a substantial increase in impedance was observed with Matrigel™, especially when applied as thick layer.

1 Background
Probably the most common technical parameter to compare the performance of a microelectrode array (MEA) is its impedance, commonly given at 1 kHz. Typically lower impedance means lower signal-to-noise ratio, which is favored when the signals measured from MEA need to be analyzed. In addition, the large impedances can drastically affect the charge transfer capacity at the electrode vs. medium/tissue interface. Thus, throughout the history of MEAs, researchers have tried to develop low impedance electrode materials, or at least have tried to find good compromise between the costs and performance of the microelectrodes.

As the top surface, i.e. the insulator layer of MEAs is typically made of silicon nitride or some other material that does not promote attachment and growth of cells or tissue slices, biologists are forced to apply protein or other additional coating on MEAs. The coating not covering only the insulator layer but also the electrodes undoubtedly changes the electrode vs. medium/tissue interface, even if the coating may in the best case be only one or few monolayers thick. Because of the changes, it is obvious that the technical specifications given for MEA do not apply as such anymore after the coating. As far as we know, the effect of coatings on MEA performance, namely on impedance and noise level, has not been widely studied and thus we wanted to find out if the biologists should pay more attention on their coating selections in order to maintain the high signal quality and whether the race towards lower impedance electrode materials makes any sense if at the end the coating has major effect on the total impedance.

2 Methods
200/30R-Ti MEAs from Multichannel Systems (Reutlingen, Germany) were used as TiN MEAs in electrode material studies and also as the MEAs in all the coating studies. Fabrication of atomic layer deposited iridium oxide (ALD IrOx) and titanium MEAs were studied. The results support titanium nitride’s and platinum black’s position as the most commonly used low impedance electrode materials on MEAs, whereas IrOx and carbon nano tube based materials are promising alternatives as the microelectrode materials. PEI and laminin, and gelatin coatings did not cause any significant change in the overall performance of the MEAs, but a substantial increase in impedance was observed with Matrigel™, especially when applied as thick layer.

As the top surface, i.e. the insulator layer of MEAs is typically made of silicon nitride or some other material that does not promote attachment and growth of cells or tissue slices, biologists are forced to apply protein or other additional coating on MEAs. The coating not covering only the insulator layer but also the electrodes undoubtedly changes the electrode vs. medium/tissue interface, even if the coating may in the best case be only one or few monolayers thick. Because of the changes, it is obvious that the technical specifications given for MEA do not apply as such anymore after the coating. As far as we know, the effect of coatings on MEA performance, namely on impedance and noise level, has not been widely studied and thus we wanted to find out if the biologists should pay more attention on their coating selections in order to maintain the high signal quality and whether the race towards lower impedance electrode materials makes any sense if at the end the coating has major effect on the total impedance.

Detailed description of coating protocols used in this study is given in [3]. But shortly, 1 ml of 0.05 % (w/v) PEI, was added to the MEA and incubated for two hours. Unbound PEI was aspirated; the wells were rinsed with sterile water, and dried. 1 ml of murine laminin, diluted to 20 µg/ml with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline was added thereafter and incubated for two hours. In case of gelatin, 1 ml of 0.1 % Type A porcine gelatin was added and incubated for an
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hour. Two different procedures were adopted for Matrigel™ with reduced growth factor. Thick layer, where 50 µl/cm² of Matrigel™ was added, and thin layer where Matrigel™ in one-tenth of concentration diluted using Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium was added in sufficient quantities, and incubated for 30 minutes. The incubator was maintained at 37 °C and a water bath was used to prevent evaporation. Unbound material was aspirated thereafter.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Electrode materials

The impedance and noise results both from our experiments and literature are summarized in table 1. TiN, Pt black, activated sputtered IrOx and novel PEDOT-CNT electrodes have comparable impedances around 20-50 kΩ. Unactivated sputtered and ALD IrOx have ten times higher impedance, which raises interest to try electrochemical activation on ALD IrOx in further studies, especially because of highly competitive noise results achieved already without activation. However, the electrode material noise results should be compared with caution as the sampling period was only a few seconds. Bare metal electrodes, on the contrary, are not competitive when only impedance in considered, but depending on application the performance may still be sufficient and shorter fabrication times and cost issues cannot be ignored either.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Increase of impedance @1kHz (kΩ)</th>
<th>Increase of RMS noise (µV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PEI and laminin</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gelatin</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unactivated ALD IrOx</td>
<td>165-450</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrigel™ (0.25 µm)</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrigel™ (4.5 µm)</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 3.2 Coatings

Independent of coating material or its thickness, the change caused on RMS noise was found to be negligible, as shown in table 2. The same applies on impedance results of PEI and laminin, and Gelatin. On the contrary, Matrigel™ clearly increases the impedance and the increase is proportional to the layer thickness.

### 4 Conclusions

Based on the impedance and noise results it is well understandable why TiN and Pt black have been the most popular electrode materials on MEAs. However, iridium oxide and CNT based electrodes are promising candidates requiring some more studies and acceptance from the end-users. Polyethyleneimine (PEI) and laminin, and gelatin coatings are safe choices as MEA coatings as they do not cause any significant change in the overall performance of the MEAs. On the contrary, Matrigel™ users must accept higher impedance caused by the coating.
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1 Background/Aim

Microelectrode array technologies allow analysis of neural function at both the single cell and network levels and permit stable long-term recordings from cultures and isolated tissues. Current applications include monitoring changes in the transmitter or electrophysiological phenotype in cultured or acute samples, and studies of synaptic plasticity.

Although MEAs have been used widely for measuring action potentials (AP) and field postsynaptic potentials (fPSPs), it is still difficult to measure presynaptic activity such as neurotransmitter release from the presynaptic bouton. The pathogenesis and symptoms of many neurological diseases stem from dysregulation of neurotransmitters; hence the simultaneous measurement of transmitter release and postsynaptic response could provide further insight into these diseases.

The traditional technology for measuring many electrochemically active neurotransmitters involves oxidation-reduction reactions at the electrode surface. Dopamine has been measured using carbon fibers, glassy carbon, or carbon nanotube (CNT) electrodes, and several reports have shown CNTs’ high sensitivity to electrochemically active species such as dopamine.

The most widely used methods for modifying CNTs on the electrode surface are immersion drying and direct chemical deposition (CVD). However, immersion drying field CNT coatings with limited durability, while direct CVD requires expensive technology. Thus, we aim at developing a novel CMT-MEA to be used for both electrophysiology and highly sensitive detection of dopamine using simple electroplating technologies.

2 Methods/Statistics

2.1 Fabrication of CNT-MEA

CNTs are electroplated on the surface of indium-tin-oxide (ITO).

Planar ITO-MEAs containing 64 electrodes on a glass substrate is used. To insulate each electrode, acrylic imide insulating film was coated on the entire glass surface and the electrodes were exposed to chemical etching. MWCNTs were electroplated onto the surface of the ITO electrode. The dispersed MWCNT solution was dripped onto ITO-MEA and electroplated using an electrochemical analyser in a two electrode mode using a Pt reference electrode. Electroplating as well as all electrochemical experiments were performed with an ALS1140A electrochemical analyser.

2.2 Evaluation for the CNT-MEA

Electrochemical measurements of dopamine were performed using the CNT-MEA with an Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a Pt counter electrode. Ag/AgCl and Pt electrodes were inserted into the chamber on the CNT-MEA and fixed at the ring cap. The amperometric response of dopamine was recorded at +0.3V.

Electrophysiological recording were performed both with neuron cultures and hippocampal slices. For neuron cultures, hippocampi from E18 rat were removed and trypsinized at 37 degree for 15 min and dissociated by trituration in Hank’s balanced salt solution. The cell suspension was briefly centrifuged and the pellet resuspended in 5 ml neurobasal medium containing 2% B27 serum-free supplement and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. A droplet of cell suspension was loaded onto poly-d-lysine-coated CNT-MEA at 130 cells/mm² and maintained in culture under a 5%CO₂ atmosphere at 37 degree.

Hippocampus slices were prepared from 4-weeks-old male mouse. Slices of 300 um thickness were maintained at room temperature in a holding chamber containing oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal fluid (aCSF) and allowed to equilibrate for at least one hour prior to physiological measurements. All electrophysiological recordings were performed using the CNT-MEA connected to the MED64 micro electrode array system.

For real-time measurement of synaptic dopamine release, striatal regions of coronal or sagittal brain slices were used. Slices were obtained and maintained with same procedure to
above. The CNT-MEA containing the slice was connected to a 30 degree heating plate and chamber was continuously perfused with oxygenated ACSF at 29-30 degree. An Ag/AgCL wire and a Pt wire in the superfusion chamber acted as reference and counter electrode, respectively. To detect dopamine, the amperometric response was recorded at +0.3V and an acquisition rate of 100 Hz.

3 Results
The CNTs plated onto the surface of ITO electrodes formed particles or retained their tubular shape (Fig.1), and gaps between the particles increased the electrode surface area. The CNTs remained on the MEAs even after more than 3min ultrasonic cleaning, that highlight their durability.

High sensitivity amperometric responses to dopamine is observed as the current rises with applications of dopamine solution compared to with PBS which does not show any changes, and the results were repeated three times. Dopamine release was exhibited with striatal slices as changes of amperometric current-time responses (Fig.2).

The capability of the CNT-MEA for electrophysiological recording of APs and fPSPs were assessed. Neurons cultured on the CNT-MEAs for over 1 month exhibit spontaneous APs occurred in synchronized bursts at many of the electrodes, which underscores their high-durability and non-invasive natures. fPSPs were also tested. Detections of fPSPs were measured using mouse hippocampal slices plated in a superfusion chamber with the CNT-MEA. Spontaneous activities from the CA1 stratum radium were obtained before and after 30 mM high K+ perfusion.

4 Conclusion/Summary
We fabricated a novel MEA by electroplating carbon nanotubes onto ITO MEAs. These CNT-MEAs exhibited high current densities and high sensitivity to dopamine as indicated by the detection of nanomolar dopamine concentrations. We have successfully measured dopamine release as well as APs and fPSPs from brain slices and cultured neurons. These results suggest that our CNT-MEA has broad applicability in both basic neuroscience research and preclinical studies of neural diseases, including studies of network properties in epilepsy and the screening of neuroprotective drugs against different pathological conditions.

![Fig.1. Structure of CNT-MEA](image1)

![Fig.2 Real-time measurements of dopamine release](image2)
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Abstract
In order to achieve long-term stability of microelectrodes for in-vitro and in-vivo applications it is appropriate to use electrodes with purely capacitive behaviour. Different materials were investigated regarding their possible use as dielectrics of capacitive microelectrodes. The relative permittivity (i.e. capacitance per area), the breakdown voltage, the leakage current and the electrical noise generated by the dielectric were measured. The tested materials include dielectrics with high permittivities (barium titanate, titanium oxide), high band gap (hafnium oxide) and combinations of these properties (mixed oxide of titanium and zirconium).

1 Long-term stable microelectrodes
Implantable neural prostheses are being used to target different diseases like deafness [1], blindness [2], foot drop [3], loss of bladder control [4] and Parkinson’s disease [5]. One crucial point with these implants is long-term stability. For reasonable applications not only the encapsulation must withstand degradation for several years but also the electrodes used for tissue stimulation must not corrode within this time span. One approach is the use of electrodes with purely capacitive behaviour, where electrically induced degradation processes are completely blocked [6]. Besides these applications electrodes of this type can be used for capacitive in-vitro stimulation [7] and for coupling of extracellular signals to substrate integrated transistors for signal amplification [8].

2 Fabrication Process
We fabricated capacitive electrodes by depositing different dielectrics on metal electrodes. On dedicated test samples (fig. 1) the electric properties of these dielectrics were tested in the metal-insulator-electrolyte (MIE) configuration (fig. 2).

The investigated dielectrics were titanium oxide (TiO2) and hafnium oxide (HfO2) fabricated by atomic layer deposition (ALD) and a mixed oxide of titanium and zirconium (\(\text{Ti}_x\text{Zr}_{1-x}\text{O}_2\)) and barium titanate (\(\text{BaTiO}_3\)) fabricated by physical vapour deposition (PVD).

3 Measurement setup
The capacitances were measured using voltage ramps (fig. 3).

This method was suitable to distinguish electrodes with purely capacitive behaviour (green graph) from electrodes with superimposing faradic currents.
due to defects in the dielectric (red graph).

The breakdown voltage and the leakage current were determined in DC measurements. Furthermore the electrical noise generated by the electrode was measured.

4 Results

With sputtered oxides a capacitance of up to 3 µF/cm² can be reached (fig. 4). The permittivities amount to 95 for Ti₅Zr₁₋₅O₂ and 170 for BaTiO₃. The permittivities of the ALD layers are lower (TiO₂: 30, HfO₂: 16) but due to their good coverage and homogeneity they still show capacitive behaviour even for thicknesses down to 10 nm.

![Fig. 4. Capacitance per area of different dielectrics.](image)

The ALD layers show lower leakage currents and higher breakdown voltages (2.7 MV/cm for HfO₂ compared to 540 kV/cm for Ti₅Zr₁₋₅O₂). The permittivity of BaTiO₃ depends on the temperature of the annealing step performed after deposition and can be adjusted between 10 and 170 (fig. 5).

![Fig. 5. Permittivity of BaTiO₃ annealed at different temperatures.](image)

It is understood that the increase of permittivity is caused by a growth of the grain size during annealing. This has been confirmed by AFM and TEM analysis (fig. 6).

![Fig. 6. TEM images of cross sections of Ti-Pt-BaTiO₃ stacks after annealing at 800°C.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Capacitance</th>
<th>Noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HfO₂, 30 nm</td>
<td>0.47 µF/cm²</td>
<td>10.4 µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiO₂, 33 nm</td>
<td>0.82 µF/cm²</td>
<td>9.7 µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti₅Zr₁₋₅O₂, 30 nm</td>
<td>2.80 µF/cm²</td>
<td>3.9 µV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bare Platinum</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.6 µV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Specific capacitance of different dielectrics and electrical noise (RMS, 5 Hz...10 kHz) generated by round electrodes with a diameter of 30 µm.

5 Summary

For the fabrication of capacitive electrodes dielectrics with high permittivity (BaTiO₃, TiO₂), high band gap (HfO₂), and materials combining these two properties (Ti₅Zr₁₋₅O₂) were investigated. The capacitance per area, the leakage current, the electrical breakdown and the electrical noise were measured. The sputtered dielectrics show high permittivities whereas the ALD layers exhibit higher breakdown voltage and lower leakage currents. Depending on the specific application and the corresponding requirements concerning the electrodes the acquired data can be used for the development of future stimulation devices.
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Abstract
Since the first report on CNTs by Iijima in 1991, CNTs are becoming more and more important for applications, e.g. as electrode materials, in field emitter devices or in sensors. Carbon is also an inert material, so it is an ideal candidate for implant technology, e.g. for neuronal stimulation. Such implants are normally out of a flexible and insulating material, like polyimide, which carbonizes at temperatures higher than 400°C. On the other hand CNTs are often grown by CVD or plasma enhanced CVD (PECVD) processes, which require typically temperatures around 700 °C. So it is necessary first to find an adequate growing process for temperatures around 350°C-400°C and second to test their adhesion onto the substrate.

1 Background/Aims
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are ideal candidates as electrode materials for neuronal stimulation and monitoring devices such as microelectrode arrays (MEA). They provide a high charge injection limit without significant Faradic reactions [1] and CNT electrodes have a high surface area to volume ratio. Flexible MEAs [2] typically consist of thin conductors buried in a flexible insulator such as polyimide, with the contact areas opened e.g. by dry etching of the polyimide. It is the objective of this work to fabricate CNT carpets on the contact areas of polyimide MEAs.

2 Methods
Chemical vapour deposition (CVD) on patterned catalysts is a convenient way of producing CNTs at desired locations. However, this process typically requires temperatures in the 600°C to 800°C range. A carbon containing gas e.g. acetylene is dissociating at a transition metal catalyst, fullerene like carbon caps are forming, from which the CNTs will grow. Amorphous carbon has to be etched away by a hydrogen containing gas, e.g. ammonia [3]. Proper selection of the catalyst material, its thickness, the precursor (an acetylene/ammonia mixture), the pressure and growth time enable growth at temperatures as low as 350°C. A standard polyimide MEA is made by a first layer of polyimide, imidized between 330°C and 350°C, on which the conduction paths and the electrodes are structured. A second layer of polyimide is insulating the different electrodes. The electrodes are then opened via an argon plasma. Complete MEAs as well as 1cm*1cm test samples were investigated in this study. In our CNT process had the samples are heated up to 350°C or 400°C, which leads to an catalyst poisoning by outgasing from the polyimide [4]. This can be prevented by growth temperature pre-treatment in ammonia. In order to test whether a higher imidization temperature reduces outgasing at growth temperature, CNT growth on MEAs which were imidized at 400°C is compared with growth on standard polyimide MEAs.
CNT-adhesion is tested by determining maximum allowable shear forces. For this purpose the test samples with an area of 1cm*1cm are pushed with a defined force against an Agar-Agar surface and then pulled sideways while the required shear force is measured (see Fig. 1). The integrity of the CNT carpets is checked by optical and scanning electron microscopy.

3 Results
With a gas mixture of 1:1, a growth pressure of 5mbar, a growth time of 5 min, a 2 nm thick Ni catalyst and pre-treatment with ammonia at 60 mbar, at 400°C for 15 min for test samples or 150 min for polyimide standard MEAs, it was possible to grow CNTs with a total height of about 2 μm. At 350°C it is necessary to pretreat the samples at 60 mbar for 60 min and standard polyimide MEAs for 5 h in order to grow CNTs with an total height of about 1 μm. For standard polyimide MEAs we were not able to reduce the pretreatment time by increasing the pretreatment pressure even further.
The only difference between test samples and polyimide MEAs is their size. Therefore simply too much total outgasing may be the problem with the MEAs.

The tests on MEAs with an increased imidization temperature (400°C instead of 350°C) showed that with this polyimide it was possible to reduce the pretreatment time for 400°C growth from 150 min down to 15 min, for 350°C growth from 5h down to 3h. The total height of these CNTs was between 1 µm up to 2 µm (see Fig. 2). It appears that the polyimide which is imidized at 400°C is less carbonizing at 400°C or 350°C growth temperature. Since in our experience 350°C is essentially a lower limit for CVD growth of CNTs and obviously then the catalyst has to be in perfect condition, even the lower outgasing is still affecting the process.

Fig. 2. CNTs grown onto an electrode at 350°C with a pre-treatment of 3 h in NH₃ at 60 mbar. The inset shows a higher magnification image of an area from a different electrode on the same sample.

4 Conclusion/Summary
With a pretreatment in ammonia at growth temperature and high pressure CNT forests can be grown on the recessed contacts of polyimide MEAs at polyimide-compatible temperatures between 350°C and 400°C. The pretreatment time can be reduced by imidizing the polyimide at 400°C instead of 350°C. Shear tests indicate that on planar surfaces the maximum tolerable shear forces are lower for vertically oriented CNTs than for those oriented parallel to the surface. This may be due to an easier access of the lateral forces from the side of the tubes. The tolerable forces are even higher when the CNTs are grown in a trench deeper than the tube height. In this case no direct access from the side of the tubes is possible.
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Abstract
The suitability of integration of ultrananocrystalline diamond (UNCD) films into the fabrication of platforms for neuronal investigation was determined. This includes the adaption of the deposition process on new substrates, like glasses and metal layers, as well as the structuring techniques for the diamond films. Additionally new possibilities for cell culture preparation were investigated exploiting the advantageous properties of UNCD layer systems.

1 Introduction
The high chemical stability and biocompatibility make all types of diamond films well suited substrates for cell growth. Accompanied with exceptional mechanical properties and easily tuneable electrical behaviour combined with a broad electrochemical window they are ideal platforms for diverse biotechnological applications. The current work is dedicated to the use of ultrananocrystalline/amorphous carbon (UNCD/a-C) films as insulating layer in passive multielectrode arrays (MEA). The nanostructured surface topography (Fig. 1) of these films provides enhanced cell adhesion especially after hydrophilic surface modification without compromising their viability[1].

2 Methods
2.1 Deposition
The diamond films were deposited by microwave plasma assisted chemical vapour deposition (MW-CVD) from a precursor mixture of 17% methane in nitrogen. The substrates used were (100) Si and different thermostable glasses ultrasonically pre-treated with diamond powder suspensions to enhance the diamond nucleation density. The films were characterized regarding their morphology, crystallinity, topography and thickness depending on the deposition time. In a second series of experiments different metals (Au, Ti and Pt) were deposited by e-beam evaporation before the pre-treatment and diamond growth. The resulting film quality was observed by optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM).

To alter the surface chemistry and introduce hydrophilic behaviour oxidation via UV/O3 treatment or O2 plasma, and amination by exposure to NH3/N2 plasma were performed. The efficiency of these techniques and stability of the achieved modifications have already been shown[12].

2.2 Cell Cultures
The obtained diamond layers were used as substrates for plating of cultures of pacemaker neurons from the cockroach R. maderae. The tissue was excised and enzymatically dissociated into single cells (collagenase and dispase). The cell suspension in the enzyme solution was plated on UNCD surfaces in sterile plastic cell culture dishes. The cells were settled for only 5 minutes and washed with culture medium. The primary cell cultures were kept in a dark humidified incubator. The cell adhesion and physiological responses to the neurotransmitter acetylcholine were examined with calcium imaging experiments. The improved cell adhesion on hydrophilic UNCD/a-C surfaces was used to establish a shortened culture preparation protocol without centrifugal sedimentation.

3 Results
3.1 Deposition and properties of UNCD films
The resulting UNCD/a-C coatings were composed of diamond nanocrystallites (below 10 nm in a diameter) embedded in a matrix of amorphous carbon. The nanostructured surface typical for UNCD as shown by atomic force microscopy (AFM, Fig. 1) and
SEM enhances the available contact area and could be advantageous for cell adhesion.

The wettability of as-grown and modified samples was studied by contact angle measurements, their surface composition by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The contact angle of the as-grown UNCD/a-C surface against water was about 70° and decreased to values below 10° after the modifications revealing an successful change of the surface termination with replacement of the surface H atoms by O-, OH- and NH2-groups rendering the modified surfaces hydrophilic. XPS measurements showed that the as-grown surfaces were very clean. After the modifications the surface concentrations of oxygen and nitrogen increased indicating an oxidation or amination of the surface, respectively (Fig. 2).

**Fig. 2.** Surface composition of as-grown and modified UNCD/a-C surfaces determined by XPS.

To enable the observation with fluorescence microscopy simultaneously to the electrical measurements UNCD/a-C films were deposited on glass substrates. Due to the high deposition temperature (600 °C) during the MW-CVD process only few types of glasses were suitable (e.g. Vycor F 1737, Corning Eagle 2000, fused silica). Plating and optical microscopy of neurons cultured on top of the emerging layers was possible on all three glasses.

**Fig. 3.** Cultures of pacemaker neurons from *R. maderae* on fused silica/UNCD layer system; fura-2 fluorescence imaging and physiological responses to neurotransmitter acetylcholine (right panel).

In order to further increase the light transmittance the UNCD film thickness was reduced by enhancing the primary nucleation density achieved during the pre-treatment and decreasing the deposition time at the same process parameters. Pre-treatment with Opal Seeds (Adàmas Nano) resulted in very high nucleation densities (>1010 cm-2) and later deposition achieved completely closed and uniform layers after less than 15 min. After 45 min of deposition the UNCD layer thickness was ca. 200 nm. The deposition speed was around 5.5 nm/min.

Deposition of UNCD films on different metal layers showed good adhesion and uniform layer properties on titanium and platinum. On gold films the UNCD layer delaminated. This could be decreased by using a titanium interlayer but still the layer quality on gold was not sufficient.

### 3.2 Neuron cultures

In previous experiments the improved adhesion of pacemaker neurons of *R. maderae* was confirmed on UNCD layers with different surface terminations [1]. These data were used to improve the cell culture preparation technique. During common preparation protocols centrifugation is applied to extract protease enzymes added in a previous step. This harsh handling could cause major damage to the cells. The stronger attachment on the UNCD platforms now allowed the neurons to adhere within 5 min. Therefore, the centrifugation step could be avoided. The application of acetylcholine triggered a strong and large increase in the intracellular calcium concentration, indicating that the neurons are not depolarized and healthy (Fig.3). Therefore the improved cell culture protocol with UNCD surfaces did not interfere with neuronal physiological responses.
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Abstract
We demonstrate that dense and homogeneous DWNT layers can be easily created on existing MEA-chips using cost-effective spray coating technique and present significant advantages of DWNT layers for neuronal network development regarding morphology and spontaneous activity.

1 Introduction
Carbon Nanotubes (CNT) have different properties, such as extraordinary strength, toughness, electrical conductivity, and specific surface area, which make them excellent candidates for interfacing with neural tissues [1], [2]. From several studies involving cell culture on CNT layers, it is becoming clear that nanotopography exhibited by CNT layers stimulates behavioral changes in cells and plays a critical role in modifying cell development and proliferation, as well as the strength of adhesion to substrates [3], [4]. In this work, we demonstrate the use of CNTs layers to enhance neural networks spontaneous activity. We use a cost-effective methodology to create dense and homogeneous CNTs layers directly on surfaces of commercially available MEA chips. In particular, we focused on the use of transparent ITO electrodes coated with double-walled CNTs (DWNTs) allowing direct observation of cells during culture time.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Carbon nanotubes layer fabrication
CNTs were prepared in-house by catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CCVD) of CH₄ at 1000°C(H₂:CH₄ atmosphere), as reported earlier [5]. After catalyst removal by dissolution with a concentrated aqueous HCl solution, CNTs were filtered and washed with deionised water until neutral. The sample contained approximately 80% of the double-walled nanotubes (DWNTs), the rest being mainly single-walled nanotubes (~15%) and triple-walled nanotubes. In order to obtain a stable CNT suspension and to avoid nanotubes agglomeration, we added a non-cytotoxic dispersing agent, the carboxymethylcellulose (CMC). DWNTs and CMC were mixed with ultrapure water with a mass ratio of 1:10 (CNTs: 0.1% and CMC: 1%). The CNT concentration of this suspension corresponds to 1µg/mL.

In order to generate dense and homogeneous layers of DWNTs on the MEA-chip surface, a spray-coating technique was used. This technique is cost-effective and scalable to a large areas. Used spray coater device is presented in Figure 1a. Before spray coating, MEA chips surfaces were made hydrophilic by applying an oxygen plasma treatment (0.6mbar O₂, 20s). Spray-coating was carried out for 3min to cover a MEA-chip and obtain a dense CNT layer, 100±20 nm in thickness. Using shadow masks, it was also possible to deposit DWNT layers on specific areas of the chip.

2.2 Primary mouse cortical neurons culture and analysis
All experimental procedures were carried out according to the Swiss federation rules for animal experiments. Mouse primary cortical neurons were prepared from embryonic day 17 OffI fetal mouse brains. Cortices were digested in medium containing papain (20 U/ml) and dissociated by mechanical trituration. Cells were plated in neurobasal medium supplemented with 2% B27 and 2 mM Glutamax. Prior to neuronal cell culture, MEA chips were coated with polyethylene imine (0.01%w/v) and laminin (20µg/mL). Cortical neurons were seeded at different densities and maintained during 23 days on MEA chips (Qwane Biosciences SA, Switzerland) and on MEA chips equipped with a thin DWNT layer.

Images of at least 200 cells on four randomly chosen observation fields were captured and analyzed for each experimental condition and for each experiment. Experiments were repeated at least three times. Cell density was quantified as the number of cell nuclei on a given surface. Neural network morphology was evaluated using actin cytoskeleton staining and immune staining of the synapses. Spontaneous activity of neural networks was recorded each 2 or 3 days and quantified.
3 Results

Electrically conductive thin DWNTs films increased electrodes sensitivity and reduced significantly background signals without creating short-cuts between electrodes or shunting electrodes.

Figure 2 presents typical neuronal networks obtained for cultures performed on a classical MEA-chip (Ctrl) and on a MEA-chip equipped with a layer of DWNTs. On control chips, neurons tend to assemble and neurite bundles are observed. On the contrary, neurite networks are more homogeneously developed on DWNT-chip and further demonstrate that thin layers of DWNTs can serve as effective substrates for neural cell culture. Growing neurons sense the physical and chemical properties of the local substrate in a contact-dependent manner and retrieve essential guidance cues. DWNT homogeneous films have also been shown to influence neurite branching and density.

Spontaneous activity was found higher on DWNT-chips. Reported number of bursts per minute was three times higher on DWNT chips and due to lower electrode impedance, bursts amplitude was also higher. Furthermore, we demonstrate that activity appears earlier on DWNT-chips, certainly due to better network sprouting and development.

We demonstrate that dense and homogeneous DWNT layers can be easily created on existing MEA-chips using cost-effective spray coating technique and present significant advantages of DWNT layers for neuronal network development regarding morphology and spontaneous activity.
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Abstract
The MEA system is a powerful tool to observe cell communication and network activity within acute brain slices. Typically, preparation procedures cause a layer of dead cells at the surface of the acute slice, which results in reduced electrical recording performance. A MEA with 3D electrodes is supposed to enhance the recorded signals by penetrating this dead cell layer. In our work, we present a new design and fabrication process for a 3D electrode array that is based on micro-needle electrodes and show the first results for its applicability to the extracellular recording of rat hippocampal slices.

1 Introduction
Microelectrode Arrays (MEAs) present the state of the art technology to study noninvasively the neuronal network activity within acute brain slices. Depending on the slicing procedure, a layer of dead cells on the surface of the brain slice is unavoidable. This layer has a negative influence on the signal quality, i.e. both amplitude and kinetics, depending on the thickness of the layer. To overcome this limitation, MEAs with three-dimensional electrodes are used, which penetrate this layer and thus allow to reduce the distance between the electrodes and the electrophysiologically active cells [1]. We utilized a novel design for a 3D MEA which was developed at the NMI and is based on stable micro-needle electrodes fabricated by standard photolithography techniques [2, 3, 4]. This work presents first results on the applicability of the new 3D MEA to the extracellular recording of acute rat hippocampal slices.

2 Materials and Methods
The 3D MEAs were composed of 59 micro-needle electrodes aligned in a 8 x 8 pattern on a standard glass substrate. The 50 µm high micro-needles consisted of metallised glass bodies that were coated with an insulation layer (silicon nitride). The non-insulated tip of the needles (10 µm height), combined with an additional layer of titanium nitride, defined the active conducting area of the electrode, Fig. 1 & 2. The electrodes were mechanically stable and displayed low impedance (131.7 ± 3) kOhm at 1kHz and low noise characteristics (5.6 ± 0.3) µV. Rat hippocampal slices were prepared from young Sprague – Dawley rats (postnatal day 17-27). The slices were stimulated with a biphasic pulse in the hippocampal CA1 region and recorded with the remaining electrodes. A MEA1060-BC amplifier (MultiChannelSystems) was used for the experiments.

3 Results
Field excitatory postsynaptic potentials (fEPSP) of hippocampal slices could be recorded with both standard and 3D MEAs, Fig. 3 & 4. The signals recorded with the 3D MEAs displayed similar characteristics with significantly higher amplitudes (2.5 times) when compared to standard MEAs. On the other hand, the time from the initial placement of the brain slice until reaching stable recording conditions was similar in both cases. Pharmacological modulation of the signals confirmed that the recorded signals were of synaptic origin.

Consistently good signals from up to 20 individual tissue slices and a REM analysis afterwards confirmed the mechanical stability of the MEA’s 3D electrodes and its applicability for prolonged experiments as well as its reusability.

4 Conclusions and Outlook
We present the proof of concept for a new 3D MEA. In comparison to recordings with standard MEAs we were able to obtain significantly higher signal amplitudes with overall stable signal characteristics. With its mechanically stable micro-needle electrodes, the new 3D MEA presents a promising product with the perspective for a wide field of applications including tissue slices (e.g. from brain and heart, respectively) and wholemount retina.

Additional 3D MEA designs with even sharper and higher tips, as well as smaller and better localized electrode areas are planned.
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Fig. 1. Tilted SEM image of the electrode array. Shown is one micro-needle electrode located on the electrode field that consists of a total number of 59 electrodes.

Fig. 2. Tilted SEM image of the electrode array. Shown is the electrode field located in the center of the 3D MEA.

Fig. 3. Picture of extracellular recordings with the 3D MEA. The prepared rat hippocampal slice is placed on the MEA and stimulated in the CA1 region with a bi-phasic pulse.

Fig. 4. An exemplary postsynaptic field potential recorded in the near proximity to the stimulating electrode.
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Abstract
The use of dissociated neuronal cultures on MEAs is valuable in neuroscience and synaptic biology. However, the process of obtaining these dissociated cultures involves a complete disruption of the native neuro-circuitry. Towards improving and controlling the organisation of dissociated neuronal cultures, various studies have been working on multi-chamber MEAs that are connected to each other via micro-tunnels in order to guide axonal outgrowth and the final neural architecture. Here, we present a novel micro-fabrication procedure that facilitates the realisation of co-culture MEA chips with micro-tunnels, as well as the integration of microfluidic channels to enable simplified culture perfusion during experiments.

1 Background / Aims
MEA platforms to investigate axonal biology have been described previously by several research groups [1-5]. It is based on micro-tunnel structures connecting two culture chambers within same MEA biochip. The obtained co-culture devices are made of a MEA substrate covered with a moulded polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) part that defines the micro-tunnels and the two culture chambers.

This manufacturing principle is simple and low-cost. However, alignment of the PDMS part on the conventional MEA is not easy and the MEA electrode shapes and locations are not optimized for the given application. Furthermore, the current devices do not allow easy perfusion of the culture chambers as the PDMS/substrate bonding is not strong enough to allow the application of liquid pressure within the assembly without pressing permanently the PDMS part on the MEA substrate.

In order to overcome these drawbacks, a novel fabrication technology has been developed allowing generation of micro-tunnels and culture chambers made only of SU-8 epoxy directly on the MEA biochip.

2 Methods
The developed technology is based on a lamination process of SU-8 epoxy dry films. A broad range of thicknesses of SU-8 epoxy dry films (1µm to 500µm) can be obtained in a single step on plastic sheets and can be transferred onto the MEA substrates by a lamination process, which generates SU-8 multilayer structures, including cavities (e.g. embedded micro-tunnels and chambers). Figure 1 shows the manufacturing principle of the novel MEA biochips (centre and right schematics). The definition of the micro-tunnels by photolithography on the MEA allows improved alignment with the embedded electrodes. The closed SU-8 cavities allow perfusion of the culture chambers.

3 Results
The authors designed several MEA layouts similar to already existing devices [1-3] (see Figure 2), but manufactured the MEA culture chambers using only SU-8 epoxy. Figure 3 shows the resulting micro-tunnels on the MEA biochips. The platinum recording electrodes were coated subsequently either with platinum black or PEDOT coating, in order to optimize electrode characteristics.

4 Conclusion/Summary
Novel MEA biochips incorporating well-defined micro-tunnels and culture chambers have been successfully designed and realized using a new SU-8 dry film lamination process.
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Fig. 1. Figure 1A shows the schematic of previously reported co-culture MEA devices [1-5] based on PDMS structures bonded onto the MEA biochip. Figure 1B shows the configuration of MEA device where the micro-tunnels are well defined by micro-fabrication of SU-8 epoxy and are eventually covered with PDMS. Figure 1C displays the configuration of MEA device where the micro-tunnels are made entirely from SU-8 epoxy material. Colour code: grey = glass, black = electrodes, brown = SU-8 epoxy, green = PDMS.

Fig. 2. The left picture presents the MEA layout overview. In the centre, it includes two culture chambers of 1.2mm x 6mm x100µm with a fluidic inlet and outlet of diameter 3mm diameter (light grey) connected together by small micro-tunnels of 500µm length, 5µm height and 5-25µm width. It incorporates 56 recording/stimulation electrodes (19 in each culture chambers and 18 within the micro-tunnels) and 2 large reference electrodes. The electrode wires are represented in in dark grey and the effective electrodes in black. Centre and right pictures represent higher magnification views showing the centre of two different MEA layout including different micro-tunnel designs.

Fig. 3. Top, pictures of the defined SU-8 micro-tunnels before closing the channels. Electrodes are mainly located inside the micro-tunnels as well as closely to the micro-tunnel entrances. Bottom, SEM pictures of the closed SU-8 micro-tunnels. The circular light-grey structures are platinum recording/stimulation electrodes of diameter 30µm.
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Abstract
This paper presents our latest development regarding multi-electrodes arrays in boron-doped nanocrystalline diamond technology. Thanks to the significant improvements in pattern complexity, spatial resolution, material transparency and target application as reported here, this can be considered a completely new device generation.

1 Introduction

1.1 Background/Aims
Boron-doped nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) MEAs can provide excellent performances by measuring cell activity in amperometric and potentiometric applications. Results obtained with 9-channel devices for high spatial resolution with single cells, and 16-channel devices for multicellular samples, demonstrated that diamond MEAs deliver the same signal quality of the best competing technologies [1 - 3]. At the same time, the two designs showed inherent limitations: 1) the localization of the release site requires a complex mathematical modelling of the MEA9 device, and 2) the MEA16 has a limited detection area. To address both issues we developed a completely new generation of devices: a 12-channel array for high spatial resolution, having identical electrodes on a regular grid, and a 64-channel array for widening the multicellular samples. Special attention was paid on transparency enhancement and use of thinner substrates, to permit confocal and TIRF microscopy.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Technology
For these new devices, we first improved the thin-film NCD-on-Sapphire technology [4] by replacing silicon-based interlayer and bias-enhanced nucleation (BEN) with seeding with a nanodiamond colloidal suspension [5]. In this way, a transparency in excess of 50 % could be extended up to the near-UV spectral region, thus permitting even the use of the fluorescent marker Fura2 for the ratiometric detection of free intracellular calcium (Fig. 1).

A significant second improvement addressed the problem of the stress caused by the thermal mismatch between the NCD-film and the carrier (Fig. 2), and consisted in replacing the sapphire substrate with a high-temperature glass having the same thermal expansion behaviour of silicon, as carrier material.

In fact sapphire shows a thermal expansion which is ~ three-fold the one of diamond, leading to a strong compressive stress in the diamond thin-film when cooling down to room temperature after the growth process run at 700–800 °C.

This stress is still acceptable on samples up to 1 cm side length, but it undermines quite severely the adhesion of the NCD-films on larger samples, like the 20x20 mm one used in the new 64-Ch MEA. Quartz, on its side, shows the opposite phenomenon having a
very little thermal expansion, which leads to a strong
tensile stress in the brittle NCD-film after cooling,
with the consequence of multiple fractures. The se-
lected glass is specifically developed by SCHOTT AG
(Mainz, Germany) for compatibility with the semi-
conductor technology and can be processed at temper-
atures of up to ~700 °C, thus allowing the growth of
boron-doped NCD-films of good quality.

2.2 Design and Fabrication

All NCD-films are ~200 nm thick. The thickness
of the glass substrate is only 200 µm, thus allowing
the use of oil immersion objectives required for con-
focal and TIRF microscopy.

The MEA64 design (Fig. 3) resembles the widely
used MCS-layout, with electrodes of 20 µm diameter
arranged on a completely filled 8x8 square grid with
200 µm pitch, as shown in Fig.3b. Its fabrication is
based on standard optical lithography, wet and dry
etching processes.

The MEA12 is a completely new design with 12
electrodes of 2 µm in diameter placed on a 4x4 grid
with 5 µm pitch, whereas the outer corners of the grid
are occupied by the wires connecting the inner elec-
drodes of the array. Details of this device are illustrated
in Fig 4. In order to reach the precision needed for
both the electrodes pattern and the successive align-
ment of the passivation, we adopted for this device the
electron beam lithography (EBL).

2.3 Characterization

The optical transmittance spectrum of the samples
was performed with a spectrophotometer (Ocean Opt-
ics HR2000+ES) and a dual light source (halogen and
deuterium lamps) which covers a UV-VIS-NIR range
from 200 to 1100 nm. All samples were measured af-
ter the growth of the NCD-film, i.e. before the litho-
graphic pattern transfer. This is due to the spot size
(400 µm) of the light beam used for the measurement.
The characteristics of the new NCD-MEA64 where
measured channel by channel, since the read-out elec-
tronics is still under development, following a test
protocol which includes cyclic-voltammetry and im-
pedance spectroscopy carried out with a potentiostat
(Princeton Applied Research PARSTAT 2273). The
MEA12 fits the already available electronics of the old
MEA16, and this setup allows simultaneous meas-
urements on all channels.

3 Results

Both devices (MEA64 and MEA12) show the
typical characteristics of NCD-microelectrodes: series
resistances in the lower tens of kΩ range, specific ca-
capacity of ~20 µF/cm² and water-splitting potential
window larger than 2.5 Volts. The significantly im-
proved transparency, compared with the previous de-
vice generation, is shown in Fig. 1.

Experiments with biological samples will be car-
ried out and reported in future works.

4 Conclusion/Summary

This work describes the latest technological ad-
vances achieved by our group in design, fabrication
and characterization of diamond MEAs. These elec-
drodes have already proven in the previous layouts to
be excellent in amperometry and very good in poten-
tiometry. With the latest improvements, the devices can
be adopted in a wider choice of applications ranging
from the study of single cells secretory areas with high
spatial resolution to complex multicellular samples.
Furthermore, the enhanced transparency and the thin
substrate material allow confocal and TIRF microsco-
py measurements.
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Abstract
We present a method to produce stretchable high-density leads based on silver nanowires (AgNW) in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). We fabricated leads with widths as small as 20 µm with an initial sheet resistance of \(\sim 2\ \Omega/\square\) that can be stretched thousands of cycles at 20% strain with a resistance increase of about 70%. This method can potentially increase our multielectrode array (MEA) density by a factor of 3 to 5 compared to our current implants.

1 Introduction
Epidural spinal cord stimulation in combination with chemical stimulation and rehabilitation training can restore voluntary locomotor movements in spinalised rats [1]. Stretchable high-density multielectrode arrays (MEAs) are desired because they allow compensating relative movements between the electrodes and the specific stimulation sites on the spinal cord by switching to the electrodes that evoke motor-like movement patterns. Stretchable MEAs based on conductive PDMS have been successfully implanted in spinalised rats for epidural spinal cord stimulation [2]. They withstand the mechanical stress during implantation and subsequent rat movements. However, the electrode density in these implants is limited by the fabrication method (minimal 150 µm tracks and 100 µm gaps using stencil printing). Additionally, these implants do not withstand local shear stress induced when the vertebrae are crushing the stretchable leads. Feng Xu and Yong Zhu reported the use of AgNW networks in PDMS as elastic conductors [3]. AgNW thin films can maintain their conductivity under high strains due to the sliding of the nanowire in the network. We focus on our recent effort in patterning AgNW-PDMS for stretchable high-density leads.

2 Materials & Methods
The presented work focuses on patterned AgNW thin films in PDMS and investigates their electrical responses under mechanical stress. We conduct uniaxial tensile testing and fatigue testing and we examine the effect of local shear stress on the conductivity of the leads. Additionally, we currently investigate the stability of AgNW-PDMS in saline.

3 Results
We demonstrate the feasibility of patterning AgNW tracks with high aspect ratio embedded in PDMS. Stretchable conductive leads 20 µm wide and several centimetres long exhibit a sheet resistance of \(\sim 2\ \Omega/\square\) and can be stretched thousands of cycles at 20% strain without losing electrical conductivity. These results support the idea of using patterned AgNW-PDMS for stretchable high-density leads.

4 Conclusion
We now can potentially increase the MEA density by a factor of 3 to 5 compared to our current implants. Since implants based on conductive PDMS have been shown to be stable and biocompatible in vivo in rats [2], we are confident to use our fabrication technique to produce stretchable high-density MEAs for epidural spinal cord stimulation.
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Abstract

We present here a new concept for local chemical stimulation of cells, by integrating an array of nanopore chemical release sites on a microelectrode array (MEA). Microfluidic channels address individual nanopores with chemical and electrical control. Integration of hydrophobically-gated nanopores will eliminate diffusive leakage, which is a primary challenge of chemical stimulation devices. Results of proof-of-concept experiments to demonstrate neuronal response to a chemical stimulus are forthcoming.

1 Background and aims

Electrophysiology reveals a limited view of cellular communication, as it can only indirectly address the intricate chemical signalling pathways of neurons. Electrical stimulation, for example, is nonspecific and limited in resolution, and exclusively excitatory. Artificial interfacing with chemical neurotransmitters would enable more natural interaction with cells and could improve the capabilities of neuroprosthetics [1]. However, recording or producing localized chemical signals remains challenging.

This work focuses on the need for novel tools for biologically relevant artificial chemical stimulation. Existing methods have low throughput, are technically challenging, have low resolution, or are limited by diffusive leakage [2–7].

Our new method uses an array of nanopores for local and selective chemical release (Fig. 1). Hydrophobic gating will prevent undesirable diffusive leakage (Fig. 2) [8]. Precise chemical release will selectively stimulate subpopulations of neurons in a cell culture, in a format compatible with standard MEA methods, including electrophysiology and microscopy.

2 Methods

Nanopores were fabricated by focused ion beam milling (Zeiss Auriga) in freestanding SiNx or SiNₓ/Ti/Au membranes. Pore behaviour depends on control of dimensions and surface properties. Hydrophobicity was imbued by silane modification of silicon nitride surfaces or by gold–thiol chemistry. Microfluidic channels were integrated by SU-8 photolithography on MEAs (MCS Multi Channel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany). Nanopore membranes were bonded to the microfluidic channels for individual addressing.

Each microfluidic channel is fluidically and electrically isolated, and release from nanopores can be controlled electrically or by replacing the solution in the microfluidic channel. Half of the electrodes remain available for electrophysiological measurements through micropores in the bonded membrane [10].

Single nanopores were also fabricated in discrete chips. By mounting the chips in a custom microfluidic apparatus, transport properties of the nanopores were
investigated by measurements of ionic current, impedance spectroscopy, and fluorescence microscopy.

Electrical measurements of nanopores were performed with Ag/AgCl electrodes in a two-electrode configuration. Fluorescence microscopy observed the release of a carboxyfluorescein tracer from individual nanopores.

3 Results and discussion

We have developed a chemical stimulation MEA (Fig. 3), comprising an array of thirty nanopores addressed by individual microfluidic channels integrated on a 60 electrode MEA. The remaining electrodes are exposed through the microfluidic layer for electrical interfacing with cells. Localized chemical release from individual hydrophilic nanopores has been observed by fluorescence microscopy (Fig. 4).

3.1 Nanopore fabrication

Nanopores have been fabricated with minimum diameters of approximately 30 nm in membranes thinner than 1 µm. Investigations with single hydrophobic nanopores have electrically actuated the hydrophobic barrier (Fig. 5). Presently, only limited reversibility of gating has been observed. Work is continuing to develop a reproducible dewetting mechanism.

Forthcoming proof-of-concept experiments will measure the electrophysiological response of cultured dorsal root ganglion neurons to chemical stimulation of local subpopulations. This device will be broadly applicable to investigations of chemical signalling pathways.
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Abstract
There is an emerging demand for flexible, tissue-conformable microelectrode implants that can follow the curvature and topography of the brain. This includes the optimization of electrode geometries and their electrical properties for the recording of individual spikes at cellular resolution. Currently, the integration of electrical components into flexible electronics and the generation of durable conductors is still challenging. Here we present a second generation of flexible, PDMS-based MEAs designed for recording within the media-longitudinal fissure in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) of rodents.

1 Methods

1.1 Design

The electrode-, track- and connection pad-patterns were sketched out with standard layout software (Expert, Silvaco), transferred into high-aspect ratio negative photoresist and molded into PDMS by soft lithography. The fabrication steps have been explained before [1]. Here, a polymer MEA (*polyMEA*) composed of 18 electrodes with diameters ranging from 50 µm to 130 µm in 10 µm increments was designed for recording from different brain layers (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Overall layout and connecting scheme for the presented *in vivo* *polyMEA*. A) CAD design and resulting *polyMEA*; pad width: 414 µm. B-D) *polyMEA* squeeze-clamped between an Omnetics strip connector (A79006-001) 0.757 mm pitch, double-row pin connector (front, back and side). E) Cross section views of the *polyMEA* electrodes (left), pads (middle) and buried tracks (right). Scale bars: 1 mm (B-D), 100 µm (E).

1.2 Material Selection

PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was selected as the insulator substrate due to its flexibility and closer Young’s modulus to that of brain tissue. It is supplied as a two-component system being composed of a base and a curing agent (10:1 ratio (v/v)). As conductive material we chose a mixture of PEDOT:PSS (P Jet 700, Heraeus) with additives (2.5% DMSO, 2.5% sorbitol) and carbon and graphite in PDMS to form a conductive composite. These were mixed until the DC resistance dropped below 10 kΩ per 1 cm distance.

1.3 Fabrication

After filling the cavities of the PDMS scaffold with the conductive material and curing it, the probe backside was insulated with a thin layer of PDMS. The probe was then folded along the shaft edge and a transparency temporarily slid between them to push its pads against the pins of an Omnetics nano-connector. The impedance characteristics of the electrodes were evaluated before and after connecting to the connector. For ensuring that the materials were biocompatible, we cultured neurons on *in vitro* probes made from the same materials and compared them with neurons on commercial MEAs (Multi Channel Systems) as controls.

2 Results

Biocompatibility was confirmed *in vitro* with cortical neurons on flexible MEAs (Fig. 2). Over a recording period of 40 days, the signal-to-noise ratio was about five, indicating that the probes and materials are sufficiently stable to be used in long-term recordings (Fig. 3).
MEA technology: New materials and designs

3 Conclusion

We developed a flexible MEA with 18 electrodes suitable for being implanted into the brain. We successfully evaluated the connection between the individual probe pads and their corresponding connector pins. The impedance of most recording sites in this in vivo polyMEA is below 1 MΩ at 1 kHz. This probe will be considered for chronic recordings.
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Abstract

The development of stimulation implant and neuronal recording system currently needs highly stable and biocompatible microelectrode arrays (MEAs) offering large number of electrodes. However, high density integration requires small diameter electrodes leading to both a low signal to noise ratio (due to high impedance) and a small charge injection capacity. These issues could be overcome by nanostructuration of the electrode surface. In this context, we developed MEAs made of nano-structured diamond, which is known to be biocompatible and chemically stable.

1 MEA fabrication

Two types of MEAs were fabricated on glass substrates using micro-fabrication steps as shown in figure 1. One includes the growth of nanocrystalline boron-doped diamond (BDD) and the other a combination of BDD and Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) growth.

The first BDD MEA has BDD electrodes exhibiting a macro-structured surface (figure 1. A) \cite{1} and the second CNTs/BDD MEA has nanostructured electrodes covered with 3 µm long CNTs coated by 30nm of BDD, resulting in a high-aspect ratio nanostructured surface and a very large surface area (figure 1. B).

2 MEA characterization

MEA types can be assembled on a printed circuit board, compatible with the data acquisition system from MultiChannelSystems (MCS) as shown in figure 2.

MEAs were characterized by cyclic voltammetry (CV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and their noise level was measured with the MCS setup used for neural recording. CV measurements show a wide potential window that is about 3.1 V for BDD electrodes, due to the typical BDD reduction and oxidation of water occurring at -1.5 V and 1.9 V. The potential window of the nanostructured CNTs/BDD electrodes is rather between 2.4 and 2.6 V but the double layer capacitance is increased by a factor of 184 compared to the BDD ones. The impedance is divided by a factor 84 for the nanostructured CNTs/BDD MEA compared to the BDD MEA \cite{2}, and the noise level is decreased as well.
3 Conclusion

Micro-electrodes made of the CNTs/BDD composite offer higher surface areas, an increased double capacitance layer, lower impedance and noise in comparison with the BDD ones. Such MEAs are thus promising for in vitro and in vivo studies.
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Abstract

In the present work we report about the development of our activity on diamond modification devoted to Multi Electrode Arrays realization. High energy (MeV) ion implantation has been used to obtain biosensors having different configuration with the employment of suitable masks and techniques. Our diamond-based devices are developed for amperometric measurements and chromaffin cells were chosen as first target of analysis. The investigation of the mechanisms involved in the catecholamine (adrenaline) secretion is in fact crucial in neuroscience research in order to achieve a better understanding of the signal transmission among neurons.

1 Diamond microfabrication

The development of a diamond-based device has the aim of addressing to different extents, which are not met by conventional biomaterials (silicon, metals and metals oxides, polymers), robustness and reproducibility in performance over repeated bio-sensing cycles, bio-compatibility and long term stability for in vitro measurements.

Our three-dimensional lithographic technique (Deep Ion Beam Lithography – DIBL) in diamond is based on the combination of ion beams with energy of the order of MeVs with other advanced lithographic techniques based on laser beams and ion beams with energy of the order of keVs (Focused Ion Beam – FIB). The innovative fabrication scheme allows to modify diamond properties tuning the conductivity and the chemical reactivity of this material.

The biosensors are fabricated implanting He⁺ ions (energy range: 0.8 – 2 MeV) on high-purity monocrystalline CVD (Chemical Vapour Deposition) diamond samples. Suitably aligned metal masks and variable-thickness contact masks were employed to define “highly damaged” regions, i.e. converted from sp³ diamond bonds to sp² graphitic-like bonds, with emerging end-points with micrometric resolution.

The damage profile of the above-mentioned ions in the diamond lattice is reported in Fig.1, as derived from the SRIM-2008.04 Monte Carlo Simulation code by setting a displacement energy value of 50 eV. The damage profile is derived by assuming a simple linear dependence of the defect density from the implantation fluence, i.e. ignoring complex non-linear processes such as self-annealing and defect-defect interaction. In such a drastically simplified approach it is nonetheless possible to have a satisfactory estimation of the thickness of the buried graphitized layer which is formed upon thermal annealing, by setting a “graphitization” threshold for the vacancy density of ~9·10²¹ cm⁻³ [1], as shown in Fig.1.

After diamond implantation, a thermal annealing at 900 °C for 2 hours was performed in order to convert the damaged region into graphite.

Fig. 1. Damage density profile (black continuous line) for a 1.1 MeV He⁺ implantation at a fluence of 1·10¹⁸ cm⁻². The graphitization threshold is reported in the red dashed line. The graphitized layer formed upon thermal annealing is highlighted in the green box.

This fabrication process provides buried highly conductive graphitic micro-channels (resistivity ~1 mΩ·cm) embedded in a highly insulating (resistivity ~10¹⁴ Ω·m) and chemically inert diamond matrix, whose emerging zones act in the central area as multiple bio-sensing electrodes for cellular in vitro record-
ings and at the chip peripheral provide contacts for chip bonding.

2 Devices configuration

DIBL technique is extremely versatile, has a scalable approach and allows the realization of different geometries of the devices for different sensing goals.

2.1 Low density MEA

The diamond implantation is obtained using a broad (spot size up to several mm²) and uniform ion beam. Free-standing masks are employed to define the geometry of the graphitic paths. They were realized on aluminium thin film by means of metal ablation using an high power pulsed laser. Emerging end-points were obtained suitably aligning the mask over variable thickness metal deposition [2]. This approach allows to obtain a 16-channel multi-cell setup (Fig. 2), where a culture of chromaffin cells can be directly grown over the surface of the device.

2.2 High density MEA

In such configuration thin metal films (< 5 µm) are directly deposited over diamond surface and subsequently microfabricated by means of FIB milling in order to obtain variable thickness masks. This strategy allows to define a more resolved geometry of the graphitic structures: a high density 16-channel single-cell setup was realized (Fig.3), where all the implanted paths are emerging inside a 20×20 µm² area (typical chromaffin cell dimensions), thus giving the possibility to study in detail the single-cell secretion of catecholamines.

3 Conclusions

DIBL has been shown to be a scalable and versatile technique for diamond-based biosensors realization. Future activities will be focused on the amperometric measurements of chromaffin cells exocytosis.
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Abstract
Due to their high sensitivity and strong coupling to the cell membrane Graphene and Silicon Nanowire Field Effect Transistors (SiNW-FETs) are considered to be powerful devices for interfacing electrogenic cells. At Institut Néel we study the interface of both materials to E16 mouse embryonic primary hippocampal neurons in terms of cell growth, electrical recording/stimulation and future applications. Here we present the capabilities of solution-gated Graphene and SiNW-FETs and in-vitro recording of action potentials from cultured neurons.

1 Introduction
Recently bioelectric interfacing of brain regions and single neurons has become an exciting and growing field of research. Several research groups have already reported successful electrical recording from cultured neurons [1, 2] and cardiomyocyte cells [3] using SiNW-FETs. However, following the propagation of neural signals through mature networks remains challenging. Graphene has also been shown to be a promising material for neuron culturing [4-6] and successfully used for recording electrical signals from cardiomyocyte cells [7, 8], hinting at the feasibility of graphene-neuron-interface and its possible applications for neural prostheses.

2 Methods
2.1 Device fabrication and characterization
Arrays of 100nm wide and 7µm long SiNW-FETs were realized by a top down approach using standard lithography techniques and reactive ion etching. CVD grown single layer graphene sheet was transferred on Si-SiO2 substrate. Arrays of 40µm wide graphene stripes with varying length were etched in oxygen plasma using a photoresist mask. Source/Drain contacts were realized by Ti/Au and further passivated using photoresist S1818.

Both devices were characterized in terms of gate effect and sensitivity to rapid potential changes. The measurements were carried out in cell culture medium. A voltage sweep or a rapid small voltage pulse (1ms, 5-100mV) was applied to the medium through a Pt-electrode in order to modulate the carrier density and thus the device conductance.

It has been shown, that SiNW-FETs have a very high signal-to-noise ratio and on/off ratio of 10^4 with sensitivity of 5.5µS/V. Graphene-FETs (G-FETs) also show a clear response to the potential changes with higher sensitivity up to 0.4mS/V. The
conductance signal amplitude of G-FETs could be tuned by varying the liquid gate offset. Figure 1 shows the gate effect and the detection of 1ms long 5 to 100mV high Gaussian voltage pulses in cell culture medium.

2.2 Neuron Culture

Hippocampal neurons were dissociated as previously described [9] from E16.5 mouse embryos. The cell suspension was transferred to sterilized poly-L-lysine covered chip surfaces. Neurons were then incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 for periods of 19-21 days.

3 Results

The hippocampal neuron cells could be grown up to maturation stage on both SiNW- and G-FETs. High resolution Ca\(^{2+}\) imaging as well as immunofluorescent (IF) microscopy were both used to investigate the maturation and the connectivity of cells, showing the presence of Ca\(^{2+}\) channels and a high density of synapses around the dendrites and soma (Fig.2A, B).

In-vitro electrical measurements of signal from random neuron cultures were carried out showing neuro-sensing ability of both devices (Fig.3A, B).

In conclusion it has been shown, that SiNW- and G-FETs are promising devices for neuron interfacing due to their excellent sensitivity and subcellular resolution and high stability respectively with living cells. For further investigation of neural activity these measurements will be performed on patterned neural networks combined with electrical stimulation.
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Abstract
In this report, we describe the system integration of a CMOS chip that is capable of both stimulation and recording of neurons or neural tissues to investigate electrical signal propagation within cellular networks in vitro. The overall system consisted of three major subunits; a 5.0 mm × 5.0 mm CMOS chip, a reconfigurable logic device (field-programmable gate array, FPGA), and PC software. To test the system, microelectrode arrays (MEAs) were used to extracellularly measure activity of cultured rat cortical neurons and mouse cortical slices. The MEA had 64 bidirectional (stimulation and recording) electrodes. In addition, the CMOS chip was equipped with dedicated analog filters and amplification stages and a stimulation buffer. Signals from the electrodes were sampled at 15.6 kHz with 16-bit resolution. The measured input-referred circuitry noise was 10.1 μV root mean square (10 Hz to 100 kHz), which allowed reliable detection of neural signals ranging from several millivolts down to approximately 60 μVpp. Experiments involving the stimulation of neurons with several spatio-temporal patterns and the recording of the triggered activity were carried out. An advantage over current microelectrode arrays, as demonstrated by our experiments, includes the ability to stimulate (voltage stimulation, 5-bit resolution) spatio-temporal patterns in arbitrary subsets of electrodes. Furthermore, the fast stimulation reset mechanism allowed us to record neuronal signals from a stimulating electrode around 5 ms after stimulation.

1 Introduction
Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) allow researchers to stimulate and record electrical signals at the single-cell level, and thus have become an indispensable tool in the study of neural networks properties such as network formation, network dynamics and signal processing. An advantage of MEAs is that they can be arranged in planar structures using microfabrication technology, allowing for the investigation not only of neuronal cultures and brain slices in vitro, but also of animal tissues in vivo. Several recent studies also reported on the system integration of a CMOS chip that is capable of both recording and stimulation of neurons or neural tissues [1]. However, the frequency range of recording signals was not easily adjustable for specific targets, including action potentials and local field potentials. In addition, stimulation in typical MEA systems has been strictly limited to simple pulse patterns and few electrodes. In this study, we report on the system integration of a CMOS chip that is capable of both stimulation and recording of neurons or neural tissues, permitting investigation of electrical signal propagation within cellular networks in vitro.

2 Materials and methods
The total system includes three major components: (1) the application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) chip, (2) the field programmable gate array (FPGA) board for chip evaluation, and (3) the PC (Fig. 1). In the ASIC chip, each of the 64 readout channels includes amplification and filter stages. The gain and filter settings of the stages can be programmed digitally. Sixteen channels are then multiplexed and buffered by one amplifier in the next stage, followed by an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) working at 16.5 kHz to provide 16-bit resolution in the FPGA board. The data are subsequently transferred into a data processing unit in the FPGA. In contrast, the digital interfaces (DIs) in the chip decode commands that are used to define the parameters of signal amplitude and bias settings as well as the stimulation control parameters. The on-chip system includes 64 stimulation buffers and 5-bit DACs. The command decoder in the DI allows for specific DAC selection and configures the buffer in voltage mode. Each channel is also equipped with a stimulation artifact suppressor, which reduces the dead time of the system after each stimulation pulse.
3 Results

The midband gain of the on-chip bandpass filter was selectable via the DIs from one of four gains, measured to be 26.2, 29.6, 31.8, and 39.4 dB. The tunable upper corner frequencies of the lowpass filter were 0.80, 1.9, 3.9, 5.5, and 8.3 kHz (Fig. 2A), and the lower corner frequencies of the highpass filter were 3.1, 8.1, 28.6, and 101 Hz (Fig. 2B). The input-referred noise was 10.1 μV rms (10 Hz–100 kHz) at a gain of 31.8 dB. This is comparable to the thermal noise of the platinum electrodes in physiological saline solution, which was measured to be 6.19 μV rms for 50 μm × 50 μm electrodes in a band between 10 Hz and 100 kHz. The total noise in the measurements was dominated by the background activity of the neuronal culture, which was on the order of 20–40 μV rms in a dense culture. The measured power consumption of the chip was relatively high at 167 mW at 3.7 V because of stimulation for bipolar voltage pulses (1.0–2.5 V).

Neural signal recordings from rat cultured cortical neurons were also performed with MEAs after 37 days in vitro. Action potentials could be successively identified based on the recording (Fig. 3A). Using the same system, local field potentials in a mouse cortical slice were recorded from over 20 MEA channels (Fig. 3B) when a bipolar pulse of 1.0 V was applied to a single site (Ch. 29).

4 Conclusion

We describe an ASIC system designed for electrical stimulation of neural tissue using MEAs. Our design is intended for applications in systems requiring simultaneous stimulation and recording of signals from various types of neural tissue, both in vitro and in vivo. The developed ASIC comprises 64 independent stimulation channels capable of generating almost arbitrarily defined bipolar voltage pulses below the amplitude of 2.5 V with 5-bit resolution. Each channel is also equipped with a stimulation artifact suppressor controlled in real time, which reduces the dead time of the system after each stimulation pulse.
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Abstract
Understanding learning, memory and the control of motor functions are still great challenges in neuroscience. In-vitro cell cultures have been helpful to study neural networks on a small scale. In this context closed-loop stimulation is a powerful tool to fully, bi-directionally interact with such an in-vitro neural network. We present an easy-to-use, modifiable, open and inexpensive system for the recording and electrical stimulation with microelectrode arrays based on National Instruments® Software and Hardware components.

1 Background
Microelectrode Arrays (MEA) are a widely used tool for studying cardiac and neural activity. While recording of spontaneous activity can be used to evaluate the effects of drugs or radiation [1], electrical stimulation is essential to fully interact with an in-vitro network. Thus, for a bi-directional interface, a closed loop stimulation set up is desirable, which enables recording, online-data processing and electrical stimulation [2]. We herein present an easy accessible, open, and expandable closed-loop stimulator for up to 32 electrodes, based on the programming software LabVIEW™. This system enables on one hand recording and processing of neural signals and on the other hand elaborated electrical stimulation. Further and very important for closed loop systems, it features the interaction between these separated tasks, hence allowing the development of complex experiment designs.

2 Methods
For the system design we set the following constraints, which define the hard- and software characteristics:

- microelectrode array with 60 electrodes
- min. 5 kS/s sampling rate
- ± 0,8 V peak to peak pulse for stimulation [3]
- 400 µs – 600 µs stimulating pulse duration [3]
- independent output channels.

The system consists of a recording and a stimulation stage, which are built into a CompactDAQ USB Chassis as depicted in Figure 1. The recording stage is composed of an amplifier (MEA1060-inv, Multichannel Systems®, Reutlingen, Germany) connected to two National Instruments (NI®) measurement modules (NI9205), providing a total sample rate of 250 kS/s for 32 analogue recording channels each. Hence, considering the 60 electrodes of the microelec-

Fig. 1: Closed-loop system overview. a) Cell networks are cultivated on a MEA chip. b) The electrodes of the chip are connected to an amplifier stage [Multichannel Systems®]. c) A DAQ chassis with two NI measurement modules and two stimulation modules serves as hardware-software interface. Electrodes can be addressed individually and the 32 stimulation channels can cover multiple stimulation patterns. d) A connection board allows the data transfer between MEA and DAQ boards and at the same time supplies the amplifier stage with voltage. e) The user interface of the closed-loop system is implemented in LabVIEW™.
trode array and the overall sample rate of both modules (500 kS/s), recordings can be performed at a sampling rate of up to 8.2 kHz with a resolution of 16 bit. The lower resolution limit of the system can be improved from 96.0 µV down to 4.0 µV by adjusting the input voltage range.

The two stimulation modules (NI9264) consist of 32 analogue channels with a voltage range of ±10 V and a maximum update rate of 25 kS/s for each channel. Electrodes to be stimulated can be freely chosen as the stimulation channels are plugged into the Multi-channel Systems amplifier stage. Therefore different areas of the microelectrode array can be stimulated simultaneously further allowing the development of elaborated time and space dependent stimulation protocols. Moreover, even high-frequency stimulations at frequencies in the range of 5 – 10 kHz can be conducted [4].

The interface of the closed-loop system is implemented in LabVIEW™. On one panel of the graphical user interface the current data measurement is shown, while the stimulation parameters can be set or adjusted on a separate stimulation panel. Basic signal processing like spike detection is performed in real time by a threshold based algorithm. Thresholds are calculated, based on the standard deviation (SD) of a recorded data subset with a length of 1ms containing solely background noise. The derived SD value of the standard deviation is multiplied by an adjustable factor, which is set to 3 by default. Once the signal crosses this calculated value, the minimum of the spike is stored as a spike-timestamp [5].

Since executable files can be generated from LabVIEW™, the application program can be run by any PC without a LabVIEW™ licence, making the system very flexible and mobile.

3 Conclusion and Outlook
A variable, mobile LabVIEW™ based multichannel Closed-Loop Stimulator has been developed and tested. Sampling rates of up to 8.2 kHz with 60 channels and stimulations with up to 25 kHz at 32 channels are possible. By fusing the different subtasks, stimulation, recording, and signal processing into a single interface, our setup allows more complex and elaborated experiments as compared to common stand-alone devices. Furthermore the system is composed of portable units, which will allow for easy transfer between collaborating labs.
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Abstract
Here we report on an efficient automated method for characterizing electrode properties on a high-density microelectrode array. The method can be used to check the homogeneity of Pt-black deposition on the array by screening the impedance response of each electrode.

1 Introduction
Novel in vitro high-density microelectrode array (HD-MEA) systems incorporate up to several thousand electrodes in highly dense arrangements on a single chip. Characterizing the properties of each electrode of a HD-MEA system is a difficult but important task for many experiments. Here, we present a method for estimating the electrode size and uniformity of impedance in a CMOS-based planar HD-MEA.

2 Methods
Fig.1 shows the equivalent circuit of a metal electrode and recording channel interface in our existing CMOS-based HD-MEA [1]. Our system consists of 11'011 microelectrodes, 126 on-chip readout channels and on-chip analog-to-digital converters for digitizing the signals. The impedance of the electrode (Ze) reduces the known input impedance (Zin) of the Low-Noise Amplifier (LNA) and thus affects the gain response of the readout channel. By carefully measuring the amplitude response of each channel we can estimate the electrode impedance at certain frequencies.

Alternating voltage at the amplitude of 1mV (Vstim) peak-to-peak was applied to a buffer solution through the Reference Electrode (RE) of the HD-MEA, using a DS360 Ultra-Low Distortion Function Generator. The measurements were performed in phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS) which has similar electrical properties as a physiological solution. Since the MEA can only acquire signals from 126 electrodes simultaneously, 91 electrode configurations were used, covering all electrodes on the array. Each configuration was recorded for 1 second, and the entire electrode array was scanned within 5 minutes. The acquired signals were demodulated in Matlab to extract the input-referred signal amplitude (Vmeas) at 1 kHz. We can estimate the impedance of the electrode using the following equation:

\[ Ze = Zin \left( \frac{V_{stim}}{V_{meas}} - 1 \right) \]

\[ Zin = 41.8 \, \text{M} \Omega \text{at} \, 1 \, \text{kHz} \]

The procedure can be repeated at different frequencies.

![Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of metal-electrode recording interface](image-url)

3 Results
For testing this method, we fabricated a HD-MEA with 4 different electrode sizes, as shown in Fig.2.A. The signal attenuation (Vmeas/Vstim) is displayed in Fig.2.B; from the plot a clear distinction of electrode size can be made. Fig.2.C shows the 2-D impedance plot of the entire electrode array, with same electrode size of 8.2x5.8 μm². Pt-black has been deposited on each of the microelectrodes except for a few. The impedance has been attained from the signal attenuation of each electrode. From Figure 2C one can clearly identify electrodes, for which the deposition was not successful. Fig.2.D shows the optical image of such an electrode. Figs.2.E-F shows the homogeneity of Pt-black deposition.

4 Conclusion
We presented a method, which allows to identify electrodes with different electrode sizes and to estimate individual electrode impedances on HD-MEAs.
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Fig. 2. Signal response and impedance of micro electrodes. A) Optical image of the MEA having different electrode sizes. B) Signal attenuation of electrodes having different electrode sizes. C) Impedance distribution plot of the high-density electrode array. D) Zoomed optical image of an electrode without Pt-black. E) Impedance of 11’011 Pt-black deposited electrodes. F) Impedance distribution of electrodes. The red boxes in Figs. 2E and F mark data of electrodes without Pt-black.
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Abstract
Planar Multi Electrode Arrays (MEAs) have been recently modified with 3D nano and microstructures in order to improve the cell-device coupling. These new approaches aimed to increase the seal resistance of the cell-electrode electrical equivalent circuit. Here, we present a study for investigating the interface between electrogentic cells (HL-1 cells and neurons) with nanocylinders and nanocylinders with a mushroom-shaped cap. We also present an estimation of the seal resistance considering different cell membrane cleft thicknesses.

1 Background
The development of multi electrode arrays (MEAs) towards 3D structures have shown great progress regarding signal recording and stimulation of electrogentic cells (1). We contributed to these advancements by showing the possibility to simultaneously guide cardiomyocytes and record action potentials with mushroom-shaped 3D nanoelectrodes (2). Such 3D nanoelectrode MEAs greatly improved the coupling between cells and MEAs and, moreover, they extend the concept of extracellular to in-cell recording/stimulation. Our aim is to predict an optimal design for a 3D nanoelectrode for in-cell recording towards an intracellular non-invasive nanoelectrode depending on the type of electrogentic cell which has to be studied. In our investigation, we also took into account the position of the engulfment-like event (3). We performed scanning electron microscopy/focused ion beam sectioning to estimate the membrane cleft and the deformation as response to the studied 3D nanostructures.

2 Methods
We carried out a study to understand how the shape (nanocylinders with and without mushroom-shaped caps) and size (nanometers range) of 3D nanoelectrodes affect the response of cardiomyocytes-like cells and primary neurons. In particular, we investigated the interface at the nanoscale regime by using fluorescence microscopy and scanning electron microscopy/focused ion beam sectioning (SEM/FIB) (4). We fabricated 3D nanocylinders with and without cap ranging from 300 nm up to 800 nm in diameter and 300 nm up to 1000 nm in height.

First, we fluorescently labeled the cell membrane of HL-1 cells (after 3 DIV) and primary cortical neurons (after 4 DIV) with Wheat Germ Agglutinin (Life Technologies) in a 1:500 dilution in PBS incubated for 15 minutes (Fig. 1 A-B). Then, we fixed the cells with 3.2% glutaraldehyde, dehydrated them with 10% up to 100% ethanol and, finally, we dried the samples by performing critical point drying (CPD).

Subsequently, we observed the cells by SEM (Fig. 1 C-D). The cells engulfing a 3D nanostructure were cut in a transversal section by FIB (Fig. 1 E-F).
toward an intracellular non-invasive nanoelectrode depending on the type of electrogenic cell, which has to be studied.

3 Results

We found that primary neurons form a tent-like conformation in presence of 3D nanocylinders while they wrap around 3D nanocylinders with cap (data not shown). These results are comparable with evidence we have previously shown for a biomechanical study performed on HL-1 cells (3).

![Fig. 2](image)

**Fig. 2.** Seal resistance estimation: A) seal resistance calculated for cells adhering on nanocylinders; B) seal resistance calculated for cells adhering on nanocylinders with caps.

In addition, we estimated the seal resistance for 3D nanocylinders with and without caps considering different cleft dimensions, ranging from 5 nm up to 40 nm according to the model showed by Fendyur et al. (5). Moreover, we considered the aspect ratio of the nanocylinder stalk as the ratio between the height and the diameter. We found that cylinders with cap promote a seal resistance up to 270 MΩ when the cleft between the cell and the electrode is 5 nm. In contrast to the nanocylinder scenario where the seal real is maximum about 160 MΩ fat the smallest cleft thickness.

4 Conclusion

We found that the cell membrane deforms in different ways when the 3D nanoelectrodes have different geometries. We assume that the cap plays an essential role while promoting an engulfment-like event in electrogenic cells. In particular, we studied the response of a cell line (HL-1 cells) and primary cells (cortical neurons). Finally, according to our results, we estimated the electrical seal resistance in order to conclude which of the studied structures are most suitable for an optimal cell coupling on top of the MEA.
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Abstract

The stabilization of environmental conditions at the experimental setup is a mandatory requirement to permit recordings with Microelectrode Arrays lasting more than a couple of hours. In this work we present the preliminary validation of a device engineered to control the environmental conditions during benchtop MEA experiments. The device is based on a Polymethyl-Methacrylate closed chamber which houses multiple neuronal cultures on MEAs, connected to a custom air heating and humidification control system and a thermostat. Custom multichannel boards connected to a commercial data acquisition system (Multi Channel Systems GmbH) were integrated inside the chamber. Preliminary tests to validate the effectiveness of the device showed that it allows to keep hippocampal networks viable outside the incubator and constantly monitor their electrical activity over days. Studies of networks development and neuropharmacological dose-response experiments are example of applications which can benefit from the proposed device.

1 Background/Aims

When performing prolonged experiments with neuronal cultures grown on Microelectrode Arrays, a mandatory requirement is to keep cells functionally unperturbed by external conditions. A possible approach is to perform recordings inside an incubator [1], with limits to accessibility and handiness to use. Proposed benchtop setups are in general temporary solutions [2], do not allow investigations for prolonged periods without activity alterations up to decline [3] or require a stable and sterile perfusion setup to maintain cells viable [4]. Our group proposes the utilization of a compact, closed climate-controlled chamber which stabilizes environmental conditions (temperature, humidity and CO2) on the lab bench [5,6]. Here we describe an improved prototype of the system and demonstrate the effectiveness of the whole experimental apparatus performing recordings from hippocampal dissociated cultures.

2 Methods / Statistics

The device consists of a 22x22x6 cm Polymethyl-Methacrylate chamber housing four MEA chips, connected to environmental control systems and a MEA acquisition system. The desired temperature results from the combined action of heating water flowing in a jacket around the chamber (circulating bath and temperature controller, Lauda GmbH), warmed air injected in the chamber (150 ml/min) and a warmed top plate (3W). A high level of humidity (RH>95%) is obtained bubbling air inside a bottle filled with water, with temperature regulated by the RH reading from a miniaturized sensor in the chamber (Sensirion Inc.). The CO2 is maintained to 5% by the use of a 5% CO2 gas mixture and monitored by an infra-red sensor (Gas Sensing Solution Ltd). MEA signals are collected by custom pre-amplifiers inside the chamber and external filter-amplifiers (gain:1100, bandwidth:300Hz-3kHz) and acquired by a commercial device (Multichannel Systems GmbH). The internal boards are sealed to avoid damaged due to the high RH% level. Hippocampal cultures on 60 channel MEAs (Multichannel Systems) were positioned in the chamber between the second and the third week in vitro and monitored thereafter for periods ranging from 12 hours to several days in a row. If necessary, the medium exchange was performed from outside with PTFE tubes (330μl every 48h) (ALA-MEA-MEM-PL caps, MultiChannel Systems). Spikes were detected by comparison with a threshold (-5*standard deviation of noise), updated every 12 hours, and analysed with McRack (MultiChannel Systems).

3 Results

The maintenance of adequate environmental conditions in the chamber allowed to monitor the spontaneous behaviour of neuronal networks, i.e. not influenced by unforeseen environmental fluctuations. Figure 1 reports a 60 hours snapshot of activity (13-14 DIV), where an activity alteration following the culture medium change (i.e., an induced perturbation to network activity) is clearly visible.
Fig. 1. Mean firing rate (Hz) and mean burst rate (burst/min) profiles exhibited by an hippocampal culture recorded in the climate-controlled chamber. It is shown that the spontaneous activity is perturbed by the medium change procedure (orange arrow).

Figure 2 reports raster plots showing the occurrence of spiking activity and the mean firing rate exhibited by a culture maintained in the setup for six days (15-20 DIV). Differences over time reflecting the maturation of the network (i.e., re-organization of patterns of synchronous activity) were observed.

4 Conclusion/Summary

The chamber presented here constitutes an effective experimental platform to obtain environmental stability during MEA experiments lasting more than few hours. We presented here preliminary data demonstrating that it allows to follow the evolution of cultured networks activity over days. The possibility to maintain cultures on MEAs in a controlled environment and constantly connected to the recording stage avoids any stress to cells, differently from repeated short-term recordings, which imposes to move cells from the incubator to the recording stage repeatedly over the culturing period [7]. Applications such as maturation studies, functional degeneration or effects of chronic neuropharmacological treatments are examples of experiments which can benefit from this device.
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Fig. 2. Raster plots showing the occurrence of spiking activity in the same hippocampal culture maintained in the controlled environmental chamber over different days in vitro (DIVs). Each panel represents the activity of 60 channels over a 10 minute snapshot and was extracted every 24 hours of recordings. The mean firing rate (Hz) is reported in the top right corner of each raster plot.
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Abstract

Stand-alone integrated MEA system were developed and tested to investigate the effect of toxic compounds on network neural activities during chronic recordings. The system, consisting of specifically designed MEA aim to receive microfluidic organic substances and to communicate using wireless technology with the computer device. The system has been tested with several types of 2D and 3D neuronal cultures. The electrophysiological data are processed by NeuroSpy, a modify version of SpyCode. The software developed is able to analyze the basal activity, drug and stimulation evoked response.

1 Background

"Cell biochips" containing engineered tissue interconnected by a microfluidic network allows the control of microfluidic flows for dynamic cultures by continuously feeding of nutrients and waste removal. Thus, these types of systems can enhance functionality of cells by mimicking the tissue architecture complexities when compared to in vitro analysis, but at the same time present a more rapid and simple process when compared to in vivo testing procedures. To date, one of the most promising tools for neuropharmacological functional tests is the Micro-Electrode Array (MEA). MEAs have been applied to study multiple aspects of electrically excitable cells and to explore the pharmacological and toxicological effects of numerous compounds on spontaneous activity of electricogenic cells (A. Novellino, T. J. Shafer et al. 2011). As a complementary tool to standard MEA platforms, we are developing a novel stand-alone system able to acquire, stimulate and feed the cultures. This new approach will keep the cultures inside the incubator providing a useful tool for chronic long-term recordings, with the possibility to continuously submit exposure to drugs or chemicals.

2 Methods and Statistics

We have developed a small-volume in vitro system in which neural cells/tissues can be cultivated in four separate porous membrane microchambers. These are connected by microchannels with the presence of a MEA in each well (Fig. 1). Each MEA, in this configuration, is composed by 8 recording electrodes plus two additional electrodes which can be used for electrically stimulating the cultures through the STG4002 stimulator (MCS). Electrophysiological activities recorded from the 4 integrated MEAs are transmitted through the Wireless System W32 (developed for in vivo applications by Multi Channel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany) and adapted to this particular in vitro application. The wireless headstage is directly linked to the chip and integrated into the main body of the system. A specific micro-peristaltic pump, developed in order to feed the culture during the incubating period, is controlled by a dedicated software to operate it via Bluetooth or wireless mode.

We developed a modified version of the Spycode software (Bologna et al. 2010), called NeuroSpy (Fig. 2), to perform the analysis of electrophysiological data of neuronal cultures, acquired by MEAs. NeuroSpy allows performing basic and high precision offline analyses. Moreover, the software is able to perform a specific type of analysis aim to study the behaviour of the 2D or 3D neural cultures, as a result of both chemical and electrical stimulation.

Fig. 1. Complete system: MEA chip, wifi system, perfusion pump.

Fig. 2. Analysis software: Neurospy interface.
3 Results

In the first series of experiments, we could record the electrophysiological signals from several types of cells, with the aim at testing the system performance.

Basically, the behaviour of the system has been studied with 2D and 3D cells structure, derived from human sphere stem cells, rat brain cortex, rat hippocampus slices and dissociated cells.

Fig.3 shows a network burst activity, recorded from a 3D neural network (derived from H9 or iPs stem cells), through the raw data and a raster plot. Fig.4 Shows the Mean Firing Rate and the Mean Bursting Rate from dissociating cells from rat brain cortex. Fig.5 shows the ISI histogram relative to the same experiment of Fig.4 and Fig.5.

4 Conclusion

These human surrogate integrated Biochips will enable the determination of toxicological profiles of new drug candidates. In addition, the developed system will provide scientists with alternative ways to test more thoroughly new drugs or chemicals. It will also help to understand the process that causes an organism to react and adapt when exposed to drugs over a long timescales.

Moreover, the system will provide scientists with a new independent device able to reduce contaminations factors, due to interactions between the organic components and external agents, thanks to the feeding, recording and stimulating remote wireless control. Scientists will be able to monitor the culture since the first day in vitro, without the risk of expose them to an excessive stress due to the behaviours changing.
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Abstract
Neurobiological concepts derived from measurements provided by the current generation of MEA technology have so far lacked the complexity of actual high-level neurobiological systems. Two key advances are needed to improve our understanding of such systems: in vivo 3D-neuronal cell cultures (including multiple types of neural cells), and 3D MEA systems for measuring this 3D-cultures [1][2][3]. We have constructed an in vitro measurement system for exactly such 3D-neuronal cell cultures. The principal cultures to be investigated with this system will be neural cells derived from human stem cells.

1 Requirements
Neurobiological concepts derived from measurements provided by the current generation of MEA technology have so far lacked the complexity of actual high-level neurobiological systems. Two key advances are needed to improve our understanding of such systems: in vivo 3D-neuronal cell cultures (including multiple types of neural cells), and 3D MEA systems for measuring this 3D-cultures [1][2][3].

Two major technical specifications have been taken into account for the 3D-MEA design:
1. Culture Thickness - The standard method of measuring the electroactivity of cell cultures and slices is the use of a 2D-MEA beneath the culture with a typical electrode diameter of 30-100 µm and a typical distance between electrodes of 100 µm. However, the typical thickness of a 3D culture can exceed a few hundred micrometers. Clearly for better 3D spatial and temporal resolution of cultures, one would ideally use a 3D-MEA capable of reaching at least a few hundred micrometers into the cultures.
2. Incubator Compatibility - For measuring standard electroactivity in 2D, cultures are grown on the 2D MEA itself. The MEA on which the cells are growing is moved from the incubator to the amplifier system each time a measurement is desired. The culture is enclosed in a housing to prevent contamination. Standard commercially available 3D-MEA systems use sets of prongs inserted into a 3D culture from above. This requires the removal of the housing lid, making placement of the culture back into the incubator impossible and also disregards the cellular damage caused to the 3D culture during MEA insertion. The ideal situation for 3D cultures is a 3D-MEA which is compatible with the incubator conditions.

2 MEA design and manufacturing
The above mentioned requirements call for smart multilayer and packaging technology. Low temperature cofired ceramics (LTCC) are chosen as material system for the MEA design because those ceramics enable complex multilayer assemblies and feature excellent temperature and solvent stability. In our case we decided to use Green Tape ™ 951 form DuPont Nemours. The compatibility of the material and available metallisation with cell cultures was already proven [5].

An LTCC multilayer board with gold electrodes is the base of the 3D MEA. Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden. depicts a schematic cross section of the assembly. LTCC vias (material DP 5738 from DuPont) serve as electrodes in cell contact. They are interconnected via the buried wiring and a 90° solder contact with printed gold pads (material DP 5742 from DuPont). The layout of these gold pads is designed to fit the MEA2100-System for in vitro recording from Multi Channel Systems and enable thus a comparable data processing to established 2D MEAs.

 Slots with dimensions of 450 µm are laser cut into the base plate for the assembly of three finger electrode bars, which carry 3 electrode fingers with 3 gold
contacts each. These bars are manufactured separately using LTCC technology. The outer contour of the fingers is laser cut.

There exist no reliable data for useful electrode pitches and dimensions applied to 3D cultures so far. Hence, two different finger electrode layouts were manufactured, one with small fingers and one with tall fingers. Their dimensions and electrode pitches are presented in Fig. 2. The fingers have a thickness of 400 µm and the diameter of the gold electrodes in cell contact is 85 µm. In addition to the 3D electrodes on the fingers each MEA is equipped with 3x10 2D electrodes, which are situated in the near vicinity of the bars and one 2D reference electrode.

After the finger assembly the MEA is equipped with a ring, which serves as a culture chamber. The ring consists of fused silica and it is bonded on the LTCC surface using silicone adhesive (LOCTITE® SI 5366™). depicts a complete MEA with tall fingers and details of both LTCC electrode fingers. In a next step the MEAs are prepared for the use with cell medium.

3 Conclusion
Future work will now increase the number of sensors from 9 per microtower up to 80. Due to the small signal amplitude the amplification should be as close as possible to the sensor. An ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) has been designed which is able to manage 8 sensors per finger, and 10 fingers per microtower. An arbitrary number of ASIC amplified microtowers can be placed in parallel. Additionally a version of the MEA presented here, with a transparent base plate is in production, to include imaging with electrophysiological measurement of 3D-cultures [4].
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Abstract
In the present study the influence of measurement media with different conductivities on cell impedance measurements was investigated. HEK 293 cells were cultured on the field-effect transistor surfaces and their transistor transfer function was measured in different buffer solutions. Changing the conductivities of the measurement buffers is strongly influencing the measured spectra. By fitting the data to an established model, the change of the seal resistance and the membrane capacitance due to the conductivity of the media can be calculated. The derived cell-related data advance our understanding in cell-transistor interface modelling.

1 Introduction
Impedance spectroscopy with field-effect transistors (FETs) has been used for several biosensing applications, including DNA detection [1] and cell-substrate adhesion studies [2]. Unlike the commercially available Electric Cell-Substrate Impedance Sensing (ECIS) system, our FETs have smaller sensor sizes, which enable the detection of single cell-substrate adhesion events. With our in house-fabricated system we specialized in such single cell impedance measurements [3], [4] and the interpretation of the measured data [5]. The essential, cell-related parameters for our sensing platform are the membrane capacitance (C_M), which reflects the morphology of the attached cell and the seal resistance (R_seal), which represents the adhesion strength between cell and transistor gate. The seal resistance should scale with the conductivity of the solution [5] resulting in a stronger electronic coupling between cell and transistor gate.

In this study we conducted experiments to validate our model for cell impedance measurements and to study the influence of the conductivity of the solutions on the transistor-transfer function (TTF). Data fitting can be performed to optimize cell impedance measurements with FET devices by providing values of R_seal and C_M for different experimental configurations using an electrically equivalent circuit (EEC). The EEC mainly uses the well-known point-contact model for FET devices in contact with adherent cells [5].

2 Methods
HEK 293 cells were cultured on our FET devices (gate width: 8 μm and length: 5 μm) without additional coating. The devices were fabricated similar to the protocol described in a previous publication [6]. The electronic readout was performed with our TTF amplifier. A 10 mV signal with a frequency ranging from 1 Hz to 1 MHz was applied to the Ag/AgCl pseudo reference electrode to measure the TTF spectra. The measurement solutions were prepared as following:
- Sodium containing buffer: NaCl 135mM, CaCl_2 1.8 mM, MgCl_2 1 mM with a conductivity of 25.8 mS/cm.
- Sodium free buffer: KCl 5mM, CaCl_2 1.8 mM, MgCl_2 1 mM with a conductivity of 2.21 mS/cm.

Both solutions were adjusted to pH 7.4 and to the same osmolarity of 340 mOsm/kg by adding glucose.

3 Results
The TTF measurements were performed with cell-covered gates and with cell-free gates, after trypsinization. The FETs were characterized before each measurement and operated in a working point with highest transconductance value (g_m). In this configuration the sodium-containing solution mimics...
the standard culture medium, while the sodium-free solution drastically reduces the conductivity. The measurements of the transfer function show significant differences for cell-covered and cell-free gates, for both measurement solutions (Fig. 1).

A drop of the transfer function can be observed when cells are adherent on top of the transistor gate (Fig. 2). The same result can be seen when the bathing solution was changed to the sodium-free solution. The graphs show that the drop in transfer function for sodium-containing solution generally happens at higher frequencies. This drop is shifted to lower frequencies for the sodium-free solution, where the drop can be seen at 10 kHz already.

By fitting the data of the measurements the values of $R_{seal}$ and $C_M$ can be obtained [5]. Figure 3 shows an exemplary measurement with the fitted curve for the adherent cells. The data were fitted such that $R_{seal}$ and the resistance of the reference electrode ($R_{el}$) change with changing conductivity of the solution. Following values resulted for the sodium-containing buffer $R_{seal}$: $1.34 \times 10^6$, $C_M$: $1.86 \times 10^{-12}$ and $R_{el}$: $1.5 \times 10^3$ and for the sodium-free buffer $R_{seal}$: $1.47 \times 10^7$, $C_M$: $1.72 \times 10^{-12}$ and $R_{el}$: $1.9 \times 10^3$. The fitted curves show an increase of $R_{seal}$ by by one order of magnitude when changing to measurement buffers with lower conductivity.

4 Conclusion

The seal resistance is a crucial factor for cell-substrate adhesion measurements with FETs. We observed clear differences in measured impedance signals with different conductivity of the measurement medium. By fitting the data we are able to determine the relations between measurement medium and cell adhesion spectra of our system.
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Abstract
In this work micro-scale, organic field-effect transistor (OFET) devices based on polymeric semiconductor materials as an active channel are presented and used to study the cell-substrate adhesion by impedance spectroscopy and to record extracellular signals from cardiac myocyte cultures. As an organic semiconductor poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) doped with poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) was used. The electronic bandwidth of the micro-scale devices is mainly limited by the channel length and the carrier mobility in the material. In order to improve this performance a fabrication process for nano-sized OFET devices was developed with the aim to compare the nano-scale devices to their micro-scale counterparts.

1 Introduction

Biosensors based on silicon field-effect devices offer a wide range of possible applications. Main advantages as high sensitivity to changes in the surface potential and a possible miniaturization in size favor the detection of biomolecules [1], enzymatic activities [2] and cellular signals [3]. Disadvantages are high production costs and the typically opaque substrates, which interfere with standard cell culture microscopy. Devices based on organic polymers provide a cheap and transparent alternative. The conductive polymer PEDOT:PSS is a common material for applications in chemical and biological sensing [4].

Fig. 1. Schematics of the OFET device cross-section and of the measurement setup [6].

In the present work the fabrication process of organic field-effect transistor (OFET) devices based on PEDOT:PSS is presented. In order to increase the electrical performance of the devices, gold interdigitated electrodes were used as a transistor gate for cell adhesion studies. The measurements show a significant difference between cell-covered and cell-free transistor gates, when sensors are read out in the so-called transistor transfer function (TTF) method typically used in our studies [5,6,7]. The TTF spectrum represents the combined bandwidth limiting effect of reference electrode, electrolyte solution, attached cell, transistor and first amplifier stage. The frequency dependent response of the attached cell to an ac voltage can be used to extract the characteristics of the attached cell (Fig. 1).

2 Materials and Methods

The OFET devices used in this study were fabricated on glass substrates. Micro-sized gold interdigitated source and drain electrodes (IDEs) were fabricated by a lift-off process on glass substrates and PEDOT:PSS was used as an active layer.

Nano-sized interdigitated electrodes (IDE) with spacings of 5 or 10 µm between electrode fingers were fabricated by nanoimprint lithography in combination with optical lithography for the source and drain contacts of the OFETs. After electrical passivation of the gold contact lines, the IDE areas were opened and used as electric contact to the polymer layer. The PEDOT:PSS solution was inkjet-printed by means of a material printer (Dimatix Material Printer 2831, Fujifilm Inc., USA). After printing, ethylene glycol was spin-coated and devices were subsequently annealed. The use of ethylene glycol leads to an increase in conductivity improving the carrier mobility and the electronic performance of the devices [8]. Most importantly annealing enhances the durability of PEDOT:PSS in aqueous media enabling long-term cell cultures. Chips were connected to a carrier via wire bonding and encapsulated for cell culture. HEK293 cells were cultured for adhesion assays and HL1 cardiac cells for electrical recordings of action potentials under standard conditions on the OFET arrays.
3 Results and Discussion

The micro-sized OFET devices were developed with the objective to investigate Electric Cell-Substrate Impedance (ECIS) [9] or to record electrical activity from cardiac myocytes [10]. For the ECIS assays HEK293 were cultured on the OFET devices and after 2 days in vitro (DIV) TTF spectra were recorded demonstrating the general possibility to apply such devices for cell culture monitoring. The micro-sized OFET devices were developed to optimize the performance of the OFET devices to the silicon-based FET arrays for action potential detection. Label-free detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms utilizing the differential transfer function of field-effect transistors. Biosens. Bioelectron., 22, 2834–2840

For recording from cardiac myocyte cultures, HL1 cells were cultured and electrical activity was monitored after 2-3 DIV. Changes in impedance spectra were clearly monitored in case of the ECIS assays. In order to confirm that the measured effect is influenced by the attachment of the cells to the transistor surface and not by the degradation of the device, control measurements were performed. For the electrical recordings from cardiac myocyte cultures the bandwidth of the micro-scale devices is still too narrow so that only slow components of the extracellular signal shapes were visible (Fig. 3). Nevertheless, first action potentials were recorded demonstrating the general possibility to apply such devices for cell culture monitoring.


to table of content

Fig. 2. ECIS assays with OFET devices. In general, the bandwidth of the micro-scale devices is too narrow to enable high-performance extracellular recordings. However, differences of cell-adhered to cell-detached situation are clearly visible.

Fig. 3: Recording of action potentials from beating HL1 cell cultures after 3 DIV. Four channels were selected out of the 16-channel OFET array. Due to the limited bandwidth of the micro-scale OFETs, only slow frequency components of the field-potentials are visible.

To optimize the performance of the OFET devices, nano-sized IDE gate structures were fabricated (Fig. 4) by nanoimprint lithography in order to characterize them in terms of sensitivity and bandwidth compared to the micro-sized OFET devices.

Fig. 4. Nano-sized IDE imprinted in an intermediate polymer stamp.

4 Conclusion

In this study, we demonstrate a straightforward fabrication process for OFETs suitable for different in vitro assays. It can be stated that the OFET devices can be used to analyze cell adhesion. Bandwidth of micro-scale OFETs is wide enough to record slow components of action potentials from cardiac myocyte cultures. The performance is influenced by the channel length of the devices, which can further be downscaled by fabrication with nanoimprint lithography. In general, OFETs offer a low-cost alternative to the already commercialized ECIS systems based on gold electrodes and eventually as single-use alternative to the silicon-based FET arrays for action potential detection.
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Abstract
Compartmentalized PDMS devices are used for producing cortical or hippocampal networks with defined connections of neurites growing through microchannels. Using miniaturized PDMS microchannel devices, we generated two-compartment cortical networks with unidirectional connectivity. The two network modules and their interconnecting axons were accessible for extracellular recording and optical observation or manipulation. Seeding different types of neurons in each compartment may help in understanding the functional properties of oriented networks similar to in vivo models.

1 Introduction

Separate modules of small neuronal networks can be connected by chemical patterning and physical confinements through one or more neurite bundles to examine how sub-networks of neurons interact with each other [1]. Others have previously demonstrated that oriented connectivity between two networks can be created on microelectrode array (MEAs) by sequential seeding of neurons in two PDMS wells connected by microchannels [2]. However, the size of the wells made it almost impossible to record from all parts of each network. Here, we present a new miniaturized and thin PDMS tile for decreasing the network size, thereby making network modules and axons available for recording and optical observation or manipulation. The device is compatible with commercial MEAs and the design can easily be adapted to different electrode configurations.

2 Methods

2.1 PDMS device fabrication

The fine PDMS structures were molded by soft-lithography on SU-8 templates, including two small reservoirs for cell somata, which were connected by eight channels (widths: 30 µm, heights: 7 µm, lengths: 800 µm) (Fig. 1). PDMS pre-polymer and catalyst were mixed (10:1), poured on the SU-8 master and a thin film of plastic foil placed on the surface to reduce the overall device thickness to < 200 µm. Big seeding reservoirs were punched on the two far edges of each small reservoir (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Fabrication of the PDMS microchannel tile (A-B) and seeding of cortical neurons (C-D). A) Molding of the PDMS device from an SU-8 template, B) punching out of big reservoirs, C) device alignment on a MEA and seeding of the first network module, D) seeding of the second module.

Fig. 2. PDMS microdevice with 4 big (A) and 2 small (B) reservoirs which are connected through 8 microchannels (C; h=7 µm, w=30 µm, l=800 µm). The capacity of each big reservoir (r=1 mm) is equal to 0.628 µl, each small reservoir (h=100 µm, w=2000 µm, l=1400 µm) is equal to 0.28 µl.

2.2 Cell culture in microchannel tiles

Cured PDMS tiles were baked for 12h at 100°C to crosslink any remaining oligomers. MEAs (electrode diameters = 30 µm, pitch = 200 µm) were coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-D-lysine (PDL) and 0.05 mg/ml laminin after aligning the PDMS microchannels over the electrodes. Two rows of electrodes were located in
MEA technology: Fabrication and instrumentation

3 Results

Adding cells through the open reservoirs automatically let them enter into the small reservoir and settle there. The small reservoirs produced almost closed chambers for small network formation on top of the electrodes. Cells were distributed homogeneously in the small reservoirs with a maximum number of 2240 cells per module (reservoir). Neurites grew into the microchannels after 3 DIV and reached the opposite reservoir after 10 DIV. Freshly prepared cortical neurons were added after 14 DIV into the counterpart reservoir (Fig.3). Because of its thinness, the device was sufficiently transparent to track axonal growth and network formation by bright field or phase contrast up-right or inverted microscopy (Fig.4).

In spite of the small network sizes (≈ 2500 cells per reservoir), normal activity and amplified signals could be recorded from reservoirs and microchannels (250 μV and 1.2 mV, respectively; Fig.5). The first signals from axons inside the microchannels were recorded after 8 DIV, while no activity could be recorded from the first cortical module in the first reservoir. Only after 13 DIV, first signals could be recorded from the first cortical module.Signals from the second cortical module in the opposite reservoir could be recorded already after 6 DIV after plating (first module was 20 DIV). It seems that the presence of axons from the first module accelerates the differentiation and activity onset in the second module.
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Abstract
We present microfluidic devices for selective positioning of locust and pond snail neurons. Fluid flows containing the neurons were generated by a syringe pump. The influence of different channel geometries as well as differences in flow rates were investigated to achieve appropriate conditions for handling the neurons gently and achieve efficiency in positioning.

1 Background /Aims
We are interested in the construction and investigation of small defined neuronal networks to gain detailed insight in network activity. Our aim is the control of neuronal activity inside the network and the unambiguous assignment of signals to individual cells. This becomes possible if every cell of the network grows on just one electrode of a MEA surface. In this context the use of invertebrate neurons provides the advantage that - in contrast to vertebrate cells - they can be cultured at extremely low cell density (Fig.1). Furthermore many neurons of invertebrates are very large. So they cover individual electrodes completely resulting in a better signal to noise ratio. The construction of such networks requires the positioning of neurons on the electrode surfaces, but positioning of cells onto single electrodes by manual handling without stressing them is still a problem.

In our project directed positioning should be achieved by a closed hydrodynamically working microfluidic device. Our far goal is the development of a cost-efficient, automatic biohybrid system. A combination of microfluidic device and MEA shall enable the selective positioning of individual neurons on the electrodes and the long term electrophysiological characterisation of single neurons as well as their interactions in the network.

2 Methods
2.1 Animal dissection
Insect (*Locusta migratoria*) and molluscan (*Lymnaea stagnalis*) neurons were extracted from thoracic ganglia and from the central ganglionic ring respectively, and affiliated in particular media (*Locusta*: modified Leibovitz L-15 cell culture medium [1]; *Lymnaea*: modified L-15 defined medium (DM) [2]).

2.2 Microfluidic devices
The microfluidic devices were fabricated in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on glass using standard soft lithography and O2 plasma bonding techniques.

Design variations of the cell trap device are shown schematically in Figure 2A/B. A fluid stream of defined velocity generated by a syringe pump, containing the pre-processed neurons, was guided into the device. The system is based on the principle of differential fluidic resistance. The fluid tends to flow along the path of least fluidic resistance. Here the meandering main channel has a higher fluidic resistance than the small transverse channels, which causes a higher flow rate through the transverse channels. This principle leads to a guiding of the neurons into the depressions upstream the transverse channels (Fig. 2A), where they can adhere.

The cell trap design shown in Figure 2A and 3A has the advantage that the integration of a MEA can be achieved most easily. Other design channel geometries and trap arrangements are improvements with respect to optimized flow proportions between main and transverse channel to increase efficiency of cell trapping. An example is shown in Fig. 2B and 3B.

Fig. 1. Cultured neurons at low density sprouting numerous neurites. A: *Lymnaea* neurons. Scale bar: 50µm B: *Locusta* neuron. Scale bar: 20µm
3 Results

The functionality of the cell traps with respect to different parameter variations like channel heights and widths as well as different flow rates was tested. Therefor we used polystyrene beads (Fig. 4A), *Locusta* and *Lymnaea* neurons.

It was possible to position invertebrate neurons in the depressions of the microfluidic cell trap devices (Fig. 4B). It turned out that very slow flow rates for the neurons (1 µl/min) are necessary otherwise the cells would simply become squeezed through the transverse channels because they deform quite readily. Channel widths wider than 75µm do not lead to an adequate deflection of the neurons when passing the depressions. Also the height of the transverse channel as well as the shape of the depression are important for trapping success. The transverse channels should be of the same height as the main channel otherwise the flow rate through the transverse channels would not be strong enough to deflect the cells. In addition, deeper trapping depressions prevent the neurons from coming adrift.

Preliminary results show that we are able to culture neurons in the closed microfluidic devices over a period of several days where they build numerous neurites (Fig.4C).

4 Conclusion/Summary

Our tests show that the cell trap is suitable in capturing individual cells.

We observed that the successful use of the devices predominantly depends on the channel geometry as well as on the fluid velocity.

In general it turned out that beads tolerate parameter variations in channel sizes and flow rates much better than neurons. Our results indicate that neurons react sensitively to the shear stress they are subjected to. We observed that the neurons were deformed in the trapping depressions by the pressure of the stream. This effect was not described previously with cells of different cell lines [3].

So far the microfluidic devices represent a promising approach to handle the problem of positioning neurons selectively on electrodes on a MEA surface.
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Abstract
In this paper we will show the first results of a multichannel amplifier for 3D-MEAs with 800 capacitive sensors. One chip has included two amplification stages and sample-and-hold gate which will acquire the value of every sensor at the same time. 10 ASICs will be parallelized to read out in summary the 800 capacitive sensors of the 3D-MEA. The first simulation show a generated action potential of a spiking cell and the integrated signal at the output for further offline analyses.

1 Aims
For standard measurements of neuronal cell activity commercial 2D-MEAs are used. To get information in the third dimension it is necessary cultivate cells in additional layers. A 2D-MEA records only the activity on the bottom layer. To get signals from cells of the higher layers we will build towers with sensors. Because of the signal properties and the high number of sensors an ASIC will amplify, filter and multiplex the signals.

2 Methods

2.1 Concept of 3D-MEA
Standard MEAs are having sensor arrays on a two dimensional plate. To crow up into the third dimension sensors have to be placed on micro towers (Fig. 1). Every tower has 8 sensors, 10 towers per shape and one 3D-MEA will have 10 shapes (max. 800 sensors). Due to the small signal amplitude [1] the amplifier should be as near as possible at the sensor. The chip is designed to work as signal amplifier and stimulator simultaneously at 80 bidirectional channels on one shape.

2.2 Concept of the ASIC
Every chip can synchronize itself with each other. The ASIC can be configured by the SPI interface, however, it can work autonomously by default settings.

Fig. 3 shows the equivalent network of neuron, sensor and amplifier. The cell produces potentials of about 100 mV across the membrane, the extracellular potential amounts only up to -80 μV – 40 μV [2]. The most signal power lies in the frequency range from 100 Hz to 10 kHz [3]. The activity of the cells is captured through the sensors capacity into the chip. 80 input signals are pre-amplified and filtered with low noise amplifiers. In the next step the signals are sampled in 160 sample-and-hold units which realize the snapshot function (reading from 80 sensors at one time and saving 80 samples from last timestamp). Several internal MUXs provide the signals to 4 output channels. The chip has a maximal amplification of 1000.

3 Results
Fig. 4 shows the simulated signal at the sensor (b) which was evoked by the intracellular signal (a). At the output we will get an inverted amplified signal for further analysis.
4 Summary

To get more information about 3D cell structures a novel kind of 3D-MEAs was developed. Additionally an ASIC was produced which will amplify measured cell activity as near as possible to the sensor. In this paper the concept of an amplifier ASIC for 3D-MEAs and first tests of the simulation results was shown.
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1 Introduction

The understanding of how neurites are guided to each other plays an important role in neurobiology inter alia in regrowth and repair of disconnected nerve cells. In the last decades several neurotrophic factors were identified to promote neurite out-growth and guidance to target links. While the effects of neurotrophins on the molecular properties of neurites are quite well examined, the impact on the electrical functioning was nearly neglected due to the limited possibility for simultaneous recordings with patch clamp technique. Microelectrode Arrays offer a method to overcome this limitation but do not guarantee for a small electrode to neurite distance.

In order to investigate the influence of neurotrophins on the electrical activity of growing neurites we developed a device that separates the neurites from the whole culture and provide microelectrodes near them. Our approach consists of a microfluidic device aligned on top of a multielectrode array. This setup enables the simultaneous recording of neuronal activity of growing neurites through microchannels and optical investigation of the whole growing cell population at the same time. The proof-of-concept was demonstrated with the growth of sympathetic neurons from the superior cervical ganglion of P5 WT mice responding to different levels of nerve growth factor (NGF), one of the most well-studied neurotrophic factors.

Due to the microchannels which act as guidance tubes for neurites the device is capable to act as neurite regeneration model. The approach to combine the guidance tubes with a multielectrode array further helps to verify the effect of neurite growth promoters on metabolic and electrical characteristics. It also enables a universal applicable device for future studies where neurites and somata need to be treated independently of each other.

Fig. 1. Schematic drawing of the 30-2-Neurite Isolation-MEA. The NI-part consists of 4 supply reservoirs and a sink and source macrochannel (left, blue). The cells will be seeded either in the source or in both macrochannels. The 30 microchannels (blue) allow only neurites to enter whereas 2 electrodes per channel enable electrical activity recordings of the neurite.

While MEAs broke through the limitation of few electrodes, they did not guarantee a small, defined contact zone between electrode and neurite. To overcome this issue and to investigate electrical signals of multiple neurites our approach consists of a microfluidic neurite-isolation (NI-) device aligned on top of a multielectrode array. Figure 1 shows a schematic view of our device.

This setup enables the simultaneous recording of neuronal activity of growing neurites through microchannels and optical investigation of the whole growing cell population at the same time. We
demonstrated the proof-of-concept with neurons from the superior cervical ganglion of P5 WT mice responding to different levels of nerve growth factor (NGF).

**Fig. 2.** Neurite-Isolation MEA with a closer look on the inner microelectrode-microchannel area.

### 2 Material and Methods

The NI-MEA device is composed of two components, the neurite-isolation device (NI-device, upper part) and a custom designed multielectrode array (MEA, lower part). The NI-device consists of two culture chambers (source and sink) with reservoirs at their ends as cell inlets and media supply. Source and sink chambers are connected together by 30 microchannels (diameter < 10 µm) which act as physical barriers for neuronal somata allowing only neurites to enter. The MEA with its electrodes is precisely aligned within the microchannels so that each microchannel is equipped with two microelectrodes (electrode material either gold or ITO with TiN coating). Figure 2 shows a produced NI-MEA and a closer look on the microchannel/microelectrode area.

Cells of the superior cervical ganglion of P5 WT mice were loaded into the source chamber via the cylindrical reservoirs. The cells were grown in NI-MEAs with different nerve growth factor concentrations for 14 days. Electrical measurements on days 4, 7 and 14 using a BC1060 recording setup (MultiChannelSystems, Reutlingen, Germany) were taken. The data was then analyzed using a developed MATLAB program using a combination of threshold analysis and principal component analysis [4].

After 14 days the cells were fixed and stained using different antibodies to acquire parameters like cell distribution, neurite growth and type. The data was also compared with the images captured regularly after each electrical measurement.

### 3 Results

The optical and electrical results were correlated and the overall results analyzed. Electrical activity maps showed different patterns in accordance to chemical stimulation of the growing cells.

The optical transparency of the NI-MEA allowed tracing cultures by optical light microscopy as well as fluorescence microscopy using immunocytochemistry (Figure 3).

As proof-of-concept and also to show the sensitivity of the device different nerve growth factor gradients in the macrochannels were analyzed (Figure 4). A degree of consistence between the ingrowth of neurites into microchannels and electrical activity was determined with 93.6%.

**Fig. 3.** Optical light microscopy of the same area (DIV 7 and 10).

**Fig. 4.** Different concentrations of neurite growth factor result in different recorded electrical activity.

### 4 Conclusion and Discussion

We designed a new microfluidic-microelectrode device that combines a neurite isolation device with a MEA. This platform for (re-)generating neurites enables both microscopic observations of and electrophysiological recordings from neurites. The proof of concept of the device was shown by recording spontaneous as well as nicotine-induced electrical activity of mouse sympathetic neurons for two weeks with two different concentrations of NGF.
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Abstract
Multielectrode arrays are a commonly used tool in neuroscience for the investigation of cellular networks and their communications processes by recording extracellular signals. In particular, advanced MEAs featuring 3D electrode can achieve very high signal noise ratios and a high durability for extracellular recordings. The fabrication of MEAs requires typically a cleanroom environment and uses expensive materials for the fabrication process. We investigated a new approach based on printed carbon. We fabricated by hand printed carbon electrode MEAs in very few and steps and used extremely cost-efficient materials for the fabrication. These printed carbon chips were successfully used for extracellular recordings from cardiomyocyte-like cells showing a high signal-noise ratio.

1 Background
Modern chip-based electrophysiological investigations can rely on a variety of different chip types ranging from planar metal microelectrodes to 3D nanoelectrodes [1]. These biosensor devices can feature excellent cell-chip coupling for recording and stimulation of electrogenic cells. Moreover, they can reach subcellular spatial resolution. They require elaborated fabrication methods such as cleanroom facilities and, therefore, are expensive and potentially labor intense in fabrication. It is not only for high-throughput oriented applications such as drug-screening very desirable to have ultra-low cost devices which are even disposable. We demonstrated the successful use of individual printed carbon electrodes for neurotransmitter release measurements [2]. We extended this ultra-low cost fabrication approach to carbon-based multi electrodes arrays (MEAs) and applied them for extracellular recordings from electrogenic cells. Arrays of such printed carbon electrodes can be manufactured in very few simple steps.

2 Methods
We applied different kinds of carbon pastes, commercially available as well as self-synthesized inks on flexible polymer substrates and rigid glass surfaces. Then, we covered them with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning). The electrode apertures were manually pinched with a needle. The fabrication process was completed with the connection of the electrode feedlines to a carrier adapting to the electronic socket of the amplifier system for later readout. The surface of a commercial and self-synthesized ink is shown in Fig 1 showing large differences in roughness.

3 Results
We cultured cardiomyocyte-like cells (HL-1) on the chips and measured the electrical activity after 3 DIV with a self-developed low-noise amplifier system. An example trace of an extracellular voltage recording is shown in Fig. 3. The extracellular recording exhibits a low

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of two printed carbon inks with (A) commercial ink with high roughness, (B) self-synthesized ink with smooth surface (scale bar 5 µm).

A fabricated 6 channels MEA with different sized electrode the stripes on printed carbon is shown in Fig. 2. We fabricated printed carbon electrodes on three different substrates: glass, polyimide (Kapton™, Dupont) and polyethylene terephthalate (PET, Dupont).

Fig. 2. (A) Stripes of inks printed on flexible polyimide substrate, (B) six stripes of printed carbon with 6 different sized electrodes on a encapsulated MEA (scale bar 1 mm).

3 Results
We cultured cardiomyocyte-like cells (HL-1) on the chips and measured the electrical activity after 3 DIV with a self-developed low-noise amplifier system. An example trace of an extracellular voltage recording is shown in Fig. 3. The extracellular recording exhibits a low
background noise-level and a high signal-to-noise ratio, comparable to the recording quality of e.g. Au or Pt-MEAs produced by means of standard cleanroom fabrication (data not shown).

Fig. 3. Extracellular recording of action potentials with printed carbon electrodes from HL-1 cells.

4 Conclusion

We demonstrated a novel fabrication method for printed carbon electrode MEAs which can be used for extracellular voltage recordings. The printed carbon electrodes have shown a similar performance in terms signal-noise ratio compared to typical recordings metal-based multi electrode arrays in the regime of few hundred microvolts. The manufacturing process of the disposable printed carbon chips employs very cheap commercial or homemade carbon pastes for the electrodes and PDMS as passivation material. This keeps the overall fabrication costs extremely low. Printed carbon electrodes can be applied for a wide range of applications in chip-based life-sciences ranging from amperometric measurements to extracellular voltage recordings of action potentials.
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Abstract

Stimulation protocols used with Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) cause residual charges and artifacts on the stimulation electrodes or on the immediately neighboring electrodes. Here, we report on two techniques that help to suppress the generated artifacts on the neighboring electrodes of the stimulation site. The first technique is to disconnect the electrodes from the recording channels during stimulation. The second technique includes to measure and then store the respective resting potential values of the electrodes and to then restore those potentials on the electrodes after stimulation.

1 Background/Aims

The possibility to stimulate individual neurons is an essential requirement to answer many questions in neuroscience. Electrical stimulation is required for triggering action potentials and analyzing neuronal network dynamics or investigating neuronal plasticity. It is important to have the possibility to investigate the neuronal activity immediately after stimulation pulses in close vicinity to the stimulation sites. Therefore, efforts have been undertaken, e.g. [1], to enable recording from the same electrode that has been used for stimulation. These efforts mainly focus on removing of the residual stimulation signal, i.e., stimulation artifact on the stimulation electrode to have it ready for immediate recording after stimulation. While this is an interesting solution for low-density MEAs, high-density MEAs allow for achieving high-resolution recordings without the need to acquire the signal on the stimulation electrode by simply using the recordings from the closely spaced neighboring electrodes. Since the gain of recording circuits in the high density MEA is high, and the distance between the electrodes is small, a stimulation signal will affect the recording circuits of the surrounding electrodes and potentially prohibits recording for a few seconds before those channel circuits get back to their operating state.

2 Methods/Statistics

One solution to suppress the artifacts is to disconnect the neighboring electrodes from the recording circuits during the stimulation phase and then immediately reconnect them once the stimulation has been performed. The second solution is to measure and store the resting potential of the neighboring electrodes before stimulation, and then keep the electrodes at this stored potential during stimulation. Immediately after stimulation the potential application is stopped, and the electrodes will be available to record neural activities.

3 Results

Fig. 1a, shows a set of electrodes on the high-density MEA, configured for stimulation (red) and recording (blue) with a gain of 512. Fig. 1b shows the stimulation signal and the resulting artifact on the neighboring recording channel. It takes about 2 seconds to get back to the operating state. Fig. 2 shows the schematic and measurement results of the circuit used for the disconnection technique. In this case, the recording channel is ready for recording around 1 ms after stimulation. Fig. 3 shows the schematic and measurement results of a test circuit fabricated in 0.18 µm CMOS technology, which can apply the initially measured potential of the recording electrode during the stimulation phase. This circuit is connected to a CMOS-based high-density microelectrode array (HD-MEA), featuring 26,400 electrodes at 17.5 µm pitch, 1024 recording channels, and 32 stimulation units for bidirectional communication with electrogenic cells [2,3]. In this case the recording channel will be ready to record in less than 1 ms after the stimulation pulse.

4 Conclusion/Summary

Two techniques were presented for suppressing the stimulation artifacts on neighboring electrodes of the stimulation site. Both techniques show a significant improvement for suppressing the artifacts. The recording channel disconnection technique does not require any additional circuitry.
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Fig. 1. (a) Pt-microelectrodes, 17.5 µm pitch (red: stimulation electrode, blue: recording electrode), (b) Stimulation and recording voltages without artifact suppression (recording amplification is 512 times), (c) Zoom-in around stimulation pulse

Fig. 2. (a) Circuit schematic for stimulation artifact suppression by using the recording channel disconnection technique. (b) Improved stimulation artifact by using this technique. (c) Zoom-in around stimulation pulse

Fig. 3. (a) Simplified circuit schematic for stimulation artifact suppression using the technique of first storing the electrode potential to $C_{\text{hold}}$, then maintaining this potential during the stimulation phase, (b) Improved stimulation artifact by using this technique, (c) Zoom-in around the stimulation pulse
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Abstract
This paper introduces a highly dense, large-area array of micro-needles developed specifically for in vitro, acute slice electrophysiology. The array incorporates 512 needles with 60 μm inter-needle spacing. Each needle measures up to 250 μm in height and at the tip has a small (5-10 μm diameter) conducting platinum electrode. The electrode impedance is measured to be ~300 kΩ at 1 kHz and the system noise is ~7 μV allowing action potentials to be recorded from individual neurons. The needles can penetrate into neural tissue and with the potential to record from hundreds of neurons simultaneously, this technology will be used in high-resolution connectivity studies of local networks of neurons in acute slices.

1 Introduction
For many years, the use of planar microelectrode arrays has been a widely adopted electrophysiological approach to studying connected neural activity. Whilst these types of arrays work very well to record the simultaneous activity of hundreds of neurons in both retina and culture [1,2,3], it is widely accepted that, as a consequence of the planar nature of the electrodes, their usefulness in vitro is limited to studying neurons on the surface of a tissue preparation. For the study of acute slices, where the surface neurons and their connections can be damaged by the slicing procedure, arrays of 3-d microelectrodes address this limitation by penetrating into the slice to bypass the damaged surface layer and record from the intact interior volume of the slice [4,5,6,7].

Here, the fabrication and electrical characterization of a large-area, high-density array of micro-needles is presented. The array is fabricated in silicon and incorporates 512 needles with a needle density of 256 needles/mm². The needles can measure up to 250 μm in height and at the tip of each is a small, 5-10 μm diameter platinum electrode. The device has been electrically characterized to show that the platinum electrode impedance at 1 kHz is ~300 kΩ and the complete readout system operates with an RMS noise of ~7 μV.

The array covers an area of 1 x 2 mm² allowing the connectivity of neurons between cortical layers and multiple cortical columns in the mouse brain to be recorded simultaneously. The small electrode size combined with low impedance enables single-cell resolution recordings with an excellent signal to noise ratio (~15:1).

2 Method
Each micro-needle array is a 32 x 32 mm² chip, four of which are fabricated on to a 100 mm diameter silicon wafer using a novel sequence of semiconductor fabrication techniques. The process relies on the high-aspect ratio etch capability of the Bosch process and the conformality of a tungsten film deposited by low pressure CVD. In Figure 1, the major fabrication steps of a single needle are illustrated.

![Fig. 1. A schematic of the main steps in the micro-needle array fabrication process. The fabrication of a single micro-needle is illustrated. The needles (etched hole, silicon dioxide passivation, metallization and polysilicon filler) are embedded in to the silicon (i-vi) and in the final process steps, the silicon is removed to expose the array of needles and the silicon dioxide insulation is removed from the tips of the needles to expose a tungsten electrode (vii-viii) which is subsequently electroplated with platinum black.](image-url)
(2 \, \mu m \, \text{minimum feature size}) \, \text{tungsten readout pattern (to improve the etch selectivity to photoresist). Also the deep silicon etch (step viii of Figure 1) has been optimised to use a combination of the Bosch process and wet chemical (TMAH) etching to expose the micro-needles. This results in a faster and more anisotropic silicon etch. The completed chip is wire-bonded in to a 512-channel system of low-noise pre- and post-amplification readout circuitry [8].}

3 Results
An array of 512 micro-needles was successfully fabricated and electrically characterized. A 100% of needles were shown to be mechanically viable (no broken needles) across an array. The platinum electrode impedance was measured to be \( \sim 300 \, k\Omega \) at 1 kHz, a suitable value to allow recordings of neuronal action potentials (duration \( \sim 1 \, ms \)).

4 Conclusions
A 512-channel micro-needle array with a needle density of 256 needles/mm\(^2\) was successfully fabricated to have dimensions suitable for a large-area, high-resolution study of connectivity in local neural networks. The small, low-impedance platinum recordings enable recordings of action potentials from individual neurons. The designed fabrication process is robust and versatile, lending itself to future arrays with longer needles, multiple needle lengths across a single array, higher densities and larger area coverage. Ultimately, this innovative new technology could allow neuroscientists to look, with unprecedented detail, at the connected electrical behaviour of neural circuits in vitro.
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Abstract
Today, optogenetic tools play an important role in the unraveling of neuronal circuits in the brain. Here, we present a novel hybrid multi optrode electrode array (MOEA) for optogenetic applications \textit{in vitro}. The MOEA comprises of an arrangement of 64 titanium nitride electrodes and 64 optical outputs distributed over two different wavelengths (470 nm and 590 nm); both functionalities are integrated monolithically into a silicon substrate using CMOS compatible technology. This enables the device to optically stimulate a single cell and simultaneously record its electrical activity.

1 Background
Optogenetics has emerged as an invaluable tool to study brain connectivity by optically controlling well-defined events in living cells. To ensure continuous progress in this field, new tools with improved capabilities should be developed. Such devices are ideally cheaper, offer better reproducibility and feature multiple independent optical outputs. Additionally, full integration of optical stimulation of different wavelengths combined with electrical recording would increase the degrees of freedom of experimental design in optogenetics.

2 The proposed device

MOEA
The presented in vitro device contains 64 TiN electrodes and 64 optical outputs, located closely together to allow for optical stimulation and recording of the same cell. The electrodes are 30 µm in diameter and the optical outputs are approximately 6 by 20 µm in size, which resembles the area of a single cell. Light is carried from external sources (light emitting diodes or lasers) into silicon nitride waveguides by optical input gratings. Two different grating designs were incorporated; one is capable of coupling light of 470 nm into one set of waveguides and the other of 590 nm in another set of waveguides. At the electrode/optrode site, the light is extracted from the waveguides perpendicular to the electrode plane by optical output couplers.

Fabrication
The device is fabricated in imec’s clean room facilities. It is manufactured on silicon wafers using a CMOS compatible process and combines two well-established techniques: one used for the fabrication of neural probes and the other for the creation of optical interconnects in telecommunication systems. All this ensures that the resulting devices are highly reproducible, reliable and scalable.

Fig. 1. (a) Complete view of the MOEA. (b) Detail section where the different components are highlighted.
3 Results

The optical outputs were tested using light coupled in by a miniature laser diode with a wavelength of 470 nm. The optical power density (OPD) was measured using an off-the-shelf optical power meter. The smallest OPD measured on a single grating out-coupler, which is in direct contact with the cells, was 70 mW/mm²: more than sufficient to activate commonly used optogenetic ion channels (ranging from 1 – 20 mW/mm²).

4 Conclusion

This novel hybrid multi optrode electrode array will stimulate progress in optogenetic applications by allowing for multi-wavelength stimulation and subsequent recording of the same cell.
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Abstract
In this work we propose image processing methods that enable quantitative studies on MEA cultured neurons by means of fluorescence microscopy. The neurons are segmented from the fluorescence channel images and the positioning of microelectrodes is obtained from the transmitted light channel images. The proposed method is applied to images from dissociated cultures of rat dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons. Our method efficiently identifies the neurons and microelectrodes in the images. The quantitative analysis results in information about the state of the culture, such as neuron’s morphology and spatial distribution. Microelectrodes positioning enables to describe the interface between neurons and microelectrodes and improve the analysis of the electrophysiological signals recorded by MEA.

1 Background
Microelectrode Arrays (MEAs) allow studying the distributed patterns of electrical activities in dissociated cultures of brain tissues, composed by neurons and glia [1]. Fluorescence microscopy imaging allows monitoring the cell morphology and even the cell culture topology, still it permits to investigate the relation between cell and electrode, critical to recording a good-quality signal [2]. The objective of this work is to perform quantitative analyses about DRG neurons cultured in MEA from confocal fluorescence microscopy images.

2 Methods
Culture Preparation and Image Acquisition: The cell cultures were performed using dorsal root ganglia (DRG) taken from male Wistar rats. The rats were anesthetized with CO2 and sacrificed by decapitation in accordance with the IASP and approved by the local Ethic Committee of Animal Experiments (CEUA/UFU). Dissociated cells were then plated on 60-channel MEAs (30 µm diameter, 200 µm spacing; Multichannel Systems). Cells were incubated with DiBAC₄(3), and then imaged using an inverted fluorescence laser scanning confocal microscopy (Zeiss LSM 510 META). Volumetric 3D images were acquired in two channels, a fluorescence channel and a transmitted light one. Images were acquired in 3D to enable other studies, such as [3]. This work only considers 2D analysis, and maximum and minimum intensity projections are applied over fluorescence and transmitted light channels in order to build 2D images.

Microelectrodes identification: We pre-process the projected image by a median filter to reduce the noise and by a bottom-hat transform to suppress the background and to highlight the microelectrodes. The circular Hough transform [4] is then applied to automatically detect the microelectrodes.

Neurons segmentation: The median filter is applied in order to reduce the noise and top-hat transform is applied to suppress the background and to highlight the microelectrodes. The circular Hough transform [4] is then applied to automatically detect the microelectrodes.

After the pre-processing step, we tile the image into 8x8 small images, and apply Otsu thresholding algorithm to segment each gray level tile. The area opening operation is applied to eliminate the connected components and morphological reconstruction is applied to fill holes inside the objects. We apply the morphological closing in order to smooth the object borders.

Marker based Watershed transform is then applied to separate under segmented cells. Inner distance transform and extended maxima transform are applied to obtain markers for each neuron [5]. The skeleton by influence zone (SKIZ) of the binary image is considered as a marker for the image background. The objects and background markers are imposed as regional minima over a topographic surface defined by the morphological gradient of the binary image.

After watershed transform it is still possible to observe a large number of segmentation errors, mainly artifacts. We propose a simple classification step to
remove most of these objects based on three shape features: area, roundness, and eccentricity.

Quantitative Analysis: Remaining errors are interactively corrected and the segmented neurons, with the information about microelectrodes positioning, are employed to obtain quantitative measures, such as: number of cells; perimeter, area, diameter, roundness and eccentricity of the cells; distances between each pair of cells and distances between cells and microelectrodes.

Neurons in the image are then classified according to its diameter as: small neurons (≤ 20 μm); intermediate neurons (≤ 40 μm); and large neuron (> 40 μm). Neurons located inside the microelectrode recording area are classified in accordance with the distances between neurons and the microelectrodes as: potentially connected (≤ 30 μm); neighboring (≤ 60 μm); and distant from microelectrodes (< 100 μm). Other neurons are considered outside any microelectrode recording area.

3 Results
The methods were applied over the top-right MEA quadrant of a confocal microscopy image. Fig. 1(a) shows the automatically identified microelectrodes, (b) the automatically segmented neurons. In this experiment 88% of the neurons had been correctly segmented by the method. Fig. 1(c) shows the neurons classified in accordance with the diameter and distance to the microelectrodes after remaining error interactive correction. Charts in Fig. 2 show diameter (a) and distance (b) based neuron classifications.

4 Conclusion
Microelectrode identification and neurons segmentation methods show to be capable to identify most of the microelectrode and the neurons. The measurements enable to obtain important information about the neuronal culture that can be used for the study and interpretation of the electrophysiological signal recorded by MEA. The neuron measurements, such as area, diameter, and distribution, are related to the soma membrane, and give the microelectrode recording probability. The distances between neurons and microelectrodes provide a tool for studies regarding to the relationship between the neuron electrophysiological activity and the signal recorded by the MEA system [5].
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Abstract
Organotypic brain slices are a standard preparation in neuroscience research. Here we present a method to study hippocampal neuronal networks in vitro by cultivating the respective slices directly on top of high-density multi-electrode array (HD-MEA) chips for more than 30 days. Directly cultivating brain slices on the HD-MEA chips provides close neuron-to-electrode contacts and the possibility to maintain a register of cell identities, with respect to the electrode locations and recorded activity, over weeks. Moreover, very thin cell layers can be obtained in later stages of the cultivation procedure. The high resolution of the HD-MEA chips, with over 10,000 electrodes, allows for single cell resolution signal acquisition and mapping of the network activities.

1 Introduction
This project aims at cultivating hippocampal slices on high-density multi-electrode array (HD-MEA) chips for long-term extracellular electrophysiology recordings. Organotypic brain slices constitute a preparation in between dissociated cell cultures and in vivo electrophysiological experiments with respect to the representation of brain-like morphology. Organotypic brain slice cultures preserve the local neuronal network architectures, cell-to-cell connections, and characteristics of the original neuronal network. Long-term brain slice cultivation allows for studying network development and dynamics. The culturing of organotypic brain slices directly on HD-MEAs preserves, to a large extent, the slice morphology and enables to precisely allocate the cells in close vicinity to the underlying electrodes. Spontaneous neuronal activity can be assessed at any time point, and the slice becomes very thin at an advanced stage of cultivation. The latter property, combined with the HD-MEA chips, containing over 11'000 electrodes, allows for obtaining an overview of network activities at single-cell resolution thanks to easier spike sorting. The brain slice cultivation method presented here relies on the Gähwiler method [1]. Slice cultures on HD-MEAs have been maintained for over 30 days, while daily recordings have been conducted.

2 Material and Methods
Newborn mice (C57Bl/6 mouse, age post natal day 6) were sacrificed for brain slice preparation. 8 sagittal hippocampal slices (300 µm thickness) were obtained per mouse and affixed to HD-MEA chips with chicken plasma and thrombin. The slice cultures on the HD-MEAs were maintained in custom culturing chambers that allowed for air exchange. The culturing chambers were continuously rotated, inside an incubator with stable temperature (36°C), gas atmosphere composition (5% CO2), and humidity (100%). HD-MEAs featuring 11’011 platinum electrodes were used for slice recordings [2, 3], 126 recording channels can be simultaneously used for readout. Sequences of 147 high-density block configurations were used to record from the whole electrode array area with overlaps. The recordings were performed daily inside an incubator under defined and sustained culturing conditions.

The slice culture recordings were analyzed and yielded activity maps displaying varying spike amplitudes. Single-neuron activity was extracted by manual inspection of multichannel spike waveforms based on the principal component analysis (PCA) spike sorting (UltraMegaSort 2000, Hill D, 2011). Organotypic hippocampus slices have been directly cultivated on HD-MEA chips for over 30 days. Hippocampus CA3 neuronal network activities and single cell footprints have been extracted during the cultivation period (Fig.1).
4 Conclusions

The method presented here provides an opportunity to follow single-neuron activities and related network dynamics in slices over extended time periods, while the relative positions of the preparation and electrodes remain stable.
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Abstract
Our knowledge of the collection of interconnected networks in the brain would benefit from a greater understanding of the computational ability of these networks and their information transfer principles. To better understand the self-assembly of neuron networks and their communication, we created a four-compartment interconnected MEMS device over an electrode array and seeded it with live rat cortical neurons to be able to monitor electrical activity between sub-networks. We used tapered microtunnels to direct activity in a sequential direction around a four-compartment loop. During the spontaneous formation and propagation of bursts along this closed loop system one of the four chambers tended to dominate initiation of these events. We discuss potential mechanisms for this phenomenon. This type of design will facilitate construction of models for communication within and between subregions of the brain to decode information transfer.

1 Background / Aims
The brain is now widely appreciated as a collection of interconnected networks, but our understanding of the computational ability of these networks and their information transfer principles are poorly understood. To better understand the self-assembly of neuron networks and their communication we created a four-compartment interconnected device over an electrode array and seeded it with live neurons to be able to monitor electrical activity between sub-networks.

2 Methods
A four-chambered device was constructed in PDMS with microtunnel connections between the chambers. The 51 microtunnels that interconnected each chamber were tapered from widths of 10 to 3 um wide to guide the direction of axon growth. This design was intended to promote a unidirectional closed-loop system of interconnected chambers where activity propagates along this loop. Each device was positioned onto the surface of a planar electrode array. Neurons from rat cortical hemispheres were seeded into each chamber (3000 cells/mm² per chamber). After 3 weeks in culture, neural activity (spiking) was recorded to determine whether activity propagated in a preferred direction around the loop.

3 Results
Four well devices, each containing a small population of cortical neurons, quickly extended neurites into the tunnels. However, due to differences in the size of the opening at each end of the tunnel (i.e., the taper) the direction of growth was biased. Neurites located on the wall of the chambers with large 10 um tunnel entrances quickly extended into those openings and eventually filled the tunnels between chambers. Neurites that originated near tunnel entrances with the small 3 um opening were less likely to enter the tunnels. Because of this bias, connectivity tended to extend from chamber to chamber in a unidirectional pattern that formed a closed loop. The effect was apparent in the pattern of spontaneous bursting that emerged and propagated between chambers (Fig. 1). First, the timing of these bursts indicated unidirectional propagation of activity in a sequential order around the loop reflecting the unidirectional bias in connectivity. Second, while any of the four chambers could initiate a burst, one of the four chambers tended to dominate. Bursts evoked by electrical stimulation in each compartment propagated in the same unidirectional manner, demonstrating preference for a closed, one-way loop.
4 Conclusion/Summary

Tapered microtunnels were effective in directing activity in a sequential direction around a four-compartment loop. During the spontaneous formation and propagation of bursts along this closed loop system one of the four chambers tended to dominate initiation of these events. We discuss potential mechanisms for this phenomenon. This type of design will facilitate construction of models for communication within and between subregions of the brain to decode information transfer.
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Abstract
Despite the extensive use of in-vitro models for neuroscientific investigations, all studies on cultured cells devoted to elucidate neurophysiological mechanisms and computational properties, are based on 2D neuronal networks. In this work, we present a new experimental paradigm constituted by 3D hippocampal networks coupled to Micro-Electrode Arrays (MEAs). We show how the features of the recorded network dynamics differ from the corresponding 2D network model suggesting new avenues for the use of such 3D models for studies or for the development of bio-hybrid microsystems for in-vivo neural repair.

1 Introduction
Large networks of cultured neurons chronically coupled to micro-transducer arrays are nowadays considered a valid experimental model for studying basic neurophysiological mechanisms governing the formation and conservation of neuronal cell assemblies. Despite the extensive use of such in-vitro models, studies on cultured cells devoted to network electrophysiology are still exclusively based on 2D neuronal networks. In recent years, scientists have used different methods in attempts to create 3D neuronal cultures [1]. It has shown that cells cultured in a 3D environment better represent in-vivo behaviour than cellular populations cultured in a monolayer [2]. However, no attempt has been made to collectively record the electrophysiological activity of such 3D neuronal networks. In this work, we present a novel experimental model in which 3D networks are coupled to MEAs to form a structurally and functionally connected 3D neural network. The introduction of this new in-vitro model systems will complement and further exploit the possibility offered by in-vitro model system for studying network dynamics and for addressing specific issue such as the relationships between structure and functions.

2 Methods
2.1 Cell culture and MEA setup
Dissociated neuronal cultures are obtained from hippocampus of embryonic rats (E18) and plated onto 60-channels MEAs (Multi Channel Systems - MCS, Reutlingen, Germany). In order to construct a 3D neuronal network that resembles in-vivo conditions, we took inspiration from the Pautot’s method [3]. 3D neuronal networks are constructed by seeding neurons onto a scaffold constituted by micrometric glass beads on which they are able to grow. The resulting 3D structure is composed on average by 5 layers of micro-beads and cells obtaining a physically connected 3D neuronal network with a cell density of about 80’000 cells/mm². The developed set-up allowed us to record the network activity from planar MEAs. Additionally, we were able to deliver an electrical stimulation both from the bottom and from the top layers (in the latter case, by using a conventional tungsten electrode).

Fig. 1. Multi-layers of microbeads and neurons confined by a PDMS structure onto the active area of the MEA (blue shaded circle) and extensive encapsulation by neuritic processes (exposed to Map-2) around the micro-beads (green shaded circle).

3 Results
3.1 Spontaneous activity characterization
Spontaneous activities of 2D (n=28) and 3D (n=39) neuronal networks were recorded after four weeks in culture by means of TiN 60 channels MEAs. Figure 2a shows a raster plot of the spontaneous activ-
ity of a representative experiment performed on a 2D hippocampal culture. We can observe a quasi-synchronous activity and network dynamics composed mainly of network bursts. Similarly, Figure 2b shows a raster plot of the spontaneous activity of a representative experiment of a 3D network. It can be observed that the signature of the network dynamics presents a wider repertoire of activities with less global synchrony and more pronounced spiking at a single channel-neuron level.

Fig. 2. 3 min of spontaneous activity of a. 2D neuronal network and b. 3D neuronal network.

The previous observations were quantified by evaluating the percentage of random spikes (i.e., the fraction of spikes outside bursts) in all the performed experiments. 2D network displays a low value of percentage of random spikes (15.9 ± 2% (mean ± standard error of the mean)), while 3D neuronal networks show a significant higher level of random spiking (33.8 ± 3 %; P-value =10-4, Mann-Whitney U-test). Even if network bursting remains a common signature for both preparations, the shift from 2D to 3D does also affect the bursting behavior. In 2D neuronal networks, the number of detected network bursts is high, the network burst duration seems similar for all the detected network burst. On the contrary, in 3D neuronal networks, the number of detected network bursts is lower and their duration is more variable.

To examine the level of synchronization of the network activity, the cross-correlation (CC) function was evaluated for the 2D and 3D neuronal networks. CC function for 2D networks underlines the high level of correlation among all the recording channels. On the contrary, 3D neuronal networks exhibits a low level of correlation among the active channels in the random spike activity region; within the burst activity region, instead, the level of correlation among channels is high.

To demonstrate whether the layers are effectively connected, we studied the propagation of the signal. In 2D neuronal network, the propagation of the signal is continuous, the signal starts from one source and propagates rapidly and in a continuous way in all the network. The estimated speed of propagation computed for all the experiment is 42 ± 3.5 mm/s. In 3D neuronal network, the signal that starts from one site propagates slowly in the network in a discontinuous way.

3.2 Stimulus-evoked activity characterization

To further prove that the layers are functionally connected, we performed experiments by delivering electrical stimulating from the bottom and top layers. To quantify and compare the neuronal network responses to electrical stimulation we evaluated the percentage of Post-Stimulus Time Histogram (PSTH) area generated after electrical stimulation in different time windows. The response to stimulation of 2D networks is relatively fast as about 90% of the PSTH area is reached within the first 500 ms. 3D neuronal networks stimulated from the bottom layer exhibit a similar response to stimulation within all the time windows: we could observe a fast response (35% of PSTH area reached within the first 100 ms) and a slow response (among 30% of the response to stimulation is detected between 1s and 2s). In the case of 3D networks stimulated from the top layer, the fast response was practically not detected (only about 10% of PSTH area is within the first 500 ms) suggesting that no direct pathways are present. The responses generated from this type of stimulation are slow as about 90% of PSTH area is reached between 500 ms and 2 s.

4 Conclusion

The obtained results demonstrate that we constructed a physically connected 3D neuronal network that exhibits a much richer repertoire of activity that cannot be found in uniform (i.e., non-patterned) 2D neuronal networks. This electrophysiological activity resembles more the one detected in in-vivo measurements in freely behaving rats [4].
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Abstract
The use of cultured neuronal networks as a model for their in vivo counterparts allows researchers to study the central nervous system, especially the brain, in a controlled environment. Specific neuronal connectivity patterns in the brain are implicated to play a role in the perception, processing and storage of information, so the building of small neuronal networks with controlled topology is a promising approach to investigate the basic circuits of the nervous system. The present work focuses on the different techniques developed in our group to realize small neuronal networks with well-defined topology, directly on MEA chips.

1 Aims
One of the grand challenges of this century is to learn how our brain functions. Despite the vast amount of technical possibilities we still have very little insight (and especially consensus) into e.g. how memory is stored. One reason for this might be that our current knowledge in neurosciences mostly derives from single cell technologies such as patch clamping, or system level studies (e.g. MRI). Multi-electrode arrays (MEA) try to fill in this gap by providing information about neural slices and cultures, however, even though several attempts have been made to build more controlled neuron networks (microcontact printing, microfluidics, etc.) there is still no reliable technology that could provide well-defined in vitro networks with oriented connections on MEA chips. Due to the lack of such “study networks”, the field is forced to perform experiments on highly complex systems which makes a complete understanding of the fundamental aspects very difficult.

2 Methods
In this work we demonstrate different methods to realize small neuronal networks on MEA chips in a controlled and reproducible manner. The type, number, position of the neurons, as well as the connections and their directionals can be defined and kept under control by combining PDMS sheets and electrically driven axonal outgrowth. The role of the PDMS sheets are multifold: first they provide control over the seeding concentration and cell positions, then they confine neurite outgrowth into the predefined directions and make closed compartments for improved electrical recordings.

3 Results
We demonstrate the applicability of the developed methods on MEA chips with different electrode arrangements. The results show the proof of concept by realizing directed connections between rat hippocampal neurons sitting on neighbouring electrodes, and the analysis of the resulted neuronal activity from the measured extracellular signals.

4 Summary
By creating reproducible neuronal networks with well-defined topology, our vision is to bridge the gap between micro and macro, the molecular or few cell level and whole brain experiments. With the results, we aim to provide insights into the role of neuronal and synaptic properties such as synapse development, plasticity and connectivity, and extract the algorithms that support information processing and neurocomputation in brain tissue.
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Abstract

Human pluripotent stem cells derived neural cells are considered to be a promising tool for both basic research and clinically orientated purposes. The ability to from functional interconnected networks is innate to neurons in vivo. Thus it is important that this ability is also retained in vitro differentiated neurons. In this work we used two types of human stem cell derived neural cultures, differentiated using either adherent or suspension based method, to study their emerging neuronal network properties. According to our results, both culture types were able to mature into functional neuronal networks within the similar time frame.

1 Background / Aims

Neural differentiation of hPSCs is mainly performed using two growth factor based technics a) suspension culture of floating cell aggregates (embryoid bodies or neurospheres) or b) adherent culture as a cell monolayer or combination of both [1, 2]. Both methodologies have their lacks and advantages. Suspension methods require longer differentiation times and produce more heterogeneous cell populations containing also glial cells. More laborious adherent methods are faster and produce more homogenous neural stem cell populations which can be further used for creation of neural precursor cell banks.

In the brain, the main function of neurons is to transmit and process electrical signals. When the neural differentiation is performed in vitro, it is important to show that the produced neuronal networks are able to form in vivo-like electrophysiological properties. The micro electrode array (MEA) is an ideal tool for long term follow up studies of network level functionality. Although the MEA technology has been available for many decades [3, 4], only few articles about hPSC derived neurons on MEAs exist [5–12]. Previously, suspension method has been shown to produce active neuronal networks [8–12].

The aim of this work was to study whether commercially available neural precursor cells differentiated via adherent method have similar ability to form spontaneously active neuronal networks compared to suspension method.

2 Methods / Statistics

Cells used in this experiment were:

1) Group1: hNP1 (ArunA Biomedical, Inc. Athens, GA, USA), commercial neural precursors manufactured from human embryonic stem cell (hESC) line WA09 using an adherent method

2) Group2: Regea 08/023 hESC line derived neural cells, differentiated using a suspension based method

The hNP1 neural precursors (LOT: 7003-001, p0) were maintained according to manufacturer’s instructions and for experiments maturated according to the published protocol [13]. The hESCs (Regea 08/023) were differentiated into neural cells according to previously published method [2] and used for experiments at 8 week differentiation point as previously described [8].

Cell maturation was studied with immunocytochemistry and with network level spontaneous activity measurements using 6-well MEAs (MultiChannel Systems GmbH, MCS, Reutlingen, Germany) with in-house build silicone cell culture chambers [12]. The electrophysiological MEA measurements were performed in BioMediTech’s electrophysiology laboratory after culturing cells 22, 28, 31 and 35 days in vitro (DIV) on MEA dishes (parallel samples: hNP1 n=18 and Regea 08/023 n= 12 ). Spike detection was performed online with MC_Rack (MCS), spikes and bursts were analyzed using Neuroexplorer (NEX Technologies, AL, USA) and previously published burst detection algorithm [11] for MATLAB (MathWorks, MA, USA). Immunocytochemical studies were performed at DIV 28 with cell plated on 48 well culture plates (Nunc, NY, USA) according previously published protocol [2]. Statistical analysis was performed with GraphPad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, Inc. CA, USA) using Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test (post hoc test).

3 Results

According to immunocytochemical analysis, both groups were positive for neuronal and astrocytic markers after differentiation and maturation. The hNP1 and Regea 08/023 cultures contained MAP-2 positive neurons. Both studied groups were also posi-
tive for GFAP, an astrocytic marker, however, the morphology of GFAP+ cells was very different between the cultures (representative image, Fig. 1).

Both groups were able to form neuronal networks that expressed spontaneous activity on MEA (Fig. 2 A, B).

The activity developed from single spikes into training and even bursting during the 5 weeks of culturing as previously described for hESC derived neuronal cultures [8]. Although the amount of active channel was increasing in time in hNP1 networks and decreasing in 08/023 networks, the spiking frequency was unchanged between cultures (Fig. 2 C, D). The burst analysis suggested differences in burst behavior but no statistically significant differences were found (Fig 2 E, F). Synchronous activity was seen in both groups (Fig. 3).
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Abstract
This work describes a novel neural cell culture perfusion system compatible with a commercial multielectrode array (MEA) recording setup. A controlled and continuous flow of cell culture medium and the long-term monitoring of cell physiology are two advantages of perfusion systems. However, both can be significantly disturbed by air bubble entry through the external tubing. This study targeted at the improvement of the internal perfusion cap design to not only trap and guide bubbles to the medium outlet, but improve its overall tightness and suitability for short-working distance microscopy. For the latter reason, we integrated a glass cover slip window at the bottom of the PDMS perfusion cap to improve the optical clarity and an internal wall groove for guiding air bubbles. The flow and leakage properties of this cap design were compared to a cap featuring a PDMS membrane instead of a glass coverslip.

1 Introduction
Perfusion systems made of PDMS have been widely used in cell culture-based studies. They show advantages over traditional cell culture containers i.e. by offering the possibility of mimicking an in vivo environment. Control over continuous medium flow through micro tubes could be useful for extending long-term survival on MEAs previously shown for static cultures [1] [2]. Long-term cell culture is useful in many case studies, like continuous time-lapse imaging and extracellular electrophysiology at ambient conditions [3].

PDMS is an advantageous polymer for various cell culture applications because of its transparency, gas permeability, bio-compatibility and flexibility. However, some of these features could be considered as a disadvantage for a PDMS perfusion system. For instance, the flexibility of a PDMS cap could lead to leakage and air bubble formation, which are problematic for optical imaging and culture viability in long-term electrophysiology studies on MEAs [3].

We designed a second-generation perfusion cap, which can be easily fabricated using a PDMS scaffold with an integrated PDMS/glass coverslip window. It has the advantages of (1) having a higher resistance against pumping pressure fluctuations, (2) featuring mechanical stability paired with high transparency for optical imaging, and (3) including a bubble trap guidance mechanism towards the medium outlet. It can be fabricated either by additive manufacturing (3D printing) or replica-molding and its implementation is low-cost.

2 Materials & Methods
2.1 Perfusion cap fabrication
We present a perfusion concept based on a replica-molding strategy from a 3D-printed acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) moulding template, which consisted of three removable parts (Fig.1 A). Their combination determined the height as well as the outer and inner diameters of the PDMS cap. The two-part PDMS material (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) was mixed in the ratio of 10:1 (v/v), and, after degassing, was poured into the assembled moulding template and cured at 85 °C for 30 min (Fig. 1 B). Two holes (Ø 1.2 mm) were centered at opposite sides of the upper edge (Fig 1. C) [2]. They served as holders for polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) inlet and outlet tubes. Each cap consumed 6-7 ml of the PDMS precursor mix.

Perfusion cap templates were designed (Creo CAD, PTC) to fit the 30 mm standard outer diameter (OD) of commercially available MEA rings.
3 Results

Two types of PDMS caps have been developed and compared, namely a PDMS perfusion cap with the central window composed of a PDMS membrane (number 3 in Fig. 1 D) and a cap with a glass coverslip instead of the PDMS membrane. Both types of the caps were made from the same template (Fig. 1 A). The glass slide was bonded with PDMS to the perfusion cap. Resistance to pump-induced fluctuations in the fluid flow and bubble trapping was compared for these two caps.

3.1 Fluctuation tolerance test

The tolerance of each cap against deformation was tested by monitoring the fluid pressure created by a stepper motor-driven syringe pump (flow rate: 20 µl/day). In both prototypes we observed that the cap with the glass coverslip was more stable to deformation. The cap made with PDMS showed signs of leakage between the glass ring and the perfusion cap, while the PDMS cap with the glass cover slip showed a homogenous fluid distribution without leakage (Fig. 2).

3.2 Bubble guidance mechanism

Air may penetrate the cap or tubing and enter the device. In the presented PDMS cap, bubbles were trapped in a groove (number 5 in Fig. 1E) at a minimum flow rate of 20 µl/day. Due to the continuous fluid flow, the bubbles tended to move slowly toward the outlet (Fig. 2A). This prevented them from accumulating underneath the central window thereby causing subsequent image distortion during long-term imaging. A minimum flow rate of 20 µl/day was sufficient for guiding bubbles to the outlet.

4 Conclusions

The second generation PDMS perfusion cap with a glass cover slip window minimized fluid related problems and leakage. In addition, the device successfully guided bubbles toward the outlet. The glass coverslip window and bubble guidance will be useful in improving the optical visibility of samples in a perfusion system.
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Abstract
Multi-Electrode arrays (MEA) enable the recording of multiple field potentials from various electrically active surfaces. This presentation focuses on the acquisition of ECG-like signals from two-dimensional cultures of human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC)-derived cardiomyocytes in combination with Fura-based Ca-ratiometry. Fura-2 is a Ca-sensitive dye which is used to record intracellular Ca levels with medium temporal resolution. The nine well, 256 channel MEA platform provided by Multichannel Systems was extended to accommodate nine independent fiber optic channels for composite Ca transient recording from the cell population in each well. The wells were equipped with an individual perfusion for sequential and escalating application of test compound or solvent (control). Experiments were designed in a way that on each nine well chip, three wells treated with solvent control can be tested against six wells treated with test compound at up to five concentrations. Profiling of reference compounds demonstrates that the combination of the read-out parameters from field potential and Ca transient analysis enables a detailed characterization of the pharmacology of the respective compound. In particular, inhibition of ion channels, intracellular calcium handling, and changes in cAMP may be detected. Furthermore, specific physiological properties of the cells in use may be characterized. In the present case using hiPSC-derived cardiomyocytes, it was found that they deviate substantially from primary cells. An in-depth analysis of the base-line properties of the cellular systems used is essential for the interpretation of potential compound effects.
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Abstract
Human pluripotent stem cells and their neuronal and glial derivatives have raised high hopes in the field of regenerative medicine. Furthermore, these cells are useful in the fields of human development studies, disease modelling, drug screening, and neurotoxicology. Currently, most of the analyses are based on in vitro and in vivo animal models or cells. Moreover, most of the neurotoxicological analyses are based on molecular biology end point analyses which do not take into account the cell type specific functionality at all. For neurons, their most crucial characteristic is the electrical signalling. The most optimal method to measure and monitor the electrical functionality of neuronal networks in vitro is the microelectrode array (MEA) setup. This method has been implemented by both academic research parties and industry for neurotoxicological screening to some extent using both animal and human derived neurons. Due to their close resemblance to the brains of developing human foetuses, human pluripotent stem cells derived neuronal cultures in MEA platform offer unique tool to study the aspects of neurotoxicity in humans and to model certain diseases. However, many aspects of these kinds of in vitro models still require optimization. The several aspects of model optimization will be discussed in this presentation.

1 Background
The discovery on human embryonic stem cells (hESC) in 1998 [1] opened a door for totally new area for both clinical treatment development and for in vitro research. It was hoped that these cells, able to differentiate into every cell type in human body (excluding placental structures), would provide source of making needed cells types in great amounts. And surely, it is possible for example to make various types on neurons and glial cells from hESCs in vitro [2]. Even though the first great expectation of utilizing hESC derivatives was in regenerative medicine, it was acknowledged that these cells would be beneficial also in other areas in vitro such as in drug development and screening, neurotoxicological analysis and in the developmental studies of human brain.

As hESC possesses ethical challenges, the discovery of human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC) in 2007 [3] has broaden up the use of these human pluripotent stem cells (hiPSC = hESC + hiPSC) for multiple purposes as hiPSCs can be produced from any individual. One of the greatest advantages of hiPSC is that when producing them from a patient bearing disease with genetic background it is possible to create particular cells in a laboratory dish that should have the same defect than the patient. It has already been shown making hiPSC derived neurons from patients with neurological diseases bearing genetic background is possible [4]. Thus, hiPSC derivatives have brought up new areas such as development of particular disease models and development of personalized medicine strategies where hPSC can further benefit us.

2 Methods and results
2.1 Neural differentiation and characterization of human pluripotent stem cells
After 2005 we have developed a relative simple cell suspension differentiation method for hPSCs [2]. With this method, we have tested the neuronal differentiation capacity of 15 hESC and 13 hiPSC lines derived and produced with different methods, obtained either from research laboratories or commercially. We have showed that all of these hiPSC lines can be differentiated into neuronal cells but there is a relatively huge line, but not origin, depended variation in the efficiency [2, 5, unpublished data]. The neuronal characteristics were studied in gene and protein expression levels (RT-PCR, qRT-PCR, immunocytochemistry, flow cytometry). Importantly, all produced neuronal cultures were able to form spontaneously functional neuronal networks when studied using micro electrode arrays (MEA, Multichannel Systems, MCS, Germany) in a setting developed by us [6]. The development of spontaneous activity and maturation was depended on the initial neuronal differentiation capacity of a particular hiPSC line.

In next step, we have taken both hESC and hiPSC lines which have good neuronal differentiation capacity into more detailed analysis to see if there are differences between neuronal properties. This is an ongoing
work. Preliminary results suggest that both electrophysiological properties of single neurons (patch clamp) and neuronal networks are very similar between cells derived either from hESCs or hiPSCs.  

2.2 MEA measurements of hPSC derived neuronal networks  

The MEA environment differs from cell culture plastic or glass were neuronal cells are typically cultured and thus it does not provide optimal culturing conditions. Also, as the electrodes on MEA’s are embedded in the middle of the MEA chamber it is challenging to get the neurons grow on that area and not surrounding areas. To optimize the MEA culturing environment, we developed a silicone chamber that restricts the culturing area only to the area of electrodes in MEA [7]. This has provided us a way to be more successful with neuronal culturing in MEA’s and also resulted in direct cost saving as less coating materials and cells are needed per MEA.  

The hPSC derived neuronal networks represent developmentally the earliest types of networks existing. It is not known yet how far these networks can be matured and thus what developmental stage they mimic in vivo (fetal, childhood or adult human neuronal networks). It is, however, quite clear that when comparing functional properties of hPSC and primary rodent neuronal networks in vitro, there are differences in network characteristics (maturation time, activity parameters, level of synchronous activity, etc.). Therefore, we developed an algorithm to analyse bursts in these highly variable hPSC derived neuronal networks [8].  

One of the application areas of hPSC derived neurons is neurotoxicology. Thus, we tested if hPSC derived functional neuronal networks could be used for this purpose. We showed that methyl mercury, a known neurotoxicant, influences functionality of these networks in concentration level that does not cause visible toxic effects when measured with standard molecular biology methods [9].  

The disease modelling in vitro has become very active research area especially after the discovery of hiPSC. In case neurological disorders, it is quite obvious that development of models were the functional properties of the created neuronal networks can be measured are needed. This reply both in developing disease models bearing genetic background or more general, for example, injury related models. In order to develop this area further we tested how the human cerebrospinal fluid affects functionality of neuronal networks [10]. As part of development of in vitro models certain type of platforms with additional features may be needed including culturing of mixed cell populations, restrictions between different cells areas or cell parts ect. This may also lead to need to design different kinds of MEA electrode arrays with different patterns. As part of developing our own in vitro models, we have tested different electrode mate-

### 3 Discussion and conclusions  

Human pluripotent stem cells derived neurons provide us tool to develop many application areas such as neurotoxicological screening and disease modelling. As the main function of neurons is to create functional neuronal networks, those networks should be used as principle component in the developed platforms. Thus, MEA provides basis for these platform development. There are, however, many aspects that need to take into account:  

1) Although there are hundreds of hESC and hiPSC lines available today they do not differentiate similarly towards neurons. In addition, there are multiple differentiation methods resulting in different neuronal amounts and neuronal subtypes. Further, as hiPSC are modified cells from the beginning there may be some abnormalities or changes in the derived neuronal networks. Thus, one needs to think carefully what kind of hPSC line to use for production of the neuronal networks for particular use.  

2) MEA measurements are feasible to conduct with hPSC derived neuronal networks. Those contain, however, relatively big network to network variations and differ from rodent primary neuronal networks that are more or less the standard for neurotoxicological screening today. Thus, there should be standardization of producing these hPSC derived neuronal networks and also more detailed characterization in multiple levels.  

3) The development of MEA technology to the HTP systems will of course to help to tackle the variation seen in functional properties as sample sizes can be increased. That does not remove the need to analyse the properties of hPSC derived neuronal networks more carefully and compare those to the rodent primary neuronal networks. On the other hand, as the differentiation methods are optimized further that can result in more homogenous neuronal networks.  

4) The disease modelling may require more complicated in vitro platforms. In these platforms both structural components and cellular composition of that particular brain area may need to be recapitulated as well as possible. Whether that leads even to 3D in vitro models remains to be seen. Of course that would add on requirements also for used MEA technology.  
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The need for new strategies in preclinical compound testing is intensively debated by the pharmaceutical industry. In this respect, cardiomyocytes generated from human stem cells (hSCs) are regarded as a promising source to develop meaningful in vitro test models of adverse cardiovascular effects, including electrophysiological safety screening. Our study is the first to compare the pharmacological profile between different types of hSCs by means of MEA recordings and to relate it to existing electrophysiological preclinical cardiac safety models.

Commercially available human embryonic or induced pluripotent stem-cell derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSCs, hESCs) from three providers were electrophysiologically validated against ten compounds with different modes of action. Spontaneous field action potentials (fAP) were recorded from the cells directly seeded on the recording electrodes of 6-well MEAs.

Compound effects comprised changes of the initial phase of the fAP (Na+ component), fAP duration as well as changes of the spontaneous beating frequency and regularity. For most of the reference compounds, all cell types investigated expressed the same alterations in the parameters analyzed in response to the compounds, but with different sensitivities. Comparison of our results with literature data from other preclinical cardiac safety models revealed in most but not all cases a good pharmacological correlation for all cell types tested.

Based on these findings, we conclude that hSC-derived cardiomyocytes in principle are a promising cell source for electrophysiological cardiac safety assays but still need to be improved towards the expression of a mature electrophysiological phenotype to avoid false-negative or -positive responses.
On-Chip Measuring of Drug-Induced Cardiac Action Potential Elongation of Single Cells with Patch Clamp Resolution
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Abstract

Drug development is hampered by the awareness of drug-induced cardiotoxicity resulting in the rejection of pharmaceutically active compounds. To a certain level cardiac malfunction can be understood from the electrical activity of single cardiac cells. In this study we present a novel assay applied on a multi-electrode array (MEA) built on top of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) electrical circuitry to address the electrical activity of individual cardiac cells in a network. The electrodes (diameter ± 1 µm) are subcellular sized and allow for both electrical stimulation and recording. We used primary cultures of rat neonatal ventricular cardiac cells after 5 to 7 days of culture. Application of different doses of cisapride demonstrated the potential of the system to measure dose-dependent increases of the action potential duration (APD) of ventricular cardiac cells.

1 The Open-Cell State

Drug-induced cardiotoxicity of pharmaceutically active compounds is often recognized as an elongation of the QT segment in the electrocardiogram. Current in vitro tools fail either the versatility of using appropriate cell types or the ability to report detailed electrical activity. The in vitro screening system needs to involve the use of cardiac ventricular cells, since the APD of these cells coincides with the QT interval. Our CMOS-MEA presents the electrical activity of a single cardiac cell as individual spikes on a noise band with amplitudes of about 3 mV (SNR ± 100) (panels A, B). Electrical stimulation of the cell creates the so-called open-cell state shaping an electrical signal that displays the full time course of the action potential of the cardiac cell. The observed amplitudes range from 3 to 90 mV (SNR up to 300) (panels C, D). The open cell state is restricted in time and the recorded signal spontaneously returns to single spikes [1].

2 Dose-dependent drug-induced APD elongation

In this study, we evaluated the potential of the imec MEA in detecting drug-induced changes in APD. An open-cell assay was developed in which a cell was stimulated twice and the APDs of both situations were subtracted, resulting in a ΔAPD value. The first stimulation for each cell always occurred in the absence of the drug, whereas the second stimulation was performed both in the absence and in the presence of increasing concentrations of cisapride, a drug known to prolong the APD. In the absence of the drug, ΔAPD amounted 1.9 ± 1.2 ms. With increasing concentrations of cisapride, i.e., 10, 100, and 1000 nM, ΔAPD
increased to 33.5 ± 4.4, 53.6 ± 4.0 and 78.4 ± 5.6 ms, respectively (n = 30). Figure 2 shows the dose-dependent relationship between ΔAPD and the drug concentration.

In conclusion, the imec CMOS-MEA shows to be a powerful tool for detailed analysis of the electrical activity of single cardiac cells and demonstrates potential to drastically improve predictability and accuracy of future drug screening assays.
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Abstract
Human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC)-derived neurons may be effectively used for drug discovery and cell-based therapy. However, the immaturity of cultured human iPSC-derived neurons and the lack of established functional evaluation methods are problematic. We here used a multi-electrode array (MEA) system to investigate the effects of the co-culture of rat astrocytes with hiPSC-derived neurons. The co-culture facilitated the long-term culture of hiPSC-derived neurons for >3 months and long-term spontaneous firing activity was also observed. After >3 months of culture, we observed synapse transmission. Compared with rat neurons, hiPSC-derived neurons required longer time to mature functionally. Furthermore, addition of the synapse antagonists induced significant changes in the firing rate. In conclusion, we used a MEA system to demonstrate that the co-culture of hiPSC-derived neurons with rat astrocytes is an effective method for studying the function of human neuronal cells, which could be used for drug screening.

1 Introduction
Human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) differentiation techniques and culture methods are important evaluation models and an alternative to animal testing for drug discovery screening, toxicity testing, and elucidating disease mechanisms [1-3]. Neuronal cells can be generated from hiPSCs, providing a very important alternative to studies of humans and model organisms, to facilitate a better understanding of the mechanisms of neurological diseases and identifying novel therapeutic avenues [4, 5]. However, hiPSC-derived neurons cultured using traditional two-dimensional culture methods lack adequate maturation, and evaluation methods focusing on the function of cultured hiPSC-derived neurons have not been established. Additionally, using glial cell humoral factor in cultured neuronal cells increases the number of living cells [6,7]. We previously demonstrated that achieving long-term single cell culture is possible by adding glial cell humoral factor to rat hippocampal neurons [8].

Here, we used the MEA system to investigate the functional effects of co-culturing rat astrocytes with hiPSC-derived neurons on their long-term spontaneous activity and drug responsiveness [9].

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Planar MEA chip
To evaluate the long-term culture of hiPSC-derived neurons, we used a planar MEA measurement system (Alpha Med Scientific, Japan). The MEA chips were produced on a glass slide, comprising 64 electrodes (50 × 50 μm) with 150-μm spacing in an 8 × 8 grid arrangement. Each recording terminal surface was coated with Pt/Pt-black to reduce impedance.

2.2 hiPSC-derived neurons
hiPSC-derived neurons [iCell neurons; CDI Inc., USA] were cultured on MEA chips. The MEA chips were coated with 0.05% polyethylenimine solution for 1 h at room temperature, washed four times with sterilized water, and left to dry overnight. Next, 5 μg/ml of laminin solution was added, and the chips were incubated at 37°C in a 5% CO2/95% air atmosphere. On the day that culture commenced, the laminin solution was removed and a φ3.4-mm glass ring was placed in the middle of the probes where the electrodes were located. The cells (90 μl) were seeded inside the rings (density, 1.3 × 10⁶ cells/ml) and incubated for 1 h. Culture medium was applied around the rings and were removed carefully. The cultures were grown at 37°C in a 5% CO2/95% air atmosphere.

2.3 Humoral factor derived from rat astrocytes and rat astrocyte co-culture
To evaluate the pharmacological response and long-term spontaneous activity characteristics, we tested iCell neurons in three different culture conditions: (i) conventional culture conditions using samples with neurobasal medium culture; (ii) conventional culture conditions with the addition of rat astrocyte-derived humoral factor; and (iii) with the addition of
rat astrocyte-derived humoral factor and rat astrocytes.

The rat astrocytes were seeded (density, 1 × 10^3 cells/MEA chip) and co-cultured with hiPSC-derived neurons. The humoral factor was obtained from the same culture medium used to produce the astrocytes.

### 2.4 Pharmacological tests

To investigate pharmacological effects, we administered synaptic antagonists to hiPSC-derived neuronal networks on the MEA chips. The GABAA receptor antagonist bicuculline (Sigma-Aldrich) and the AMPA/kainate receptor antagonist 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-dione (CNQX) (Sigma-Aldrich) were used at final concentrations of 10 μM and 30 μM in the medium, respectively. Spontaneous recordings were obtained for 60 min before treatment with bicuculline or CNQX and again after administration. A 10-min washout was performed in the medium prior to recordings. The cultures were kept in a CO2 incubator between the recordings and washouts. To avoid medium changes and waiting for the effects of drugs, firing analyses were performed during the last 10 min of the 60 min period after drug administration.

### 3 Result

We applied bicuculline and CNQX to the humoral factor/astrocytes co-cultured samples at 37 and 92 culture DIV, and we observed changes in the spontaneous activity. Figure 1 shows the change in the firing pattern. Bicuculline administration (10 μM) increased the firing frequency, whereas CNQX administration (30 μM) stopped the firing activity completely, although it was restored after washing the samples. Bicuculline administration increased the amplitude and the firing rate. We detected multiple different waveforms, which we attributed to an increase in the number of firing neurons. No significant differences were observed with the conventional culture samples (data not shown). Figure 1B shows the electrodes that detected signals and the firing frequency of the 64 electrodes. At 37 and 92 culture DIV, the number of electrodes that detected signals and the firing rate increased after bicuculline administration, whereas they decreased after CNQX administration, although the firing rate was restored after washing out the samples. After bicuculline administration, among the treated samples, we detected an increase in the number of electrodes with firing activity (four and 11 more electrodes at 37 and 92 culture DIV, respectively). The firing rate in treated samples increased 2.8- and 2.4-fold at 37 and 92 culture DIV, respectively. After CNQX administration, there was a 0.54- and 0.17-fold reduction in the firing rate at 37 and 92 culture DIV, respectively.

### 4 Summary

The firing rate increased greatly at 92 DIV, including the synchronized burst firing rate, after bicuculline administration, indicating that the cells were pharmacologically responsive and it also validated the long-term culture of the samples. After CNQX administration, we observed that the firing rate took a long period to recover to its original rate after washing the samples. The relationship between CNQX concentration and recovery time requires further investigation. In conclusion, we demonstrated that the coculture of hiPSC-derived neurons with rat astrocytes facilitated long-term culture and functional measurements were obtained. Moreover, we detected major responses after the addition of synapse antagonist drugs. Therefore, using a MED64 system as a measurement method during hiPSC co-culture with rat astrocytes may be beneficial for clarifying the functions of human neuronal circuits and for drug screening applications.
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Abstract

Human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC) derived neuronal networks have large potential for creating human cell based in vitro platforms. Electrical signalling corresponding in vivo signalling in neuronal networks is one crucial parameter to evaluate the neuronality of the cells in networks. We show that both human embryonic stem cell (hESC) derived and human induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC) derived neuronal cells form functional networks on microelectrode array (MEA). Electrical activity development in hPSC derived neuronal networks show signal development from single spikes to bursting activity. Thus, those networks are potential cell material for MEA based in vitro platforms.

1 Background / Aims

Human pluripotent stem cells (hPSC), including human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and human induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs), provide unique cell source for developing in vitro neuronal cell models for neurotoxicity, neural drug development as well as neurologic diseases [1-3]. Nevertheless, only little is known about the functionality and network formation of hPSC derived neuronal cells. The aim of our work was to use microelectrode array (MEA) technology to observe the functional development of both hiPSC and hESC derived neuronal networks.

2 Methods / Statistics

Both hiPSCs and hESCs were cultured and differentiated similarly. Shortly, hPSCs were cultured on top of feeder cell layer in colonies. Colonies were mechanically cut to aggregates and cultured as spheres in neuronal differentiation medium for 8 weeks. For MEA measurements, MEA dishes (60-6WellMEA 200/30, Multichannel Systems) with in-house designed silicone cell culture chamber (SpikeBooster, Fig. 1) [4] were used. Maturing neuronal networks were measured with 2100-MEA system (MCS) twice a week for 5 weeks. In addition, control networks were cultured in cell culture dish for gene expression and immunocytochemical analyses. Obtained MEA data was analysed using MATLAB (MathWorks, MA, USA) with in-house-built burst detection code [5] and with Neuroexplorer (NexTechnologies, AL, USA).

3 Results

We detected the functional development that is typical for neuronal cultures in both hESC and hiPSC derived neuronal networks. First, single spiking activity occurred within first week on MEA, and thereafter the functionality matured into training activity, and even bursting (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. SpikeBooster. Cell culture chamber designed for good cell attachment and fast network formation for 6-well MEA format.

Fig. 2. A) Electrical signalling development from hESC derived neuronal networks in 4 weeks on MEA. B) Electrical signalling development from hiPSC derived neuronal networks in 4 weeks on MEA.
Moreover, both types of networks showed typical neuronal markers in gene expression and immunocytochemical analyses.

4 Conclusion/Summary

Neuronal cells differentiated from hESCs and hiPSCs form functional neuronal networks which further mature into even bursting networks. This shown functionality makes these cells potential starting material for different in vitro platforms.
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Abstract
Excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) is the phenomenon through which cardiac myocytes convert electrical action potentials, via calcium ions handling, to a mechanical contraction. In parallel to ECC, cardiac muscle cells possess a feedback mechanism, to overcome environmental changes, which is called mechano-electrical feedback (MEF). Alterations of these phenomena are directly linked to occurrence of contractile dysfunction (pump/heart failure) or ventricular arrhythmias. The main goal of this scientific work is to simultaneously monitor changes of different coupled phenomena in the cardiac mechano-electrical behavior at the subcellular level, combining different tools and experimental techniques: atomic force microscopy (AFM), microelectrode arrays (MEA), and fluorescence microscopy (calcium imaging). We also propose a novel method in which AFM nanoindentation is triggered with respect to the probed EFP with increasing delays at each electric event, thus providing an alternative, more powerful, approach in cardiomyocytes mechanical measurements.

1 Background / Aims
Heart failure is a major pathological condition, which is associated with high mortality. It is directly caused by myocardium contractile dysfunction (pump failure) or ventricular arrhythmias. The phenomenon through which an electrical action potential is converted, via calcium ions handling, to a mechanical contraction goes under the name of excitation-contraction coupling (ECC) [1]. When environmental changes occur, an intracardiac chemical pathway provides adaptation of the cardiac ECC. Such biological control loop is known as mechano-electrical feedback (MEF). Alteration of the MEF has been linked to the occurrence of arrhythmias [2].

In the past decade, the use of the atomic force microscope (AFM) as a tool to study micro and nanomechanical properties of single cells has spread. The use of force spectroscopy techniques allows precise probing of the cell surface and underlying cytoskeleton [3]. Furthermore, AFM can operate in liquid environment; hence single cells can be probed in physiological conditions [4].

Microelectrode arrays (MEAs) is a well-accepted tool that enables the recording and the stimulation of cellular electrical activity, by means of extracellular field potential (EFP). They offer few advantages compared to other electrophysiological techniques, such as multiple experimental sites and long-time monitoring of the electrical behavior. Common cell types addressed by this technology are neurons, cardiac and skeletal muscle fibers [5].

Fluorescence techniques are widely used in cardiac research. Calcium fluorescence imaging allows direct visualization of Ca$^{2+}$ fluxes through the cell membrane using specific fluorescent probes.

The main goal of this work is to simultaneously monitor changes of different components of the cardiac mechano-electric behavior at the subcellular level, namely elasticity, height, electrical activity, and intracellular calcium concentration. We also propose a novel method in which AFM nanoindentation is triggered with respect to the probed EFP with increasing delays at each electric event. This results in a series of time resolved measurements of the cell elasticity during the beating cycle [6], overcoming one of the main limitation of AFM measurement (e.g. low speed).

2 Methods / Statistics
2.1 Experimental setup
The experimental setup is based on a commercial AFM (AFM 5500, Agilent Technologies), mounted onto an optical inverted microscope (model IX70, Olympus) equipped for EPI-fluorescence microscopy. The cell culture is performed on commercial MEAs (60channels MEA, model ITO 200/30, Multichannel Systems). A custom-made sample holder houses the MEA device and provides heating and multi-site probing of bioelectrical signals. The signals pass through an amplification stage, supplied by a 64 channels, 1000-gain amplifier (FA64I, Multichannel Systems). AFM scanner vertical position and cantilever deflection are also recorded. All signals are acquired by a 64 channels DAQ board (NI PCI-6071E, National Instruments).
Calcium imaging is performed using fluorescent calcium green-emitting dyes (Oregon Green-BAPTA-AM/Fluo4-AM, Invitrogen). The images are recorded with a CMOS high-speed, high-sensitivity camera (Flash4, Hamamatsu Photonics).

To perform the triggered/delayed nanoindentation, a FPGA board (NI PCI-7830, National Instruments) is used. All the hardware is controlled by NI-LabVIEW customized softwares. The complete setup is schematically shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Experimental procedure

Embryonic rat cardiomyocytes (16-19d days), cultured on MEA for four to seven days, are loaded with calcium sensitive fluorophore one hour before the experiment. EFP recording from microelectrodes are carried out together with optical inspection of the cell culture. A specific cell, sitting onto one microelectrode, which shows spontaneous electrical and beating activity, is selected. Simultaneous electrical and fluorescence imaging, together with AFM triggered/delayed nanoindentation are recorded and saved for off-line analysis.

3 Results

3.1 Results analysis

AFM “force-distance curves” are processed, according to the analysis proposed by Oliver and Pharr [7], to calculate elastic moduli at each delay from the last spontaneous extracellular AP peak measured at the targeted microelectrode [6]. The recorded EFP is also used to evaluate electrophysiology parameters (e.g. beating rate). Acquired fluorescence images are analyzed in terms of change of intensity, normalized with respect to the background (F/F0) in a selected region of the image corresponding to the cell area. All the analysis is performed with customized scripts in-MATLAB (Mathworks). An example of the recorded signals is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the combined setup for AFM-MEA-Calcium imaging measurements.

Fig. 2. Graphs of three signals recorded simultaneously during an experiment: MEA signal (top, blue), cantilever deflection (red, middle), intracellular calcium transient (bottom, green).

4 Conclusion/Summary

In vitro investigation of mechano-electrical behavior of cardiomyocytes can open new ways for detecting and predicting pathological conditions directly linked to the ECC alteration. The use of well-established techniques provides a solid support for the interpretation of data, and the exploitation of AFM sub-micrometric resolution allows us to treat the microelectrode array as a multisite sample which increases the throughput of experiments toward the validation of in vitro cardiac muscle cells models, and more efficient drug tests.
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